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Preface

Preface
Before my graduation project started, I aimed to conduct a research that would have a
contribution to the AECO industry, and especially in its transition towards a circular built
environment. Not only for a scientific relevance, but also the societal relevance of the research
was important. Our impact on the environment is something we cannot deny, and therefore we
must aim to change our mindsets and workflows to change them into circular processes to
contribute together in creating a better planet, even if this is done with small steps at the time.
I think this research has great potentials for the circular built environment to be implemented
and therefore can be of great contribution. Especially for stimulating the reuse potentials of
building materials to reduce the waste generation. Therefore, I am very proud of what I have
accomplished during my graduation project. This research finalizes the master Construction
Management and Engineering and therefore also the end of my career as a student.
Reflecting on the past six months as well as my student career at the Eindhoven University of
Technology, I can say I grew as a person during these years. The opportunity from the
University to choose your path of (offered) courses, makes it able to design your personal
development during the master. I am very grateful for this chance, because I could follow a
variety of courses, which I did. Combining these courses and the knowledge that I gathered,
evolved in the final topic for my master thesis. It is a very complex topic, in which a lot of
different components could and should work together. Everything I learned in the past years
did help me solving issues and scientific problems. This report is a collection of everything I
learned during my study, and therefore I look back with pride on all the effort, devotion,
knowledge, and positive energy I managed to implement in this very important period of my
life.
But of course, this was not possible without the great support from the people I gathered
around me for helping me achieving my research goal. First of all, I want to thank Pieter
Pauwels for his devoted and strong support before and during the graduation project. This
result would never have been possible without your guidance. It was a pleasant collaboration,
even though almost the entire process was held online due to the Coronavirus, it was still
managed to retrieve a lot of feedback during the project. I am also very grateful to my external
supervisor Anouk van Otterlo, who supported me throughout the entire project, always made
time for me to discuss ideas and results, which led to valuable insights and helped me in
making the right decisions.
I would like to thank my 2nd supervisor Qi Han for the intermediate feedback moments and
especially for her contribution to the knowledge of the circular built environment. I also want to
thank Marcel van Bavel (BASED, BIM Management & Consultancy) for the chance to
collaborate with me on this research topic, the valuable ideas, critical feedback, and support. I
also want to thank my colleagues from the company for their input in the research as well as
the great time I had with them.
Finally, I would like to thank my family and my girlfriend for always supporting my ambitions
and share the same motivation I had for this research and the entire study. Without them, this
would never have been possible.
Joran Verhoeven
Eindhoven, August 2020
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Summary
The construction sector has a major part in the waste that is generated in the Netherlands. To
be able to reduce these numbers, the construction sector tries to be more sustainable by
recycling their waste and using recycled building materials. These were the first steps in its
transition from a linear to a circular built environment. The construction sector was able to
lower the numbers of its waste generation. But recycling is still not the desired feedback loop.
The reuse loop has a higher potential and has the lowest negative impact on the environment
out of the four technical feedback loops (maintenance, reuse, remanufacture, and recycle).
Especially since the Dutch government determined to have a full circular economy by 2050
with only using reuse processes, the reuse potentials of building materials should be stimulated
even more. Many initiatives are already introduced, considering the implementation of circular
concepts that are concentrated on stimulating reusable building materials. But no initiative, yet,
is developed on how to stimulate the reusable building materials for existing buildings.
When implementing this challenge into the Architecture Engineering Construction Operations
and Maintenance (AECO) industry, it must be in line with the development that is happening
nowadays. The implementation of the Building Information Management (BIM) process
increased the collaboration as well as the interoperability possibilities in the AECO industry
tremendously over the past years. But since its introduction, the AECO industry is still
struggling in how to manage their building data, especially when the AECO industry is shifting
towards cloud-based software technologies. Combining the transition towards the circular built
environment with the shifting towards cloud-based software in the AECO industry, the following
main question was formulated:
“How can the connection between non-graphical BIM data of existing buildings and cloudbased software be realized, in order to stimulate the reuse of building materials to support
the circular built environment?”
The first part of the literature review on the circular built environment, did conclude that the
reuse cycle loops have the highest potential in a circular economy. To be able to capture the
highest value of the reusable building materials, new circular-based concepts were developed.
Especially the design phase, which has the greatest benefits to implement circular-based
concepts, can contribute to stimulate the reuse of building materials. The circular design,
reversible design, and design for disassembly are the three most known new concepts in the
circular built environment. Especially the BAMB (‘building as materials banks’) organization is
supporting this new approach of designing a building, that can completely be deconstructed at
the end of its life cycle. This enables to capture the highest value of the building materials.
When these building materials can be extracted and they do not need maintenance or
remanufacturing, they can immediately be reused. To collect the circular building data, the
Madaster platform developed material passports, which indicate the circularity of materials in
a building, to get insights on the impact the building has on the environment.
The second part of the literature review on the building information management defined the
enormous steps the AECO industry took over the years with the implementation of the BIM
methods, based on connectivity and data management. The BIM methods enable companies
to collaborate on one platform and provide interoperability possibilities to connect different
software tools. The ‘I’ in BIM increased the quality of the formerly 3D models, to not only have
graphical data but also non-graphical information available in the BIM models. To be able to
retrieve this data, the open standards as the IDM (information delivery manual), MVD (model
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view definitions), and the guidelines of the basis-ILS (Dutch: Informatie Leverings Specificatie),
stimulate companies to think about the desired output of the project by setting the right
requirements upfront. At the same time, the cloud-based software gets introduced in the
construction sector. The used standards and exchange file formats have to be more generic,
scalable, and highly adoptable, to have the possibility to be connected with cloud-based
software. Stated is that especially the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) file exchange format
has high potentials to enable this connection, due to lightweight data exchange format and
high parsing efficiency comparing to other exchange file formats. But the connection with the
IFC (Industry Foundation Classes), which is the exchange file format that is most commonly
used in the AECO industry, is not yet developed.
Based on the conclusions from both parts of the literature review, multiple opportunities arise
that can contribute to solve the problem that is defined for this research. The Unique Selling
Points (USPs) point out that a platform is desired on which circular-based information of
building materials of existing buildings can be collected and its materials can be sold on that
same platform as well. This, to accomplish the circular as well as the economic part of the
circular economy. With the concepts of buildings as materials banks, the platform can become
a library in which existing buildings and their building materials can be presented as material
banks. This will evolve in a marketplace where the supply and demand of reusable building
materials meet. Combining this with the shifting towards cloud-based software, the following
system was proposed: A digital marketplace in the cloud using JSON file format input and
Javascript for web development (cloud-based software), with the supply and demand of
reusable building materials (circular economy), driven by circular-based non-graphical
information (BIM models).
To be able to export the BIM models into single building materials for the cloud-based
marketplace, the right non-graphical information must be retrieved from these models. Only
the characteristics and properties of the building materials, which are within the circular-based
approach of this research, should be retrieved. Therefore, a circularity-based guide was
developed which gave insights on which desired circular-based data should be retrieved from
the BIM models. This guide is developed as the Re Use Index – ILS and is inspired by the
guidelines of the basis-ILS. Circular-based exchange requirements are included in the guide,
that aim to attach circular-based non-graphical information to the objects in a BIM model. This,
to increase their reuse potentials. The exchange requirements are divided into three topics:
object properties, object circularity indicators, and object dismantle indicators. To verify if this
data can be extracted from contemporary BIM models, a BIM model data juxtaposition was
executed. In this analysis, three BIM models were compared based on matching and circularbased data, that is within the scope of this research. The outcome of this analysis was Excel
Spreadsheets, which contain pre-defined parameters, that enable end-users of the cloudbased marketplace to only extract the non-graphical information that is needed to stimulate the
reuse of building materials.
The proposed system (cloud-based marketplace) is developed as an online application using
the Rapid Application Development (RAD) method. The development was divided into four
phases: requirements, design, development, and test phase. The requirements were listed
based on the needs of the end-users. The system was designed using an activity diagram to
structure the paths of the webpages and drafted scenarios were used to design the first version
of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) in the front-end. The Model View Controller (MVC)
framework was fundamental in the system design. The MVC framework was implemented
using an Application Programming Interface (API), that created the connection between the
external database of MongoDB, the web browser, and the cloud-based software (Node.js,
Javascript, JSON). In the development phase, the online application was developed based on
the requirements and the drafted scenarios. Two different environments were developed in the
online application, that distinguishes the different end-users. At the supply side are the project
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owners, who have to use the Project 2 Connect side. It enables them to upload their projects,
assess reuse potentials, and finally provides the opportunity to add the reusable building
materials as products in the webshop. The webshop customers use the Re Use 2 Use side,
which enables them to buy reusable building materials and to get more information about the
products.
In the test phase, the online application was tested using the Alpha Testing method, in which
a real-user environment was simulated to test the online application based on their needs.
Optimizations were implemented as well. Finally, the products in the webshop, with the nongraphical information that was retrieved from the BIM model data juxtaposition, was compared
with a best-case scenario. An example was developed of a product in the webshop that did
contain the desired non-graphical information based on the exchange requirements from the
Re Use Index – ILS. It was evident that the best-case scenario did capture a higher value of
non-graphical information that increases the reuse potential of building materials, since this
circular-based information is not yet included in the contemporary BIM models. To enable the
AECO industry with an easier implementation of the circular-based exchange requirements in
their processes, is the Re Use Index – ILS developed as being an existing guide. This guide
can help stakeholders in project teams to increase the value of circular-based non-graphical
information about the objects in the BIM models and therefore stimulate the reuse potentials
of the building materials when the building is at its end of life cycle.
The online application did show that software that is used in the AECO industry can be
connected to cloud-based software, and that this connection does increase the reuse
potentials of the building materials. In this research, it is concluded that the JSON exchange
data format in combination with Javascript for web development, has the highest value and
potential for realizing the connection between the software used in the construction sector and
the cloud-based software. The online application can convert .xlsx files into .json, present the
data in the web browser, and sell the objects from the BIM models as products in a webshop.
The online application is a real-time prototype, which has positive test results. After some
hardcode optimizations, it has realistic potentials to be used in the AECO industry. The online
application did realize the desired connection as it is formulated in the main question and the
supply and demand in the digital marketplace provides the opportunity for the stimulation of
the reuse of building materials. Based on these results, it, therefore, can be concluded that the
research goal is accomplished.
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Samenvatting
De bouwsector heeft een ontzettend groot aandeel in de totale afvalproductie van Nederland.
Om dit aandeel te verminderen probeert de bouwsector meer duurzame methodes te
implementeren, door afval te recyclen en zoveel mogelijk gerecyclede bouwmaterialen te
gebruiken. Dit waren de eerste stappen in de transitie van een lineaire naar een circulaire
bouwsector. Het is de bouwsector hierdoor gelukt zijn aandeel in de afvalproductie te
verminderen. Echter is alleen recyclen nog steeds niet het gewenste antwoord. Hergebruik
van bouwmaterialen heeft veel meer potentie en heeft de minst negatieve impact op het milieu
van de vier technische cyclussen (onderhoud, hergebruik, reproductie en recyclen). Nu de
Nederlandse overheid heeft besloten om een complete circulaire economie te realiseren in
2050 met enkel hergebruik processen, moet het hergebruik van bouwmaterialen meer dan ooit
tevoren worden gestimuleerd. Vele initiatieven zijn al geïntroduceerd wanneer we kijken naar
de implementatie van circulaire concepten die het hergebruik van bouwmaterialen stimuleren.
Er is echter nog (steeds) geen initiatief ontwikkeld, dat het hergebruik van bouwmaterialen uit
bestaande gebouwen stimuleert.
Wanneer deze uitdaging in de Architecture Engineering Construction Operations en
Maintenance (AECO) industrie wordt geïmplementeerd, moet dit in lijn zijn met de ontwikkeling
die er tegenwoordig al plaats vindt. Deze ontwikkeling is de implementatie van het Bouwwerk
Informatie Management (BIM) proces dat de samenwerking en de interoperabiliteit
mogelijkheden in de AECO-industrie de laatste jaren ontzettend heeft versterkt. De AECOindustrie, is echter sinds de introductie van BIM, nog steeds aan het onderzoeken hoe zij hun
gebouw data kunnen beheren. Helemaal nu de ontwikkeling van cloud-based
softwaretechnologieën voet aan de grond krijgt in de AECO-industrie. Wanneer we de transitie,
richting een circulaire bouwsector, combineren met de ontwikkeling richting cloud-based
softwaretechnologieën in de AECO-industrie, kan de volgende hoofdvraag geformuleerd
worden:
“Hoe kan een connectie gerealiseerd worden tussen niet-grafische BIM-data van bestaande
gebouwen en cloud-based software, voor het stimuleren van het hergebruik van
bouwmaterialen voor de ondersteuning in een circulaire bouwsector?”
Uit het eerste gedeelte van het literatuuronderzoek kan geconcludeerd worden dat hergebruik
van bouwmaterialen de grootste potentie heeft in een circulaire economie. Om de hoogste
waarde van herbruikbare bouwmaterialen te behouden zijn nieuwe circulaire concepten
ontwikkeld. Met name de ontwerpfase kan bijdragen in het stimuleren van het hergebruik van
bouwmaterialen, omdat deze fase de grootste mogelijkheden bevat voor het implementeren
van circulaire concepten. Het circulaire ontwerp, omkeerbare ontwerp en het ontwerp voor
demontage zijn de drie meest bekende concepten in de circulaire bouwsector. Met name de
BAMB (‘gebouwen als materiaal banken’) organisatie ondersteunt deze nieuwe aanpak in het
ontwerp van gebouwen die compleet gedeconstrueerd kunnen worden wanneer deze het
einde van hun levensduur bereiken. Dit maakt het mogelijk om de hoogste waarde van de
bouwmaterialen te behouden. Wanneer deze bouwmaterialen gewonnen kunnen worden en
geen onderhoud nodig hebben, kunnen zij direct hergebruikt worden. Om circulaire
gebouwdata te verzamelen, heeft het Madaster platform materiaalpaspoorten ontwikkeld.
Deze materiaal paspoorten geven een indicatie over de circulariteit van de bouwmaterialen uit
het gebouw, om inzicht te geven in wat de impact is die het gebouw heeft op het milieu.
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Het tweede gedeelte van het literatuuronderzoek, over het Bouwwerk Informatie Management,
definieerde de enorme stappen die de AECO-industrie heeft genomen door de jaren heen. Dit
is gebeurd door de implementatie van de BIM-methoden, gebaseerd op connectiviteit en
datamanagement. De BIM-methoden maakten het voor bedrijven mogelijk om samen te
werken op één platform en zorgden voor de mogelijkheid tot interoperabiliteit door het kunnen
combineren van verschillende softwareprogramma’s. De ‘I’ in BIM zorgde voor een toename
van de kwaliteit, ten opzichte van de voormalige 3D modellen. Hierdoor kwam niet alleen
grafische data, maar ook niet-grafische data beschikbaar in BIM-modellen. Om deze data te
verkrijgen, zijn normen ontwikkeld als de Information Delivery Manual (IDM), Model View
Definition (MVD) en de richtlijnen van de basis-ILS (Informatie Leverings Specificatie), die
bedrijven stimuleren om goed na te denken over de gewenste uitkomst van de projecten,
waardoor de juiste eisen vooraf opgesteld moeten worden. Tegelijkertijd zijn de cloud-based
softwaretechnologieën geïntroduceerd in de bouwsector. De gebruikte normen en
uitwisselingsbestandstypes moeten meer generiek, schaalbaar en makkelijk toepasbaar zijn,
om deze te kunnen verbinden met cloud-based software. Gedefinieerd is dat met name de
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) uitwisselingsbestandvorm de hoogste potentie heeft om
deze connectie mogelijk te maken. Dit komt door zijn lichtgewicht gegevensuitwisseling vorm
en hoge ontleding efficiency vergeleken met andere uitwisselingsbestandvormen. Echter is de
connectie met IFC (Industry Foundation Classes), wat de meest gebruikte vorm is als
uitwisselingsbestand in de AECO-industrie, nog niet ontwikkeld.
Gebaseerd op de conclusies uit beide onderdelen uit het literatuuronderzoek, zijn
verschillende kansen ontstaan die bij kunnen dragen aan het oplossen van het probleem dat
is gedefinieerd voor dit onderzoek. De Unique Selling Points (USPs) wijzen uit dat een platform
gewenst is waarop circulaire information de bouwmaterialen uit bestaande gebouwen
verzameld kan worden en deze bouwmaterialen op datzelfde platform verkocht kunnen
worden. Dit is gewenst om zowel het circulaire als het economische gedeelte van een circulaire
economie te volbrengen. Met de concepten als ‘gebouwen als materiaal banken’, kan het
platform een bibliotheek worden waarop bestaande gebouwen en de bijbehorende
bouwmaterialen gepresenteerd kunnen worden als zijnde een echte materiaal bank. Dit zal
zich ontwikkelen tot een marktplaats voor vraag en aanbod van herbruikbare bouwmaterialen.
Wanneer we dit combineren met de verschuiving naar cloud-based software, is het volgende
systeem voorgesteld: Een digitale marktplaats in de ‘cloud’ die gebruik maakt van de JSONbestandsvorm en Javascript voor webapplicatie ontwikkeling (cloud-based software), voor
vraag en aanbod van herbruikbare bouwmaterialen (circulaire economie), gevoed door
circulaire niet-grafische informatie (BIM-modellen).
Om het mogelijk te maken dat de BIM-modellen worden geëxporteerd in enkele
bouwmaterialen voor de cloud-based marktplaats, moet de juiste niet-grafische information
onttrokken kunnen worden uit deze modellen. Echter moeten alleen de kenmerken en
eigenschappen van de bouwmaterialen, die binnen de circulaire aanpak van dit onderzoek
vallen, onttrokken worden. Daarom is een circulaire gids ontwikkeld die inzichten geeft in welke
circulaire gegevens gewenst zijn te halen uit een BIM-model. Deze gids is ontwikkeld als de
Re Use Index – ILS en is geïnspireerd op de richtlijnen van de basis-ILS. De circulaire
uitwisselingsvoorwaarden zijn in deze gids inbegrepen en hebben het doel om circulaire nietgrafische informatie toe te voegen aan de objecten in BIM-modellen. Dit wordt gedaan om hun
hergebruik potentie toe te laten nemen. De uitwisselingsvoorwaarden zijn verdeeld over drie
onderwerpen: object eigenschappen, object circulariteitsindicatoren en object demontage
indicatoren. Voor het verifiëren van de data die gewonnen kan worden uit hedendaagse BIMmodellen, is een BIM-model data juxtapositie uitgevoerd. In deze analyse zijn drie BIMmodellen met elkaar vergeleken, op basis van overeenkomstige en circulair gerichte data, die
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binnen het toepassingsgebied van dit onderzoek vallen. De uitkomst van deze analyse zijn
Excel Spreadsheets met voor-gedefinieerde parameters, die het de eindgebruikers van de
cloud-based marktplaats mogelijk maken om enkel de niet-grafische informatie die nodig is
voor het stimuleren van het hergebruik van bouwmaterialen te verkrijgen.
De online-applicatie is ontwikkeld door gebruik te maken van de Rapid Application
Development (RAD) methodiek. Het ontwikkelproces was verdeeld over vier fases: eisen
opstellen, ontwerpfase, ontwikkelfase en de testfase. De opgestelde eisen zijn gebaseerd op
het eisenpakket van de uiteindelijke eindgebruikers. Het systeem was ontworpen door gebruik
te maken van een activiteitendiagram om structuur te geven aan de paden van de
webpagina’s. De geschetste scenario’s zijn gebruikt om het ontwerp van de eerste versie van
de Graphical Users Interface (GUI) aan de voorkant van de online-applicatie aan te geven. In
de ontwikkelfase was het Model View Controller (MVC) patroon fundamenteel voor het
ontwerp van het systeem. Het MVC-patroon was geïmplementeerd in de Application
Programming Interface (API), die de connectie tussen de externe database MongoDB, de
webbrowser en de cloud-based software (Node.js, Javascript, JSON) mogelijk maakte. In de
ontwikkelfase is de online-applicatie ontwikkeld op basis van de eisen en geschetste
scenario’s. Twee verschillende omgevingen zijn ontwikkeld in de online-applicatie, die de
verschillende eindgebruikers van elkaar onderscheiden. Het aanbod op de online-applicatie
wordt gevuld door de project eigenaren, die gebruik moeten maken van de Project 2 Connect
kant. Dit maakt het voor hen mogelijk om projecten te uploaden, eventuele hergebruik
potenties te beoordelen en biedt uiteindelijk de mogelijkheid om herbruikbare bouwmaterialen
toe te voegen als producten in de webwinkel. De klanten van de webwinkel moeten gebruik
maken van de Re Use 2 Use kant van de online-applicatie, die het voor hen mogelijk maakt
om herbruikbare bouwmaterialen te kopen en om meer informatie over deze producten te
verkrijgen.
Tijdens de testfase is de online-applicatie getest door gebruik te maken van de Alpha Testing
methodiek, waarin een ‘echte eindgebruiker’ omgeving is gesimuleerd om de online-applicatie
te testen op basis van hun behoeften. Optimalisaties zijn hierna toegevoegd. Uiteindelijk zijn
de producten uit de webwinkel, met de niet-grafische informatie die is verkregen uit de BIMmodel data juxtapositie, vergeleken met een best-case scenario. Een voorbeeld is ontwikkeld
voor een product in de webwinkel die wel de gewenste niet-grafische informatie bezat,
gebaseerd op de uitwisselingsvoorwaarden van de Re Use Index – ILS. Het was duidelijk dat
de best-case scenario inderdaad een hogere waarde van niet-grafische informatie bevatte, die
ervoor zou zorgen dat de hergebruik potentie van het bouwmateriaal zou toenemen. Dit was
met name, omdat deze circulaire informatie nog niet was toegevoegd aan de hedendaagse
BIM-modellen uit de analyse. Om voor de AECO-industrie een eenvoudige implementatie van
circulaire uitwisselingsvoorwaarden in hun processen mogelijk te maken, is de Re Use Index
– ILS ontwikkeld als een daadwerkelijk bestaande handleiding. Deze gids kan de
belanghebbende in een projectteam helpen om de waarde van circulaire niet-grafische
informatie van de objecten in de BIM-modellen toe te laten nemen. Hierdoor zal het potentiele
hergebruik van bouwmaterialen gestimuleerd worden wanneer het gebouw het einde van zijn
levensduur bereikt.
De online-applicatie heeft laten zien dat het mogelijk is om software die gebruikt wordt in de
AECO-industrie te koppelen met cloud-based software en dat door deze connectie de
hergebruik potenties van bouwmaterialen toeneemt. In dit onderzoek is geconcludeerd dat de
JSON-uitwisselingsbestandsvorm in combinatie met Javascript voor webapplicatie
ontwikkeling, de hoogste waarde en potentie heeft voor het realiseren van een connectie
tussen software die gebruikt wordt in de bouwsector en cloud-based software. De onlineapplicatie kan .xlsx bestanden converteren naar .json bestanden, deze presenteren in de web
browser en de objecten uit de BIM-modellen verkopen als producten in een webwinkel. De
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online-applicatie is een bestaand prototype met positieve testresultaten. Nadat er een aantal
optimalisaties plaatsvinden in de codes, heeft de online-applicatie realistische potentie om
toegepast te worden in de AECO-industrie. De online-applicatie realiseert de gewenste
connectie zoals die is geformuleerd in de hoofdvraag en de vraag en aanbod in de digitale
marktplaats draagt bij aan de kansen voor het stimuleren van het hergebruik van
bouwmaterialen. Gebaseerd op deze resultaten kan daarom geconcludeerd worden dat het
onderzoeksdoel is bereikt.
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Abstract

Abstract
The need for stimulation the reuse of building materials in the construction sector is growing.
Since the construction sector has a major part in the total number of waste that is generated
in the Netherlands, it tries to be more sustainable over the years. But since the reuse feedback
loop is defined as the highest potential over the recycle feedback loop, the construction sector
needs to focus on the reuse loops to reduce its waste production. This is in line with the vision
of the Dutch government to have a fully circular economy, with only using reuse processes by
2050. The implementation of the Building Information Management (BIM) process increased
the collaboration and interoperability potentials within the Architecture Engineering
Construction Operations & Maintenance (AECO) industry. But it is now shifting towards the
usage of cloud-based software technologies. To enable the AECO industry to realize a
connection with cloud-based software and with the need for the stimulation of the reuse of
building materials, this research aimed combine both problems. By realizing a connection
between non-graphical information and cloud-based software and use this connection to
stimulate the circular built environment to reuse its building materials. This research is
concentrated on existing buildings, since these will be deconstructed soon and have the
highest potential for the extraction of reusable building materials.
This research proposed an online application that was developed as well as a guide (Re Use
Index – ILS; inspired by the basis-ILS) in which circular-based exchange requirements are
listed. The guide can help de AECO industry to attach circular-based non-graphical information
to the objects in the BIM models. The online application was developed using an MVC (Model
View Controller) framework, which was fundamental in the connection between Node.js,
Javascript, JSON, MongoDB, Application Programming Interface (API), and the web browser.
The online application is a digital marketplace for reusable building materials, which is in line
with the circular as well as the economic part of the circular economy. The online application
enables project owners to upload their projects and to add the building materials as products
to the webshop. The webshop customers on the other hand can buy these building materials.
With the Re Use Index – ILS guide, for increasing the circular-based non-graphical information
in BIM models and the online application where the supply and demand of reusable building
materials meet using cloud-based software, it is concluded that the research goal is
accomplished.

Keywords
Reusable building materials, waste reduction, BIM, cloud-based software, non-graphical information,
MVC framework, API, online application, circular-based exchange requirements
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1 │ Introduction
In this first section, the introduction of this research will be described. The research motive will
be defined in sub-chapter (1.1). Here, the challenges where the construction sector is coping
with, are defined. These challenges evolve in a problem, which is defined in sub-chapter (1.2).
To be able to tackle this problem, the main question and sub-questions are formulated in subchapter (1.3). The research design, as well as the schema of the research design, are
described and depicted in sub-chapter (1.4). This section will be finalized by defining the
relevance of this research in sub-chapter (1.5).

1.1

│

Research Motive

The construction sector has a major part in the production of waste. In 2016, in the Netherlands
only, nearly one-quarter of all the output generated by the construction sector consisted out of
waste (Statistics Netherlands; CBS, 2019). This is higher than any other sector in the
Netherlands. Almost half of the total waste production in the Netherlands is on account of the
construction sector. And this number does not include the demolition waste from existing
buildings (approximately 11 billion kg) (Statistics Netherlands; CBS, 2019).
This a serious problem. The construction sector should drastically stop continuing with these
numbers of waste generation. And luckily, they are trying to reduce these numbers. The
construction sector started many years ago, to slowly implement sustainability in their
processes. The implementation of sustainability goes in line with the noted negative impact
that the construction sector has on the environment (Graham, 2002; Grierson, 2009; Opoku,
2015). Especially in the last years, the sustainability processes are widely implemented in the
construction sector. In the Netherlands, almost 54% of all recycled materials is used within the
construction sector, and nearly 38% of the used materials in the building sector ended up in
the recycling process (CBS, 2019). The construction sector did recognize their part in the waste
production and is now trying to reduce these number rapidly by closing their life cycle loops.
By closing the life cycle loops, the construction sector is changing from a linear to a circular
built environment (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2016). The generated waste and used building
materials do not end up on the landfill or in the waste production processes, but they get a new
purpose.
But the ultimate sustainable construction sector, does not end with the recycling processes,
because recycling is still not the most environmentally friendly answer. Recycling contains a
lot of transportation and reproduction processes, which still has a negative impact on the
environment (Ng, Chau, 2015). Even though it is a closed-loop, it is still not the ideal solution.
The solution is to create a shortcut where the reproduction process can be excluded from the
life cycle loop and the building materials can immediately be reused. In the circular built
environment, this is named: reusable building materials. The reuse of building materials is a
far more beneficial method than the recycling method. Existing buildings contain a wealth of
building materials that can directly be reused after the building gets deconstructed (Akanbi, et
al., 2018). Over the years, the construction sector set a clear vision to develop a less negative
impact on the environment. With the implementation of sustainability, the introduction of the
circular economy and the reduction of waste production due to the change to recycling life
cycle loops. The next step is to change to an even more efficient and environmentally friendly
approach with the introduction of the circular built environment: increasing the reuse of building
materials in the complete life cycle of a building project.
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This is in line with the vision of the Dutch government which has set clear objectives about the
circular economy in the Netherlands. Their first objective is to make the production process
more efficient in which fewer natural resources are needed. The second objective is when it is
inevitable that natural resources are needed, this must be extracted from renewable resources.
And the final objective is to develop new production processes with the implementation of
circular-based products. The Dutch government aims to get a fully circular economy in the
Netherlands in 2050, in which no waste is generated, and every process involves reusable
resources (Rijksoverheid, 2019).
Besides the transition from a linear to a circular economy, another development is happening.
Since the introduction of mobile phones, we can reach the entire world just with a touch by our
fingertips on a screen. The world, as we know it nowadays, is about connectivity due to cloudbased software, applications, and the world wide web. It does not matter where you are, you
are always connected to anyone from anywhere you want. You can call, post, buy and sell
anything, and it just works in the cloud. In just decades, we are connected like never before
(Fabian, et al., 2015). This digital era is taking tremendous steps, even harder than most
people can keep track of. Data and connectivity are the main topics of this century. Data
management, data streams, data structures, making connections between software, apps, and
working in the cloud, it is everywhere around us. Every sector around the world is continuously
asking themselves which steps to take, which directions to follow, which opportunities lie
ahead.
This development also affected the construction sector. The construction sector is continuously
implementing, testing, and struggling with the newest digitisation. This, to gain the greatest
benefits out of it, and to keep track of this fast digitisation. The connectivity within the
construction sector did already largely increase with the implementation of the building
information management (BIM) process (Smith, 2014). The traditional 2D and 3D models
made room for BIM models, rich in information that goes beyond just the graphical aspect of
the model. The BIM model concentrates more on the wealth of information that can be
connected to the 3D visualization as well. The implementation of BIM takes the Architecture
Engineering Construction Operations & Maintenance (AECO) industry, to higher levels.
Especially the collaboration and interoperability possibilities increased enormously (Arayici, et
al., 2018). Different software tools, which are connected by open standards and open file
formats, make it possible to exchange BIM models within project teams.
The challenge is to connect the digitisation of the AECO industry with the shifting to cloudbased software and data management systems, such as Dropbox, Google Drive, One Drive,
Office 365 etc. Within the cloud-based software, data can easier be stored, files can easier be
exchanged due to a lower amount of file sizes and the data is always accessible. This requires
from the construction sector to extend their collaboration processes and their software tools,
to a cloud-based collaboration approach. The data storage and exchange of data, through
OpenBIM standards, will in the future be executed on cloud-based BIM platforms (Juan, Zheng,
2014; Ma, Sacks, 2016).
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Problem Definition

What can be stated is that a lot of developments are happening within the construction sector
nowadays. The construction sector is trying to create an environmentally friendly sector that
does not live by the ‘take-make-waste’ disposal but develops a circular life cycle. With
‘recycling’ as the main purpose in the last years, this is now changing to concentrate more on
the reuse possibilities. The reuse of building materials will be the goal within the circular built
environment. And this new approach already is gaining ground. New concepts are invented,
such as a circular design, reversible design, and the design for disassembly. These concepts
provide the opportunities to deconstruct the complete building and still secure the value
capturing of the building materials, since the project is designed so that this is made possible
(BAMB, 2019; Fifield & Medkova, 2016; Rios, et al., 2015). With the implementation of these
concepts, building materials can very easily be reused. The only problem with these concepts
is that they are solutions for future projects. The concepts are used in the design phases of
new projects, which will be constructed in the future.
However, there is a stock of existing buildings around the world that are not designed to be
deconstructed and reused, but finally will also reach the end of their life cycle. In the past 20
years, in the Netherlands only, almost 59,2 thousand hectares were built for living and working
(Statistics Netherlands; CBS, 2019). These buildings contain a wealth of building materials that
can easily be reused in other projects, but people must be aware that these building materials
are available to be reused. The question is: how can we stimulate the reuse possibilities of the
building materials of the existing buildings that are built over the last decades?
To be able to answer this question, it is wise to concentrate on the building data that might be
available from these buildings. This affects the other development that is happening within the
construction sector, based on connectivity and data management. The implementation of the
BIM methods increased the building data management for the AECO industry, to add not just
graphical, but also non-graphical information to the 3D models. The BIM models could contain
a wealth of information about the building materials used to construct the projects. The
dimensions, characteristics, property sets, etc., it all is described and defined during the design
phase of the projects. To stimulate the reuse potentials of the building materials after a building
has reached its end of life cycle, this data must be made available. To make this data available,
a connection has to be developed that retrieves the requested data from the BIM models and
immediately present it in a way that people can find these building materials. The shifting
towards the cloud-based software could be an opportunity to create this connection.

1.3

│

Research Questions

To achieve the problem that is defined, the following main question is formulated:
“How can the connection between non-graphical BIM data of existing buildings and cloudbased software be realized, in order to stimulate the reuse of building materials to support the
circular built environment?
To be able to answer the main question, this research is divided into two parts: the theoretical
part and the practical part. For both parts, sub-questions are formulated, that contribute in
answering the main question:
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Theoretical Part
1. What is a circular built environment and how does this affect the AECO industry?
2. How is the building data managed within a BIM model and which standards increase
the reuse potentials of non-graphical information?
Practical Part
3. Which matching building materials characteristics can be retrieved from the BIM
models, which will increase the reusability potentials of the building materials?
4. What requirements must be met, when creating the possible transfer between the nongraphical BIM data and the cloud-based software?
5. What pattern can be designed that connects the cloud-based software with a userfriendly front-end?
6. How to design a system that involves different stakeholders and end-users?
7. Which circular-based approaches for existing buildings, conducted from the literature
review, can be applied to the online application?
8. Can a proof of concept be developed that meets the requirements of the stakeholders
and end-users, and/or does it need optimizations after it is validated?

1.4

│

Research Design

This research consists of eight sections, as they are highlighted in the research design model
(Figure 1). The first Section 1 (Introduction) is already discussed in previous sub-chapters. The
research motive and context are stated, the problem is defined, and the research questions
are formulated. The main and sub-questions will be answered during the execution of this
research.
The next Section 2 (Circular built environment) is the first out of three sections of the theoretical
part. Section 2 described the change from a linear to a circular built environment, the
implementation of circular-based processes, and the future concepts and initiatives of the
circular built environment. This literature review will be extended with Section 3 (Building
information management). In this section, the implementation of BIM in the AECO industry,
the standards and file formats that make the interoperability and collaboration between
companies possible, the distinction between graphical and non-graphical BIM information and
the openBIM standards and OpenBIM principles are described. Finally, the step towards cloudbased software is discussed as well. After the literature review is conducted, it is time to frame
the research and develop the conceptual model for the next part of the research. This is defined
in Section 4 (Methodology). This section describes the research design for the practical part
of the research, which is necessary to reach the objectives of this research. The Methodology
describes what is needed to fulfil the aim of this research: to stimulate reusable building
materials by creating a connection between non-graphical BIM data and cloud-based software.
This will be the end of the theoretical part.
The second part of the research is the practical part, which starts with Section 5 (Non-graphical
information analyses). In this section, an analysis will be conducted based on which circularbased non-graphical information is desired to retrieve from a BIM model to be able to stimulate
the reuse of building materials. Next to this analysis, three BIM models will be juxtaposed and
the matching non-graphical information which is relevant for this research will be analysed.
This analysis will be compared with the desired circular-based non-graphical information
output. After the data is analysed and it is clear which non-graphical BIM data can be retrieved
from the BIM models, the connection will be designed in Section 6 (System design). First, the
requirements that are needed for the connection will be set. Second, the connection will be
visualized with a design which consists of drafted scenarios. Finally, the connection will be
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developed based on the requirements and drafted scenarios. In Section 7 (Proof of concept &
validation), the prototype will be tested based on the alpha testing method. During the test, it
must be proven that the prototype fulfils the objectives of this research. Optimizations will be
adjusted if failures and errors occurred during the test. The prototype will be analysed based
on a best-case scenario that consists of the circularity information delivery specification. The
section will end by validating if the prototype is usable, scalable and attractive to be launched
on the market. This will be the end of the practical part.
The final Section 8 (Conclusion & discussion) reports the conclusions, discussions, and
recommendations for future projects. If the reader wants to consult the references, these are
listed Section 9 (References). As well as the extra information that attached to this report in
Section 10 (Appendices).

Figure 1: Research Design Model
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Introduction

Relevance of The Research

The relevance of this research is stated on different levels. The first level is the contribution to
the construction sector in its transition towards a circular built environment. The relevance in
creating the awareness of the fact that the reusable building materials are the best possible
solution to develop circular economy life cycle loops, which have the least negative impact on
the environment. The relevance is concentrated on the change from recycling loops to reuse
loops and the reuse potentials the building materials have when a building is at its end of life
cycle. Therefore, the view on buildings will change to consider buildings as materials banks.
The stimulation of reusable building materials is the easiest solution to reduce waste
production in the construction sector. This is in line with the clear vision that has been set by
the Dutch government to be fully circular in 2050 in an economy where no waste is generated,
and only reusable resources are used. This research will support this vision and will contribute
to achieve the objectives that has been set.
The second level is the awareness of the opportunities that can be found in the BIM data could
be available. With the implementation of BIM, the non-graphical information of the models
within the AECO industry increased. This data has far more opportunities than the construction
sector realizes. Therefore, the connection that will be developed will contribute to give the
construction sector more insight in the possibilities that can be retrieved from the possible
available BIM data.
The third and final level for the relevance of this research is to bring the construction sector in
contact with people that are willing to buy the reusable building materials, that will contribute
to a cleaner environment. But they do not know yet how to get access to these building
materials or even know what potential these building materials have, once they are collected
from deconstructed buildings. The contribution to the market as well as the usability of the
prototype, that will be developed, will increase the usefulness of creating the connection
between both parties.
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│ Circular built environment

2

In the first part of the literature study, the circular built environment is reviewed. In the first subchapter (2.1), the difference between the linear and the circular economy is stated, and it is
defined what the circular economy is. The circular economy has a few principles where it aims
for (2.2) based on primary and secondary production processes. What distinguishes the
circular economy from the linear economy is the cycle loops, which are discussed in subchapter (2.3). In the next sub-chapter (2.4), the connection between the circular economy and
the construction sector is described, in which the circular built environment is described in subchapter (2.5). Several concepts are invented to create a circular built environment which can
be implemented in the design phase of a construction project. The circular design (2.6) and
the design for disassembly (2.7) as well as other initiatives (2.8) to create a circular built
environment are reviewed as well in this section. The last sub-chapter (2.9) describes an
assessment tool that is able to score a building based on its circularity potentials. The findings
of this section will be defined in sub-chapter (2.10) which consists of the conclusion.

2.1

│

Linear vs Circular Economy

The world is changing from a linear economy to a circular economy. A linear economy can be
defined as a one-way system. Materials and products are extracted from natural resources
and will turn into waste after usage. This has a big negative influence on the environment. The
waste production evolves into littering and pollution and the natural resources get exhausted.
Therefore, changes must be made to protect the environment. By creating a circular economy,
these problems may be counteracted, and new opportunities may arise. It rather restores the
damages which are made by extracting natural resources, and meanwhile ensures that less
waste is generated during the production of new products (Murray et al., 2015). The circular
economy is concerned with decreasing the negative impact on the environment. By
implementing three ‘R’ principles in human activities: reduce, reuse, and recycle, the materials
will be maintained at their highest utility and value (Ellen MacArthur et al., 2015b). Various
actions can be considered during this process: the recycling of packaging, to promote the
usage of ecological products, to reduce waste production and the CO 2 emissions, energysaving opportunities, eco-design, and the use of low-environmental-impact consumer goods
(Scarpellini et al., 2019). As the paper by Walter (2016) defines: “A circular economy would
turn goods that are at the end of their service life into resources for others, closing loops in the
industrial ecosystems and minimizing waste. It would change economic logic because it
replaces production with sufficiency: reuse what you can, recycle what cannot be reused,
repair what is broken, remanufacture what cannot be repaired” (Walter, 2016). This is the
mindset that is the fundamental aspect of the circular economy. Exclude the word waste out
of society and find opportunities in creating closing loops.

2.2

│ Circular Economy Principles

The circular economy can be distinguished over a set of multiple principles. These principles
are clarified by the study of Trevor et al. (2017): reuse at product level (such as ‘repair’ or
‘refurbishment’); reuse at component level (‘remanufacturing’); and reuse at material level
(‘recycling’). These principles are also known as ‘secondary production’. This study tells us
that building materials consist of three levels: product, component, and material. By order of
the reuse possibilities of the building materials, the reuse potentials are divided over these
three levels. The secondary production activities are key in the circular economy, because they
support the reuse of building materials instead of using only brand-new ones. The secondary
production activities are focussed on value capturing rather than producing new building
materials. This, therefore, reduces the exhaustion of natural resources, because the extraction
of raw materials from these resources is not needed anymore. With the secondary production
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activities, the value of the reusable building materials can be captured. Just with some small
adjustments, the reusable building materials can be added to the product chain again. During
the recycling, repairing, remanufacturing, or refurbishment, the value capturing of building
materials is important, they must always return to their original state. The secondary production
activities make it possible that building materials can return to the product chain without loss
of quality.
Besides creating opportunities for the reuse potentials of building materials with the secondary
production activities, the first production processes can also implement circular economy
principles. Again, three different principles can be distinguished: deconstructable building
materials, environmentally friendly production processes, and the use of biodegradable
materials. The first principle has the aim to design the building materials in a way, that they
can be deconstructed from the building without damaging or loss of quality. The less the
building material gets damaged, the less secondary production activities must take place to
return the value of the building material to its original state. The second principle aims that,
during the production, it is ensured that no harmful substances are emitted. It must be a clean
and environmentally friendly process, with a low amount of energy usage and a low rate of
CO2 emissions. Also, the emission of toxic substances must be eliminated. The third circular
economy principle, based on first production activities, is the use of biodegradable materials.
If the raw materials can be broken down by nature, the building materials will not (partly) remain
in the environment, which makes them environmentally friendly (Studios, 2019).

2.3

│ Circular Economy Cycle Loops

Within the circular economy, two different cycle loops can be distinguished: the biological cycle
and the technical cycle, as is depicted in Figure 2. The difference between these two cycles
helps to understand the durability and value capturing of materials. The biological cycle
materials, as is clarified by the study of Piscicelli et al. (2016), are designed to re-enter the
biosphere and built natural capital, as the technical cycle materials are designed to circulate in
closed loops without entering the biosphere. Technical materials, based on fossil fuels,
plastics, and metals, are hard to reproduce and have a limited availability. The management
of the stock of these materials is an important process in the technical cycle. These materials
are only used instead of being consumed, in a circular economy. After the materials have been
used, the original value is recovered from residual flows. Biological materials, such as wood,
food, and water, can always again be included in the eco-system and be re-generated. It is
important to not disturb the eco-system and let it do its work as well as possible. As long as
toxic substances do not contaminate the streams and ecosystems are not overloaded, the
consumption during this cycle may take place. In that way, renewable organic raw materials
can then be regenerated (Het Groene Brein, 2019).
The circular economy system diagram, which is also known as the butterfly diagram because
of its shape, is a feedback circle diagram. By providing these feedback circles, the loops can
be seen as closing loops, which makes them circular. As mentioned before, the two loops vary
from each other but do have the same purpose within their feedback loops. This diagram aims
to rebuild and restore the natural capital, loss of natural resources is excluded since they can
return into the system, because of the loops. The biological cycle is regenerative and focuses
on organic materials that can return to the ecosystem. The technical loop on the other hand is
divided over four loops in terms of the feedback process: (1) recycling; (2) remanufacturing;
(3) reuse; (4) maintenance. These four loops are restorative, which means that the products
and materials retain their integrity and highest utility at all times.
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Figure 2: Circular Economy System Diagram (Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015)

The first loop is the (1) recycling loop. This is the loop, which is most often used in the past
years, and therefore is still part of the picture. The loop can be seen as the loop of last resort.
When you take a product and return it to the original material of which it is made of, you strip
away all the extra value, whether this is labor, energy, or other materials, that were part of the
process creating the product in the first place. Therefore, this is the loop of last resort, since
only the original material used as input for production will be left over. The product’s material,
for example, synthetic or minerals will be separated, collected, processed, and inserted into
the production process of new products. The materials may, therefore, be of lower
(downcycling) or higher quality and functionality (upcycling) than the original material
(Braungart et al. 2007; King et al. 2006; EMF 2012; in Lüdeke-Freun, et al., 2018) But going
back to the core of the product is not always necessary and/or needed anymore. Therefore,
better options are one of the three remaining loops.
In the (2) remanufacturing loop the product will be restored to its new or even better standard
than when it was produced in the first place. If a product flows through the remanufacturing
loop, parts of the product that are failing or expected to be failing soon will be replaced. The
remanufacturing of the products ensures the value capturing of the products through the
replacement of the main components of the product. The performance of the remanufactured
products will be the same as after its first production, based on the original specifications of
the manufacturer (Lüdeke-Freun, et al., 2018).
In the (3) reuse loop not much is added in sense of energy, materials, extra labor, in terms of
returning that product into the economy. The definition of the reuse process is about people
selling their old possessions, to directly be reused. As Lüdeke-Freun et al. 2018 clarifies, the
products will again be used for which they were originally designed and produced, with little
enhancement or change. In commercial settings, ownership is usually transferred from the
initial users to the secondhand user.
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The last technical cycle loop is the (4) maintenance loop. The maintenance process is really
valuable for a product. The product does not need a full remanufacturing process, but only
parts will be replaced. With little effort, the lifecycle of the product can be extended which
ensures the product will last longer in the value chain. The activities involved in the
maintenance process will be done by restoring it to its usual functionalities (Lüdeke-Freun, et
al., 2018). This loop is also part of the technical cycle, but mainly takes place while the building
materials are still part of the building. Hence, the maintenance loop will flow into the
remanufacturing loop when the building materials are deconstructed from the building. This
loop is the shortest one and will mainly be executed by the owner of the building.
The four technical cycles are described and defined. It is now important to look at them critically
and evaluate which cycle is best (meaning: most environmentally friendly).
The remanufacturing and recycle loop can be classified in the same division. This is because
they both need secondary production activities while restoring their value.
The remanufacturing and recycling loops do have a positive influence on the environment, and
they do protect the natural resources, but it is important to note that this impact is still more
negative than the reuse or maintenance loop. The secondary production activities make it
inevitable that energy consumption, use of water, and CO 2 emissions are involved during the
execution of these cycles (Rios, Grau, 2020). Recycling products and returning them to their
core material, and remanufacturing products to restore their original quality, creates a negative
side effect in this circular economy loop. The maintenance loop also has this same negative
side effect, since the value of the building materials on component or material level must be
restored, using new produced components or materials. This again involves the extraction of
natural resources and production pollution. Therefore, the reuse loop can be seen as being
most environmentally friendly in the circular economy feedback cycle loops (Akanbi, et al.,
2018). The building materials can immediately be reused without the need for secondary
production activities. Now this conclusion is stated, this research aims to focus on
the reuse loops to get the highest, environmentally friendly result.

2.4

│ Circular Economy in the Construction sector

The construction sector is a large consumer of primary raw materials. In the Netherlands, 40%
of the extraction of natural resources is used for the construction sector. Almost 50% of the
waste that is generated in the Netherlands is related to the architecture, engineering,
construction, operations and maintenance (AECO) industry (Landman, 2017; CBS, 2019). The
waste generation evolves in a big problem in which the answer lies in the circular economy.
The end-of-life of a building contains more opportunities than the AECO industry realizes.
Therefore, the perspective that a building is just a building will change into the concept that a
building is a stock of materials and products. According to the paper of Zimmann et al. (2016),
the construction sector recognizes the need to fundamentally evolve their processes,
components, and systems it utilizes to obviate waste and increase efficiency. There is an
incredible breadth of opportunity that this will create across the entire supply chain. The
construction sector is still literature studies that tell companies how to change to a circular
business model. But the reuse and the return of products slowly evolve in regulations which
describe and stimulate companies to create these objectives in their processes. Some
companies already started designing inventive products that can be reused or be
remanufactured. The reuse and recycling of building materials provides opportunities for the
change in demolition of buildings as well as for the reuse opportunities for future projects.
Another opportunity is sustainable building material replacement in existing buildings. The
biggest part of the real estate stock has a low energy label. With the transition to a circular
building economy, materials with lower energy usage and a lower amount of CO2 emissions
during the production process can replace materials and products with a low energy label. The
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philosophy of the circular economy in the construction sector is not only about the closing
loops, to eliminate the waste production by reusing materials and recycling resources, but it is
also about extending the lifecycle loops of materials and products. By developing materials
with a high life expectancy, it also contributes towards a circular built environment. The circular
economy approach within the construction sector can be defined as:
“A lifecycle approach that optimizes the buildings’ useful lifetime, integrating the end-of-life
phase in the design and uses new ownership models where materials are only temporarily
stored in the building that acts as a material bank” – Leising et al., (2017)

2.5

│ Circular built environment

With the change from a linear to a circular built
environment, the whole project cycle changes
significantly. Every phase of the project
requires changes based on the new circular
approach. An important aspect of the circular
built environment is that the life expectancy of
the buildings will be extended in comparison to
the buildings constructed in a linear
construction sector. The phases of a project in
the circular built environment are depicted in
Figure 3. The circular approach in the design
phase can be distinguished over two levels: on
the design level and on building material level.
The design level (circular design) is more indepth described in sub-chapter (2.5), here we
discuss the circular design approach based on
building material level. This approach aims to
design with circular building materials. This
Figure 3: Lifecycle model implementation can on one hand be building materials that
circular economy in the built environment
(Source: Ministry of Environment, 2019)
went
through
the
feedback
loops
(maintenance, recycle, remanufacture or recycle), and on the other hand, newly produced
building materials with a circular-based approach. Both approaches are circular: the first to
design with used building materials in order to reduce the exhaustion of natural resources, the
other one to use environmentally friendly building materials. That can be biodegradable
building materials, with a low influence on the environment in the production process or have
a high life expectancy. In the construction phase, the aim is to prevent the production of waste
as much as possible. This is also possible by still using wrong ordered building materials due
to design failures. And if this is not possible, the building materials will be reused in other
projects. The waste that is generated, will be assorted on the construction site itself based on
its core component (paper, metal, rubble, rubbish, etc.). When the building is in use and
therefore in the operation phase, the maintenance of the building materials has the priority.
The use of circular-based building materials will evolve in this phase in less maintenance than
in a building constructed in the linear economy. The building materials have a high life
expectancy, which makes them less sensitive for damaging or depreciation over time. If the
building materials need maintenance, it should not be much effort to capture their value again,
since the building materials are designed in a way that the components and materials can
easily be replaced. In the renovation phase, the circular-based approach aims to avoid
unnecessary demolition, and if deconstruction is possible, the building material should be
detached from the surface without loss of quality. The final phase is the demolition
(deconstruction) of the building. Which is similar to the deconstruction in the renovation phase.
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Deconstructing for keeping the value maintained. After deconstruction, three options are
possible before entering a new circular cycle: reuse, remanufacture or recycle. By executing
one of these three cycles, the building materials can be used in future projects (Ministry of
Environment, 2019).

2.6

│ Circular Design

A new concept in the circular built environment, as is briefly mentioned in the previous subchapter, is the circular design. A circular design, as Ellen MacArthur (2012) defines, requires
a widening focus from the product to material flows, production processes, and conditions, as
well as aspects of use and reuses. It needs an extended system view as well as a profound
understanding of ecological principles. The improvements are materials’ selection and product
design, standardization, modularisation of components, purer material flows, and design for
easier disassembly. In this design, resources are continuously cycled in various forms. The
construction sector has failed to implement design strategies that prevent the demolition of
buildings at their end of life, and therefore did not prevent the generation of waste. The scope
of the circular design as is previously mentioned, to design with reused, remanufactured, and
recycled building materials on one hand or design with circular-based environmentally friendly
building materials. But discussions arise with these approaches, which one is best? Saving
natural resources has at all times the main priority. But some natural resources do contain raw
materials that are necessary in the production process of building materials with a high life
expectancy. The paper of Crus Rios and Grau (2020) mentions about this discussion: ”It has
been pointed out that the current material resource use rates in the construction sector, paired
with global population growth, and consumption trends, will result in the scarcity of certain
materials, such as steel and copper, which are prevalent in the construction sector. Steel and
copper are highly durable materials, e.g. beams and columns, which implies that many
opportunities for their reuse exist in multiple projects” (Crus Rios, Grau, 2020). Taking a critical
look at this discussion, the two sides of this story is the distinction on a short-term or a longterm vision. On the short-term: the production of steel and copper has a high CO2 emission
rate and therefore a big negative influence on the environment. On the long-term: the elements
can easily be deconstructed from a building, do not need remanufacturing, and can therefore
easily be reused. And they do have a high life expectancy, far longer than most building
materials. The difference on the short-term and the long-term indicates the difficulty in which
decision is better. The circular economy aims to lower the negative impact on the environment
and create long-lasting buildings and building materials. A circular design needs therefore
always consider what building materials it uses, what the impact is on the environment, and
how the highest life expectancy can be achieved. And most importantly, that it generates no
waste when the building is at the end of its life, by developing a smart design, which makes it
possible to deconstruct the complete building. In the circular built environment, this is referred
to as being a design for disassembly.

2.7

│ Design for Disassembly

Design for Disassembly (DfD) is, clarified by McLellan (2019): “A design process that allows
easier access to the materials, parts, and products of a building when it is renovated and/or
disassembled. It provides flexibility whilst renovating, disassembling, or converting. It is
intended to maximize value and minimize environmental impact through, reusing, recycling,
repairing, and remanufacturing the whole or part of a building” (McLellan, 2019). In the current
construction project designs, it is hard to replace or remove parts from the building. Therefore,
demolition of a building always turns into waste since building materials get damaged in a way
they cannot be reused anymore. In most cases, the various building materials can only be
recovered as raw materials during demolition on material level. This leads to value destruction,
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the inflexibility of the system, and a bigger negative influence in the environment than is
necessary. According to literature studies (Rios et al., 2015; Deller et al., 2019), ten principles
can be distinguished which need to be considered, during the DfD process:
1. Document materials and methods for deconstruction. As-built drawings, labeling
of connections and materials, and a ‘deconstruction plan’, all contribute to efficient
disassembly and deconstruction.
2. Select materials using the precautionary principle. Materials are chosen with
consideration for future impact, that have a high quality that will retain value and/or be
more feasible for reuse, remanufacturing, and recycling.
3. Design connections that are accessible. Visually, physically, and ergonomically
accessible connections will increase efficiency and avoid requirements for expensive
equipment or extensive environmental health and safety protections for workers.
4. Minimize or eliminate chemical connections. Binders, sealers and glues on, or in
materials, make them difficult to separate and recycle, and increase the potential for
negative human and ecological health impacts from their use.
5. Use bolted, screwed and nailed connections. Using standard and limited palettes of
connectors will decrease tool needs, and time and effort to switch between them.
6. Separate mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) systems. Disentangling MEP
systems from the assemblies that host them makes it easier to separate components
and materials for repair, replacement, reuse, and recycling.
7. Design to the worker and labor of separation. Human-scale components or
conversely attuning to ease of removal by standard mechanical equipment will
decrease labor intensity and increase the ability to incorporate a variety of skill levels.
8. Simplicity of structure and form. Simple open-span structural systems, simple forms,
and standard dimensional grids will allow for ease of construction and de-construction
in increments.
9. Interchangeability. Using materials and systems that exhibit principles of modularity,
independence, and standardization will facilitate reuse.
10. Safe deconstruction. Allowing for movement and safety of workers, equipment, and
site access and ease of materials flow will make renovation and disassembly more
economical and reduce risk.

2.8

│

Circular built environment Initiatives

There are multiple initiatives when it comes down to the elimination of waste in the transition
towards a circular built environment. One of these initiatives is the Project BAMB (building as
materials banks). This is an initiative with 15 partners from 7 European countries, that work
together. Their vision is to shift the construction sector to a circular built environment. By
creating dynamic and flexible designed buildings, building materials can contain their value,
which will not result in generating waste after deconstruction, but create a stock of valuable
building materials. This is in line with the previous sub-chapter about the DfD. The Project
BAMB has named this as a reversible design, in which the buildings are completely
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deconstructable. This changes the core perspective on a building. Instead of being a building
as a whole, it is now a material bank, rich in valuable building materials that are ready to be
reused in other projects after the building is deconstructed (BAMB, 2020).
Another initiative that tries to reduce the waste production in the AECO industry is Madaster.
The vision of Madaster is to eliminate waste by creating identifications for building materials.
This concept is known as: material passports. With these materials passports, Madaster tries
to give more insights in building materials that are used to construct the building, their
quantities, the quality of the building materials, and financial and circular value. It is an
independent platform that is creating a library in which all material passports will be saved to
keep an overview of the existing stock of building materials. The materials passports try to give
a circular insight in the buildings, based on the total number of products mass, virgin material
usage, recycled reused and renewable materials, mass of waste, etc. Madaster is developing
a platform to give insights in the buildings in the Netherlands based on the core materials.
(Madaster, 2020). Madaster is one of the platforms that tries to assess buildings based on
circularity-based indicators. But in the past years, other studies were conducted in how to
assess buildings based on several circularity indicators as well. A tool that can be used as an
assessment the circularity of existing buildings is described in the next sub-chapter.

2.9

│ Building Circularity Indicators

The last step that is missing in this literature review, after many circular built environment
principles, approaches, and methods are discussed, is how to assess existing buildings on
their circularity opportunities. To assess the existing building, the assessment tool by M. van
Vliet (2018) will be used. The assessment tool that he invented was developed during a
graduation project for his master thesis at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The
assessment tool uses Building Circularity Indicators (BCIs) to give scores to a building based
on its level of circularity. The scores are based on twelve disassembly requirements. M. van
Vliet used the Fuzzy Delphi Method, in which an expert panel defined and tested many
disassembly requirements. The twelve requirements that will be described here are the twelve
requirements that were concluded as being most important in the disassembly process of a
building. The BCIs show similarities with the listed DfD factors, which is not unusual since both
methods have the same approach in deconstructing a building. The DfD is implemented in the
design phase of a construction project, in which the BCI assessment tool is implemented after
the building is deconstructed. The twelve requirements are divided into three topics:
1. Technical requirements (technical factors)
2. Preconditions (process-based factors)
3. Drivers (financial based factors)

2.9.1 │ Technical requirements
The technical requirements are the disassembly requirements that are based on building
material level. These requirements have a practical approach in which the shape, connection,
independence, etc. defines the scores of the circularity opportunities for the building. These
opportunities are calculated for example: if the building materials can easily be disconnected,
transported and if necessary, deconstructed in single components of the building material.
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1. Independence
The independence of a building material is an important requirement. The disassembly
potential becomes less when it is part of another construction element. If this is the case, the
building material must be damaged during the deconstruction process, which results in loss of
value, and that must be prevented. The independence of the building materials must be
secured in the project and the incorporation with other construction elements must be avoided
(Vliet, 2018).
2. Type of relational pattern
The type of relational pattern is the number of connections that the building materials have
with other construction elements. The lower the amount of connections, the higher the
disassembly potential is of the building material (Vliet, 2018).
3. Disassembly sequence
The disassembly sequence determines in which sequence the disassembly of the building
materials of the project takes place. This sounds logical because the disassembly can only be
executed in steps. It is wise to set up a disassembly plan to capture the value of the building
materials. If materials must get damaged to get disassembled, the building materials with the
highest value will be disassembled first. This will be the determinant factor in the disassembly
process. When smaller products with less value can be disassembled without influencing other
building materials, these of course will be disassembled first (Vliet, 2018).
4. Disassembly shape
The shape of the building materials is also an important factor in the disassembly process. The
potential of disassembly depends on whether the building material can be easily deconstructed
or not. The easier the shape, the higher the potential. The high potentials differ by having a
smaller shape, less angles, can it be deconstructed manually, etc. (Vliet, 2018).
5. Method of fabrication
The method of fabrication distinguishes the building materials which are prefabricated or are
composed on the construction site itself. Besides making the products more reusable,
prefabrication leads to easier disassembly due to the standardization of connections, easier
accessible connections, and the ability to disassemble complete components on-site and
further separation of components off-site. The level of prefabrication determines the
assessment of the disassembly process (Vliet, 2018).
6. Type of connection
The type of connection is not the number of connections with other building materials but is
the type of connection between the building materials. The type of connection determines the
accessibility of disassembly. If building materials have a chemical or glued connection with
each other, it is difficult to separate and recycle them, and they will certainly get damaged.
Therefore, the type of connection is also an important assessment criterion (Vliet, 2018).
7. Accessibility of connection
This requirement is focused on the accessibility of the type of connections from the previous
criteria. The highest value of the building materials can be captured when, during the
disassembly process, the connection is easily accessible without damaging the building
materials. This influences the value of reusability of the building materials, but also makes the
disassembly process easier and quicker (Vliet, 2018).
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2.9.2 | Preconditions for disassembly
The requirements for the preconditions for disassembly are process-based factors. This means
that these requirements are the preconditions in order of the disassembly process rather than
the disassembly of single building materials. The preconditions are set to create a safe and
overthought process while deconstructing the building. It can be a dangerous process if not
planned out well in advance.
8. Deconstruction safety
The deconstruction safety affects different levels in the deconstruction process. The overall
deconstruction process needs to be a process where safety comes first. Because the building
completely gets deconstructed, the building gets more fragile and movable. The easiness in
dismantling building materials, in terms of manual disassembling or the needs of a crane,
makes a big difference in the safety assessment. Deconstruction safety is regarded as a
precondition during the development of the project, which makes the safety in the disassembly
process more viable (Vliet, 2018).
9. Disassembly instructions
Disassembly instructions can help in overcoming process-based challenges and communicate
specific technical interventions to enable disassembly at the end of the lifecycle of a building.
The core of the disassembly instructions is to provide a deconstruction plan in which the
dismantling of the building materials is described with their belonging safety factors, type of
connection, etc. (Vliet, 2018).
10. Disassembler expertise
There is a difference between demolishment activities and disassembly activities. Connections
can be complex, and the experience of the construction worker may be insufficient, leading to
demolishment instead. It is important to distinguish these two activities to get the highest value
of the building materials during the disassembly process. Expertise is an important factor in
this building circularity indicatior (Vliet, 2018).
11. Number of operations
This criterion is harder to assess on its own, but it is important to consider it. The high potential
in the disassembly process should be a low amount of operations. This is because every
building material that can potentially be disassembled, comes along with a variety of operations
because required tools are needed, different types of connection, accessibility of the
connection, etc. Reducing the number of operations can be achieved by carefully planning
disassembly operations (Vliet, 2018).

2.9.3 | Drivers for disassembly
The drivers for disassembly are financial-based factors. The drive to deconstruct a building will
always be involved with a revenue model. If the costs are higher than the profit when
deconstructing a building, this process will probably not take place. Therefore, it is wise to draft
a balance sheet to make sure the process is profitable.

12. Disassembly costs
In this criteria, all costs are involved that are necessary for the disassembly of the building.
Besides, there is a common perception that the costs of a deconstruction process are higher
than the costs of when the building was demolished. But the DfD recognizes that if provided
services for dismantling are considered in the initial building design, these costs can
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abundantly be reduced. And next to that, new profits can be applied to the business model
since the extracted building materials can be reused which results in not have to purchase new
building materials, or the building materials are sold and this will evolve in more profits as well
(Vliet, 2018).

2.10 │ Summary
The first part of the literature review of this research gives a clear overview of how the transition
from a linear towards a circular built environment takes place. Besides the fact that the linear
economy still will be part of the economy in the common years, is the circular economy
introduced on a broad scale already. With the sustainable approach, that has been set for
many years, is the circular economy a good extension. This to overcome the negative
environmental impact, in which the construction sector has a major part in. The implementation
of the closing loops already changed the primary as well as the secondary production
processes. But, stated is that the reuse loop is most attractive, since it is the easiest and most
environmentally friendly loop of the four cycle loops, in the technical feedback loop side of the
circular economy system diagram (Figure 2). The reuse loop has the preference since it is
concentrated on product level, and therefore can immediately be reused. This is possible
without remanufacturing of the components of the products is needed or to conduct a recycling
process to the extract the core materials of the products, which both still includes many
environmentally unfriendly aspects.
The literature study supports the aim of this research by reducing the waste production of the
AECO industry by stimulating the reuse of building materials from deconstructed projects. The
solvation of the waste production will immediately close the cycle loops in the construction
sector. The end of the life cycle of the buildings becomes therefore more and more important.
The buildings in a circular built environment are observed as a stock of building materials. The
vision of the reuse potentials of the building materials changes the view on the building as a
being a material bank. The only challenge is to extract the building materials from the project
when it is at its end of life cycle.
The transition from a linear to a circular built environment is implemented in every phase of the
construction project, from the design phase until the demolition phase (Figure 3). In every
phase, environmentally friendly changes can be introduced based on the circularity approach.
But what can be concluded from the literature study, is that in the past years, especially in the
design phase has the highest potential of inventing circular concepts. These directly have
therefore a positive circular effect on the other phases of the construction project. A discussion
arises in the design phase which building materials should be used, based on its environmental
impact in the short-term or the long-term. Biodegradable building materials have a positive
influence on the environment and especially on not having to exhaust natural resources for the
production process. But these buildings materials need to be replaced more often due to its
shorter life expectancy, because of a lower strength of its core materials. Building materials
that have a high life expectancy are the opposite, they can exist for the long-term without
maintenance is necessary. Structural building materials as steel column can be used for many
years without maintenance, but their core materials are extracted from natural resources. This
debate will still be part of what is best for the construction sector as long as long lasting building
materials, which are not extracted from natural resources can be invented.
The circular concepts and initiatives, which are mainly focussed on the design phase, will have
a great contribution to the reuse potentials of the building materials when future projects get
deconstructed at its end of life cycle. The value of the building materials is captured during the
deconstruction process, when implementing the circular or reversible design, and the design
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for disassembly principles, as they are discussed in the literature review (2.7). The initiative by
BAMB aims to implement these concepts in a wide scale already. This is a very useful circular
approach for the circular built environment in the future, but this is not the aim of this research.
The aim of this research to stimulate the reusable building materials from existing buildings, to
contribute to a circular built environment immediately when existing buildings get
deconstructed these days. The initiative of Madaster is the first step towards composing a
database of the stock of existing buildings in the Netherlands, based on their circularity
indication. The materials will all be provided with a materials passport. These passports give
insights into the core materials and the virgin materials usage of the building. This, to
understand what the environmental impact is of the building nowadays and when it was
constructed. But this is still does not stimulate the reuse potentials of building materials from
existing building, it rather just collects circular-based data on a platform.
To be able to assess an existing building based on its circularity indicators, the last sub-chapter
(2.10) defines an assessment tool. This assessment tool scores the potential of how well the
building can be deconstructed, considering the value capturing of the building materials. The
building circularity indicators score how much value of the building materials can be captured
after they get assembled from the building. This assessment tool can stimulate the reusable
building materials from existing buildings and can therefore be a strength to elaborate on in a
further stage of this research.
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3 │ Building Information Management
The second part of the literature review consists of the management of building data. To get
an insight into the stated development (Section 1) in the AECO industry about data
management and connectivity, will provide this section insights into how this is implemented
and resolved in the construction sector. The Building Information Management (BIM) has a
major part in combining the data management and connectivity in the AECO industry. The
implementation of the BIM methods is described in the first sub-chapter (3.1). Different maturity
levels can be distinguished in how the BIM process is used in a collaboration project. These
maturity levels are defined in sub-chapter (3.2). To connect the participants in a BIM process,
several standards are developed to create guidelines for a universal collaborative platform.
The guidance of the BIM standards and the information sources within the BIM models are
described in (3.3). After the standards and different levels of information input in the BIM
models are discussed, the next sub-chapter describes the connection between participants
that increases the collaboration potentials. This is possible using the openBIM workflow (3.4).
An important aspect of openBIM is the information exchange standards and file formats, which
provide the actual opportunity to exchange information within project teams. The different open
standards that are invented to increase the collaborative aspect and to make the
interoperability between software tools possible are defined in sub-chapter (3.5). A literature
study is also conducted on how to make the collaboration and interoperability connection with
cloud-based software (3.6). To manage the BIM models that are developed in the collaborative
project teams, the quality can be controlled using BIM-based model checking software (3.7).
To describe the bridge between the two developments in the construction sector (Section 1)
and to realize the goal of this research, the connection between the BIM process and the
circular built environment is defined (3.8) as well as possible standards that can contribute to
this connection (3.9). The last sub-chapter (3.10) formulates the conclusion on this section.

3.1

│ BIM & the AECO industry

The implementation of the BIM models improved the possibility to manage the building data in
the AECO industry. The focus shifted from the graphical data in 3D-models, to the importance
of the non-graphical information data in the BIM models. A BIM model is not just a visual
example of the project that will be built but is a database of information about the building
materials, their properties, characteristics, and relationships between the variety of objects
(McArthur, 2015). The AECO industry was able to increase the quality of their projects, due to
the introduction of BIM. The costs of the project can be estimated with BIM software, because
quantities can be extracted from the BIM models. The planning of the companies can be
connected to the construction sequence in the BIM model. This involves the opportunity to add
delivery schedules and to coordinate the materials ordering process. The collaboration and
interoperability potential between companies increased as well within the AECO industry. The
BIM software made is possible to exchange information and to combine the BIM models in
BIM software. Clash detections and conflicts in the design are controlled to avoid interference
and exclude failures during the construction phase. The BIM process creates a more effective
collaboration potential, more efficient projects, higher design quality, be able to manage the
project in its full life cycle, and an easier way in communication between the stakeholders
involved in the project teams. The implementation of BIM changed the traditional work
processes in the AECO industry and provided the opportunity to collaborate in a digital
environment (Azhar, et al., 2011; Bui, et al., 2016).

3.2

│ BIM Maturity Level

To measure on which quality level companies use BIM, the BIM maturity levels are invented.
These aim to define the construction supply chains’ ability to operate and exchange
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information. These levels were invented by the UK BIM Taskforce (CAD & Company, 2019).
In the UK it is mandatory to build with BIM methods since January 1st, 2016. Being the pioneers
in providing BIM standards, the results from the taskforce were incorporated by the rest of
Europe over the years. The BIM maturity model is depicted in Figure 4. As can be stated from
the figure, the BIM maturity has four levels:
In BIM Level 0, which contains CAD (computer-aided design). In this level, no standards or
processes are used, only 2D drawings and a brief exchange of electronic information. BIM
level 1 also uses CAD (but it can also be done without), but in a managed way. BIM level 1 is
still executed in a private environment where the exchange of models with other stakeholders
in the project team is still not accessible. At this level, most of the time the design will be in 2D,
but the 3D design is already implemented briefly. The models are, in contrast with BIM level 0,
upgraded with 3D information and graphics. It still uses the exchange of document and the
collaboration between companies is still low.
BIM level 2 is a managed environment, but this time in a fully 3D environment. This level is the
first level in which we can actually speak of a BIM model. The BIM models contain graphical
and non-graphical data, but they are still designed in a private environment, separately from
other companies. This is the BIM level that is tried to be achieved in the AECO industry as we
know it nowadays, but this is still poorly done due to a lack of collaboration and design quality.
The different disciplines in the project team design their separate models, which are assembled
in a later status of the project. The separate models together form the complete BIM model of
the building. These files will be exchanged, and software programs are used to combine these
single models. This will be elaborated in sub-chapter (3.5). The cost and planning aspect can
be connected to these models as well (CAD & Company, 2019).

Figure 4: BIM Maturity Levels (Source: Bew & Richards, 2008)
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The final level in the BIM maturity model is BIM level 3. The first steps towards this level are
briefly implemented in the AECO industry. This integrated form of BIM, sometimes known as
iBIM, contains one collaborative project model with construction sequencing (4D), cost (5D),
and project lifecycle information (6D). It is also important that open standards as well as the
ISO norms, concerning the BIM methods, will be implemented. With BIM Level 3, the highest
value of the BIM methods is tried to be captured. This process is focused on the full life cycle
process of the building, and it all will be captured in the design phase. Within the circular built
environment, this is the BIM level which shall contribute to a major advancement reaching this
circular status (Tekla, 2019).

3.3

│ BIM Guidance

To accelerate the universal implementation of the BIM maturity levels, international standards
are developed, to increase the interoperability in the AECO industry. In the past years, several
documents were developed to create a more effective collaboration and management of the
data throughout the different project phases in a BIM process. The international standard that
is commonly used in the AECO industry is the ISO 19650 (British Standard Institution, 2019).
This BIM standard replaces the PAS 1192, which was invented in the UK to reach the BIM
Level 2 maturity, as it was compulsory by the government. The ISO 19650 is an extension of
the old standard and affects the same principles and requirements. The difference between
both documents is that the ISO is the international approved standard. The ISO (International
Organization for Standardization) develops and publishes international non-governmental
standards. It brings together experts to share knowledge and provide solutions to global
challenges (ISO, 1946). Every country is involved with processes in the construction sector,
with variations in laws and cultural approaches. With this worldwide collaboration of
standardization, the processes on an international level will be easier and more profitable.
Especially when seeking guidance in the BIM environment, international standardization is
important. The ISO 19650 is an international standard developed to move on to the
management of information during the operational phase of assets, and the adoption of a
security-minded approach to the management of information relating to sensitive assets
(National BIM Standard, 2020). Besides the standardization of BIM requirements,
interoperability in collaboration is only possible if the exchange of the BIM models and its
information is applicable by the stakeholders involved in the projects. Therefore, the BIM
information exchange standards are invented to increase the collaboration potentials (subchapter 3.5). Another important international group that provides standards is the CEN/TC 442
(European Committee for Standardization). The CEN/TC 442 operates in close collaboration
with for instance the ISO committee. They try to achieve the same: increasing the collaboration
and interoperability potentials by developing international standards. The CEN/TC 442 has the
objective to deliver a structured set of standards, specifications, and reports with a specified
methodology to manage the BIM data. It advises EU Commissions on how to implement BIM.
Their working groups have a variety of topics on which they are willing to develop standards
for, such as: terminology, exchange information, information delivery, support data
dictionaries, chairperson’s advisory group, infrastructure and horizontal role of BIM (CEN/TC
442, 2019). Together with the ISO 19650, it provides specific requirements on the delivery
status of graphical (level of detail) and non-graphical (level of information) data. It is important
to define these levels before starting a collaboration project.

3.3.1 | Level of Detail
With the distinction between the properties in a BIM model, based on the graphical and nongraphical information, the level of detail (LOD) is defined on the graphical part of the BIM
model. The graphical information, which consists of the geometric data, is different than the
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level of development, which also is defined as LOD in the AECO industry. In this research, the
LOD refers to the level of detail. The level of development is published by the American
Institute of Architects (AIA) and differs from the level of detail in the requested output. If a
certain level of development is agreed between parties, not only the graphical part but also the
non-graphical part of the object in the BIM model should be designed with at least that level of
development. The level of development defines a broader range of design quality (AIA, 2013).
The level of detail is it is described in the PAS 1192 and the ISO 19650, only defines the level
of graphical and geometric design quality in the BIM model. A BIM model with a high level of
detail, does not immediately consist of a high level of development. On the other hand, if a BIM
model has a high level of development, this immediately consists of a high level of detail. The
level of development is the level of detail combined with the level of information. (Hijza, Omar,
2017).
The LOD can be divided over five levels. Between multiple actors, defining the LOD is used to
coordinate the modelling efforts (Gigante-Barrera, et al., 2017). When an actor wants to give
a certain quality of graphical information to an object in the model, he can give a LOD status
to the attribute. If this status is attached to the object, a standardized checklist is attached to
the object as well. In this manner, it is guaranteed that the object will be modelled based on
this level of detail and contains the requirements from the checklist (Grytting, et al., 2017). The
visual object would provide graphical content. The LOD is in other words the level of graphical
content that will be developed in the model. The higher the level of detail, the more graphical
content is available. An example is illustrated in Figure 5. A window is designed based on the
difference between the five levels of detail. The five levels that are mentioned below are the
average definition of the LODs but is still is not clearly defined which guidelines truly belong to
which LOD (EC, 2018). To five levels give an indication on the average expectation when is
requested for a certain LOD:
- LOD 100: Only the volume of the object is visual.
- LOD 200: Concept of the areas, volumes, orientation and cost
- LOD 300: Quantities, sizes, shapes, location, and orientation is defined.
- LOD 400: Coordinated objects, with an accurate cost estimation
- LOD 500: Suitable objects for the maintenance and operations phase

Figure 5: Example of a window with the stepwise change in its Level of Detail (LOD)
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3.3.2 | Level of Information
In which the graphical information of a BIM model can be defined with the LOD, the nongraphical information can be defined as well. The level of information (LOI) is responsible for
the level of non-graphical content that is attached to the objects. The non-graphical information
is the information which not involves geometric data, but information about the properties and
characteristics of the objects. E.g. for insulation this could be the thermal resistance and/or fire
and acoustic rating. The LOD gives us information about the height and the thickness of the
insulation, in which the LOI has a more textual-based content. This is the distinction between
the BIM Maturity Level 1 and Level 2. In which the graphical content that was already briefly
implemented in Level 1, is the non-graphical content is only involved in Level 2. This
immediately increases the quality of the BIM model, which has the priority to fulfil the I
(information) in the BIM model (NBS, 2015). The different steps in the LOI are also not clearly
defined which information input belongs to which LOI. It therefore is wise to pre-define what is
expected to exclude misinterpretations and lack of desired information.

3.3.3 | Documentation
A (sometimes) third source of information in a BIM
process is the documentation. Besides the
graphical and non-graphical information, the
documentation is also a source that is typically
presented in a Common Data Environment (CDE)
Figure 6. The CDE is the virtual environment that
collects every information source of a particular
project. This environment manages the
information sources, updates them, and can
exchange the information among the parties
involved (BIM & ICT, 2016). Not every BIM
software tool includes the documentation source
as well, but if it does, the documentation contains
useful information. The documentation consisting
of a BIM model is based on contact details of the
participants and companies involved, documents Figure 6: The three information resources in a
related to the project involving contracts and CDE (Redrawn from: NBS, 2016)
agreements as well as documents about products
and materials.

3.3.4 | Level of Information Need
The ISO & CEN committee introduced a new convention, the level of information need (LOIN).
With their aim to create a standardized AECO industry, the LOIN will replace the LOD and LOI,
and therefore also the misinterpretations about the acronyms and definitions of both concepts.
As was previously mentioned in sub-chapter (3.3.1), other definitions are used for the same
acronyms. This creates misunderstanding and that is must be reduced and avoided by the
committees. Therefore, the LOIN will define both the graphical and non-graphical information
need. The LOIN will specify the maturity levels of the objects that are modelled, the levels are
not yet defined on which scale this will be outlined. LOIN has not yet gained broad international
support. But the ISO 19650 and the CEN/TC 442 will in the near future customize their
guidelines and desired terminology to create a more standardized international AECO industry
(Churcher, et al., 2019; Baldwin, 2019; Moses, 2019).
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│ OpenBIM

From previous literature review, we know that a BIM model is a digital 3D presentation, with
graphical and non-graphical data which makes the objects more informationligent. As well as
the BIM maturity levels and the invented standards that are used worldwide for implementing
the BIM concept in the companies’ workflow. The next step is to combine this information and
to increase the collaboration potentials. Therefore, openBIM is invented and has the aim to
tackle collaboration problems between the project teams in the AECO industry. By providing
definitions, requirements, and tools the collaboration between stakeholders such as architects,
engineers and contractors will be realized (CADalyst, 2012). OpenBIM is an initiative, by the
buildingSMART organization and software suppliers. BuildingSMART defines OpenBIM as:
“OpenBIM extends the benefits of BIM by improving the accessibility, usability, management,
and sustainability of digital data in the built asset industry” (buildingSMART International,
2020).
OpenBIM provides specific protocols and workflows to get a very strict control on the data
exchange. It has the aim to connect the private designed models to create collaborative BIM
models. The exchange of BIM models is possible using open file formats. This, to make them
accessible for the members of the project team which use different BIM-bases software. The
complexity of exchanging project information and sharing BIM models created with different
software systems, is sometimes underestimated.
An open information exchange approach is necessary to create a transparent process to
increase the interoperability and therefore the quality of the project. As the paper of Juan et al.
(2014) clarifies: “The characteristics of the building information, such as huge quantity,
complex types, wide resources and scattered storage, the efficiency and effectiveness of
information communication and exchange between each sub-system and various project
participants is critical to the successful implementation of the project” (Juan, et al., 2014).

3.5

│ BIM Information Exchange Standards

OpenBIM provides the first steps towards information exchange possibilities due to the
protocols for data exchange and the workflows for an easier collaboration process, but open
and neutral standards must be implemented as well to achieve the desired interoperability. As
was briefly mentioned in the previous sub-chapter, the exchange of information in a BIM
environment, is only possible with an open file format. In the AECO industry, the IFC (Industry
Foundation Classes) is the open file format that is most commonly used for exchanging BIM
models. This format is recognized as the BIM neutral data exchange format for interoperability
in the AECOO industry (Juan, et al., 2014). A strength of IFC as an open standard, is that it is
independent from software systems and that it can easily be exchanged between different
applications. It can therefore be adapted by different software systems. This is also a weakness
from the IFC open file format. It only is an exchange format, that only exchanges data between
other software tools. If an IFC file is opened in a software tools, it will be converted to the format
of that software tool. But, with the development of the open file format, the participants in the
project team can easily exchange their BIM model, characteristics, properties, geometry, and
other related construction management data.
In an IFC file, the graphical and non-graphical data are included as well as the objects and
their connections, including all data that is structured over the different stages of the building
(NBS, 2015). But, IFC does not the collaboration problem. To design on a certain LOD and/or
LOI, requirements are defined to achieve this status of detail and information. These
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requirements are not included in an IFC file. To overcome this problem and exclude
misinterpretations or designing on different scales, a manual was invented where these
requirements are listed: The Information Delivery Manual (IDM). The IDM is inextricably linked
to the IFC standard. With the IDM, the collaboration process can be controlled by specifying
the information exchange requirements. A more detailed user-defined specification delivery
can be created with the IDM (Zhang, et al., 2012). To be able to get a really specific request
for particular data in a BIM model, another standard is developed. The IFC and IDM standards
together aim for the total project requirements, the Model View Definition (MVD) predefines
what information needs to be transferred by who and at what moment during the project. It
demands for specific packages of information. It is a powerful concept with a clear and
structured way of working. To avoid big data exchange for specific requests in a later stage of
the project, the pre-defined packages can be used as an IFC file export, which only includes
the information that is requested within that package (buildingSMART International, 2019).
With these standards, the exchange of information, collaboration, and interoperability potential
increased enormously. But still development takes place to increase these processes. The
CEN/TC 442 started different committees which all have different scopes in increasing the
interoperability and collaboration processes in the AECO industry. The CEN/TC 442/WG2
committee is concentrated on the exchange of information. The CEN/TC 442/WG3 committee
is focussed on the Information Delivery Specification (IDS). The IDS is based on the process,
the IDM, and the MVD (Clemen, 2017). In Figure 7 is illustrated how these standards are
located in the BIM collaboration process. The collaboration layer is defined by the IDM. The
participants exchange their information based on the exchange requirements. The functional
part and the MVD support the software development of the exchange requirement model. The

Figure 7: BIM information exchange standards (Redrawn from: Zhang, et al., 2012)
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interoperability layer is defined by the IFC, which makes it able to create this connection
between different software tools. The connection between the collaboration layer and the
interoperability layer is specified by the International Framework of Dictionaries (IFD). These
two layers can be coordinated by the IFD. This defines the use of particular names, properties,
types, and entities as a standard is especially used as a coordination tool within the project
(Zhang, et al., 2012).
Now the exchange standards are discussed, the next step is to widen the scope and try to find
the connection outside the AECO industry, with the cloud-based information exchange
standards.

3.6

│ Cloud-based Information Exchange

OpenBIM increased the interoperability for the AECO industry. But, the connection with cloudbased formats was still not provided and therefore new standards were developed. This to
increase the interoperability with cloud-based formats. As is depicted in Figure 8, a scale is
developed in which the standards are categorized based on (left) high threshold or (right)
higher adoption. BuildingSMART developed this roadmap, to widen the scope in terms of
exchanging information not only within, but also outside the AECO industry. With new
technologies like Artificial Informationligence (AI), blockchain, APIs (Application Programming
Interface), difficulties arise when trying to develop connections for the exchange of information.
As is stated for the scope of this research, connectivity is an important topic. The connection
between software tools, programs, systems, and cloud-based processes. The problem that
was tackled within the AECO industry with the implementation of openBIM can now be used
to solve problem with the connection to cloud-based software. Neutral open file formats and
open standards that are able to connect the software tools within the AECO industry with cloudbased software. To lower the threshold, Figure 8 highlights that the former standards like IDM,
IFC, and other used open standards try to find their way to the right side of the scale, which in
their case become more generic, scalable and easier adoptable by companies
(buildingSMART International, 2020).

Figure 8: Technical Roadmap buildingSMART (Source: buildingSMART International, 2020)

It is necessary that buildingSMART developed this roadmap, because the open standards and
formats need to stay up to date. With new open standards and file formats like XML (Extensible
Markup Language), JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), and RDF (Resource Description
Framework) the interoperability connection between (cloud-based) software programs can be
realized. With these structured file formats, the data can be connected (linked data). This
lowers the threshold in exchanging data and create a higher adaption potential. The AECO
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industry is moving to this cloud-based environment, and therefore needs to move to the right
side of the roadmap.
The step for the AECO industry towards a cloud-based construction sector, demands for new
requirements for their used standards. The IFC data-exchange standards need to be improved
to build this connection towards the new cloud-based file formats. The way an IFC file is
structured is a challenge when providing this connection. An important software solution for
this problem could be the API. If an IFC file is used with an API, the IFC file can be accessed,
maintained, and exchanged (buildingSMART International, 2020).
With the transition towards cloud-based software, the data serialization formats XML and
JSON are widely adopted in the data transmissions towards web applications. As is depicted
in Figure 8, both data exchange formats are generic, scalable and easy adoptable, which
makes them strong formats to work with. Both are platform-independent languages which are
used for the development of cloud-based applications. Between the two data exchange
formats, JSON gained the highest preference to be used in web development. According to
the paper of Afsari et al., the state that: “JSON is a key-value style lightweight data exchange
format that has higher parsing efficiency than XML and due to the inadequacies of XML, JSON
has been widely used in web applications, specifically in Javascript web services” (Afsari, et
al., 2017).

3.7

│ BIM-based Model Checking Software

The levels of detail and information together with the BIM maturity levels are defined, and the
information exchange format and standards are described, all to increase the collaborative and
collaboration potentials in project teams. But, the quality of the BIM models must be controlled
and managed as well, to achieve the desired quality. The quality check of BIM models is
executed by BIM-Based Model Checking (BMC) software. Each construction project starts with
a list of requirements for designing the building. If this list of requirements is added as a ruleset
to the BMC software, it is possible to control and ensure that the requirements are met in the
BIM model. BMC software tools make it able to define the quality of the BIM models, to detect
design flaws and finally to avoid failures in the construction phase of the project (Hjelseth,
2015a). The quality of the graphical as well as the non-graphical information in the BIM models
can be assessed using BMC software.
The BMC software provides a cross-disciplinary collaboration platform, in which the
interoperability possibility with the IFC files (if their quality is ensured as well) is the most
important aspect. The privately designed models can be exchanged as IFC file formats and
uploaded into one BMC software tool. Once they are connected, quality checking, calculations
of quantities, simulations of time and planning, and other actions are possible to conduct on
the entire project (Dimyadi, et al., 2016). The pre-defined requirements can be implemented in
the BMC software using rule sets that provide clash detections based on the rules (the
requirements) that are attached to the software. The rulesets are also augmented with the
overall requirements that try to avoid design flaws if objects clash with each other based on
mistakes in the geometry. Other requirements for the rule sets can be adjusted as well,
depending on the project (Nawari, 2012; Hjelseth, 2015).
Many BMC software tools are developed for the AECO industry. Examples of commonly used
BMC software tools are: Navisworks (Autodesk), Solibri Model Checker (Solibri), and
BIMserver. The distinction between the BMC software tools is based on its variety of
possibilities and extra added features. Some tools are more simplified than others, which are
just developed to execute small quality checks. These tools are less complex and can therefore
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have the preference if a faster quality check is required. The difference between the Solibri
Model Checker (SMC) and Navisworks is that Navisworks supports the input of many fileformats, which makes the interoperability potential more attractive. The SMC is easy in use
and still contains a broad scale of specifications and features added to the software. It is a
widely adopted tool in BIM collaboration projects to check the quality of the BIM model and it
is possible to check if the non-graphical information, attached to the BIM model, is correct as
well. Which BMC software tool has the preference in a project team depends on their
requirements and objectives (Hjelseth, 2015a; Dimyadi, et al., 2016).
The BIM maturity levels did increase in the AECO industry with the implementation of the BMC
software, since collaboration and interoperability between companies in a digital 3D
environment became possible. Especially the clash detections and the immediate possibility
to communicate these clashes with the other participants, increased the quality of the BIM
models, and therefore, the complete BIM collaboration process. The BMC software tools do
not only increase the quality of the graphical information, but also make it possible to check
the quality of the non-graphical information. The BMC software tools also provide insights into
the classifications of the non-graphical information in the BIM model. Due to this possibility, a
higher quality on the LOI can be requested in a BIM model. Especially with the focus on the
circular built environment, the non-graphical information becomes more important. The BMC
software tools play an important role to get more insight into the operations and maintenance
phase as well as the end of life cycle expectation of a building. A higher value of the nongraphical information in a BIM model plays an important role with the transition towards a
circular built environment (Nawari, 2012; Hjelseth, 2015b; Dimyadi, et al., 2015).

3.8

│ BIM & Circularity

The BIM process, as the name implies, increased the management of the building information
tremendously. With the change from a digitalized 3D environment, to a digitalized BIM
environment, the opportunities for the operations and maintenance increased as well. The
information in the BIM model is not only important to construct the building, but also for the
operations and maintenance phase. The non-graphical information availability in the BIM
model makes it possible to conduct a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) (Gao, et al., 2019). The
LCA is a method that can calculate the impact that the building has on the environment. Based
on the information that is adjusted to the BIM model, the energy consumption, CO2 emission,
water usage, natural resource extraction, and other environmentally-based factors can be
calculated. The BMC software tools provide the possibility for the AECO industry to get a
broader insight in their BIM models. It can now even consider the impact on the operations
and maintenance phase as well as the impact on the environment in the complete life cycle of
the building (Soust, et al., 2017).
With the transition towards a circular built environment, the AECO industry is continuously
investigating the opportunities to take the next step in the BIM process. The circular and
reversible design, as well as the usage of biodegradable materials (Section 2), are concepts
which concentrate on the complete life cycle of the building. They aim to create a new purpose
for the building materials after the building is deconstructed. The possibilities are endless, but
this demands for a high quality of information input in the BIM model. The ‘I’ in BIM already
captured non-graphical information value in the AECO industry, but the transition towards a
circular built environment requests for a higher level of information input. The AECO industry
must implement a higher LOI, in which the data of project life cycle information is added to the
BIM model as well (sub-chapter 3.2).
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Therefore, the non-graphical information input of the BIM model process should be increased
with specific requested information. If this specific requested information is applied, it can
contribute in developing the LCA and can create circular loops when circular-based information
about the building materials is added to the BIM model. This process is a concept that defines
the complete state of the building over its full life cycle. Most of the benefits for the information
about the life cycle of the building can be implemented by the stakeholders involved, during
the design phase (Bicarri, et al., 2019). What can help by exchanging data based on a universal
information structure, are the guidelines of the basis-ILS (Dutch: Informatie Leverings
Specificatie). It is developed in a collaboration between multiple contractors and stakeholders
in the AECO industry, in which there was a growing need for certain universal guidelines (BIM
Loket, 2017). The basis-ILS is a two paged document (Appendix I), which aims to create an
efficient and effective information structure in the BIM model, which has pre-defined
agreements that must be met by all stakeholders involved in the project.

3.9

│ BIM Model Information Delivery Guidelines

The basis-ILS guidelines have three main principles: collaboration, exchanging data, and
increasing the quality of BIM models. The guidelines provide a structured workflow for project
teams, in which the information input will be customized by certain requirements. The
guidelines aim to deliver the information in a clear and structured way, in which every
stakeholder can retrieve and store data, as long as the requirements are met. The exchange
of information will be done, using the IFC file format, which contains the graphical and nongraphical information. The guidelines are intended to make universal agreements for defining
the description of the classifications, entities, names of the objects, etc. In the exchange
requirements, you can define the object information that is required e.g.: the load-bearing,
internal or external usage, fire rating, etc. The object information part of the basis-ILS is
focused on the LOI of the BIM model. This part is concentrated on the LOI of a single object
and can therefore contain specific requirements (BIM Loket, 2017). Following the guidelines
of the basis-ILS can create a transparent workflow for companies which aim to have a
structured and uniform data output. The value of the LOD and the LOI is widely adopted and
the need for a structured data input and universal way of exchanging data is the next step in
the collaborative project teams.
The basis-ILS guidelines can always be customized by the needs of the project team. The
agreements and requirements of the basis-ILS will always be the fundament of the BIM
collaboration, but the customization of the guidelines can contain specific agreements and
requirements, which also have the be met in that particular project. This can be provided as a
customized basis-ILS with the needs of the goals of that particular project, but still using the
same guidelines for structuring the information input (Duurzaam Gebouwd, 2018).

3.10 │ Summary
BIM changed the entire process in the AECO industry. The implementation of the BIM methods
provided many possibilities for collaboration and interoperability potential within project teams.
BIM makes it possible to manage the building data and to control the quality of the design of
the building. The BIM maturity levels give a clear indication on which level the BIM process is
executed in a project and what needs to be improved when higher levels want to be achieved.
The BIM process did not only increase the quality of the graphical part of the 3D model but
especially applied the non-graphical information to the 3D model. The non-graphical
information is the part of the BIM model which is most valuable for this research. The research
must concentrate to retrieve circular-based information from the BIM models. To be able to
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stimulate the reuse possibilities of the building materials, the characteristics and properties are
more valuable rather than the graphical data that is attached to the objects.
What can be concluded with the implementation of the BIM methods is that the AECO industry
is continuously changing their workflows into more structured ways to upload the data and
develops more universal agreements to lower the threshold in the collaboration projects. With
the open standards provided by the ISO and the CEN/TC, the AECO industry received
guidelines to increase the quality of the BIM models and the workflow for the collaboration
process. The LOD and LOI are important concepts for defining the level of quality for the BIM
model. It, therefore, is important to pre-define the requirements in front of the project, to ensure
the right level of detail and information is included in the BIM model.
The openBIM workflow took the AECO industry to higher levels based on the collaborative
approach, but the IFC open file format was needed to get the interoperability to a higher level
as well. The IDM and the MVD requires from the AECO industry to concentrate more on the
process before the design phase starts, rather than set the requirements during the design
phase. This is in line with the BIM approach and the standards that are developed by the
different committees and organizations. The focus is to concentrate upfront on the desired
output of the project, and not only until it is constructed but on its full life cycle. If the desired
output is defined and especially it is ensured to capture the value of the BIM model based on
the information needed to create a circular built environment, the right agreements and
requirements can be set. Especially the guidelines of the basis-ILS can be important tool to
achieve the goals of this research. Pre-defining which information must be included in the BIM
models to retrieve this data when the building is at its end of life cycle, is an important factor in
the reuse possibilities for building materials. Knowing which data is needed when the building
gets deconstructed requires a different approach in front. To retrieve a high level of customized
circular-based non-graphical information from the BIM model, the development of circularbased guidelines for this information output is required to be able to achieve this goal.
The roadmap of buildingSMART International (Figure 8) is an important figure for the
connection that will be realized in this research. It shows to which cloud-based software the
IFC file formats must be connected to be able to shift the AECO industry to this current
development. Insights are required in the way the data in structured in an IFC file and cloudbased software file formats in order to create the connection.
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4 │ Methodology
In the last section of the theoretical part, the research will be framed towards the practical part
of the research. What can be concluded from the previous literature reviews as well as the
problem that is defined will be discussed on the first sub-chapter (4.1). The findings from the
literature will be defined and in how they will contribute to achieve the research goals. After
this is determined, a system is proposed (4.2), which could be an answer on how to realize the
connection between non-graphical BIM data and cloud-based software. The method that will
be used to develop the proposed system is described in sub-chapter (4.3). The architecture of
the system that will be developed is divided over different concepts and frameworks. These
are explained in sub-chapter (4.4). The last sub-chapter (4.5) summarizes the conclusions that
are determined in this section. It frames the research by providing a conceptual model, in which
the approach to execute the practical part of this research is visualized.

4.1

│

Unique Selling Points & Opportunities

What can be concluded from previous literature is the that waste production around the world
is a serious problem, especially since a major part is caused by the construction sector. But
the sustainable approach already reduced the waste that is generated over the years. With the
usage of recycled materials and recycling the waste output, the first steps towards a circular
built environment were taken. Intending to close the cycle loops, the construction sector tries
to become circular. But what can be stated from the literature is that the recycling processes
are superseded. The most attractive cycle loop, which has the most positive impact on the
environment in its feedback loop, is the reuse of building materials. This is in line with the vision
of the Dutch government, to have a fully circular economy in the Netherlands by 2050, that
only includes reusable resources in their process.
The first part of the literature review shows that the implementation of the reuse loops obtained
a lot of support and this provided a new mindset in the construction sector with their perspective
on buildings. The buildings can be seen as materials banks, in which they are a wealth of
reusable building materials, when the building gets deconstructed at its end of life cycle. To be
able to capture the highest value of these reusable building materials, new circular-based
concepts were developed. Especially for the design phase, in which the greatest benefits for
a circular process can be extracted from when implementing new concepts. The circular
design, reversible design, and design for disassembly are the three most known new concepts
for the circular built environment. Especially the BAMB organization is supporting this new
approach of designing a building, that can completely be deconstructed at the end of its life
cycle, in which the highest value of the building materials can be captured. When these building
materials can be extracted and they do not need maintenance or remanufacturing, they can
immediately be reused. To collect the circular building data, the Madaster platform developed
material passports, which indicate the circularity of the materials and the building as a whole,
to get insights on the impact the building has on the environment. Both initiatives, as well as
the new design concepts, are supporting the reusable building materials. But this is done for
future projects. The unique selling points (USPs) that can be formulated taking a critical look
at these initiatives, will be to set the focus on the extraction of building materials of buildings
that will be deconstructed over the next years. The stock of existing buildings is enormously,
and those buildings will reach their end of life cycle in the next years / decades. The waste
reduction must be tackled right away, and not in the future. Second USP is that the Madaster
platform collects the circular-based data of the stock of buildings in the Netherlands. This will
increase the knowledge of how circular the existing buildings are but will not stimulate the
reuse of building materials. What is missing is the possibility of an acquisition option to
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purchase reusable building materials. A unique selling point would be to not only collect the
circular building data, but also be able to buy and sell reusable building materials on that same
platform. This is a very important part to not only become circular, but also fulfil the economic
part of the circular economy. By implementing closed cycle loops and to turn them into
profitable revenue streams at the same time, will make it economically interesting for the
construction sector and contribute to a circular built environment as well.
The second part of the literature review on the building information management defined the
enormous steps the AECO industry took over the years with the implementation of the BIM
methods, based on connectivity and data management. The most important aspects of this
research that can be concluded here, is that the BIM concept developed a digital platform
where companies can collaborate on and different software tools could be connected due to
the interoperability possibilities. The ‘I’ in BIM increased the quality of the formerly 3D models,
to not only have graphical data but also non-graphical information available in the BIM models.
The literature review reveals, that especially with the non-graphical information possibilities
arise due to be able to conduct an LCA and to retrieve project life cycle information. To be able
to retrieve this data, the open standards as the IDM, MVD and guidelines of the basis-ILS,
obligate companies to think about the desired output of the project before setting the
requirements upfront. The desired output, especially on the project life cycle information, can
only be extracted if this data is included in the BIM model. It therefore is important to clarify for
the construction sector which information is required and desired for the project life cycle
information. This, to be able to increase the opportunities of the BIM models for especially in
the operations & maintenance phase as well as the opportunities of the building materials when
the project is at its end of life.
Based on the conclusions from both parts of the literature review, multiple opportunities arise
that can contribute in solving the problem that is defined for this research. The USPs point out
that a platform is desired on which circular-based information of building materials of existing
buildings can be collected and the materials can be sold on that same platform as well. This
to accomplish the circular as well as the economic part of the circular economy. With the
concepts of buildings as materials banks, the platform can become a library in which existing
buildings and their building materials can be presented as material banks. By presenting the
circular-based information of these building materials, their reuse potentials will increase, and
therefore their reuse will be stimulated. But the second part of the literature review concludes
that this circular-based information might not be implemented in the BIM models of existing
buildings. It, therefore, is advised to analyze what circular-based information is desired to
extract from BIM models if a project is at its end of life cycle that is needed to be able to
stimulate the reuse of its building materials.
A final step that can be added to the defined possible solution is to get the platform to a higher
level due to the stated shifting, in the literature, towards the usage of cloud-based software in
the construction sector. This, to make the exchange of data more generic, scalable and higher
adoptable (Figure 8). By using cloud-based software technologies, the platform can become a
digital platform in the cloud on which the previously mentioned opportunities can be collected.
A possible digital marketplace in the cloud (cloud-based software), with the supply and demand
of reusable building materials (circular economy), driven by circular-based non-graphical
information (BIM models), can be the answer on the main question that is formulated for this
research.
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System Proposal

The proposed system for this research will be a cloud-based digital marketplace with the input
of the circular-based non-graphical information from the BIM models about the potentially
reusable building materials and the output of selling these materials to future buyers.
Therefore, three components can be distinguished that together form the basis for the system:
the platform, the input, and the output.
The cloud-based platform is the most important component of the system. This platform can
solve the problem that is defined in how to realize the connection between the non-graphical
BIM data and cloud-based software. By using BIM data in the cloud, the project information is
always accessible. The data is applicable at any time by anyone. This accessibility, together
with easy storage and data exchange possibilities, substantiates that a cloud-based platform
can be the right system for the digital marketplace with the desired input and output. The cloudbased software that can be used is presented by buildingSMART (Figure 8). The most generic,
scalable, and highly adoptable cloud-based data exchange formats are XML and JSON. But
the literature review did conclude that JSON has the highest preference due to its lightweight
data exchange that has a higher parsing efficiency (Afsari, et al., 2017). It is a widely adopted
format, specifically in combination with Javascript, for web application development. Therefore,
both will be used in the development of the cloud-based system, which will be an online
application.
The online application will be a digital marketplace where supply and demand meet for the
reusable building materials. The key group of the supply side (input) for the online applications
will be project owners that have the availability of a project that will be deconstructed soon.
The size of the project is broad, this can be from an owner of a private house to an investor
with apartment complexes or offices. The end-users of the supply side for the online application
are contractors, investors, real estate owners, clients, housing corporations, freelancers, and
private house owners. The most important aspect of the project is that the building gets
deconstructed soon and therefore its materials become available for reuse potentials. The size
is not important, this can be a large amount of just a few building materials. Every key user for
must be able to use the online application. But the main focus is for project owners which have
a BIM model available of the project that will be deconstructed soon. This to achieve the
research objective to realize the connection between non-graphical BIM information and cloudbased software. But to be able to export the BIM models into single building materials
presenting as products on the online application, the right non-graphical information must be
retrieved from these models. Only the characteristics and properties of the building materials,
which are relevant for this research, should be retrieved. Therefore, a circularity-based guide
must be developed which will give insights which desired circular-based data should be
retrieved from the BIM models. Once this circularity-based guide is defined, it can be analysed
if this data can be retrieved from the BIM models. This aims to ensure the value capturing of
the desired non-graphical information in the BIM models. To be able to compare this data, an
analysis will be conducted (Section 5) on BIM models which were designed over the past
years. Analysed will be, which non-graphical information is already available in the BIM models
and which of the desired circular-based information is not available.
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The third component of the system is the demand side (output). The key group of the demand
side (output) for the online applications will be the potential buyers of the reusable building
materials. The key users of this group can be a variety of people, from people who are building
a private home to clients that will build a large project. The end-users of the online application
that want to buy materials are the webshop customers. The customers have the similarity to
build a project with the input of reused building materials. Their project will be adjusted based
on the building materials they can purchase. For bigger projects, architects can design a future
project based on the materials that will become available in existing buildings nearby that
project. The key users can be the same group as the input side, only this time they have
demand for potentially reusable building materials instead of supplying them. This will close
the reuse cycle loop. When the potential buyer can enter the application in the cloud, this will
increase the usability and accessibility of the application. The input of the non-graphical
information of the reusable building materials must be transformed in a way that they can be
presented as products in a user-friendly webshop, to substantiate the idea of a digital
marketplace.
To create a clear distinction between the three components for the system, the components
will be defined in the next part of this research as follows:
The cloud-based platform, which is a digital marketplace, will be defined as ‘the online
application’. The supply side of the online application, with the clients who own a BIM model
of a project, will be defined as ‘the project owners’. The demand side of the online application,
with the potential buyers of the reusable building materials in webshop, will be defined as ‘the
webshop customers’.

4.3

│

Rapid Application Development

The development of the online application will be executed based upon the Rapid Application
Development (RAD) method (James Martin, 1992). The methodology involves an incremental
application design and the development of a prototype. The method aims at a fast application
development process. This method is a good method to apply when developing a framework
for web applications (RAD method, 2017). The method concentrates on the functionality and
performance to enable faster outcomes and a proof of concept of the objectives of the
application. By focusing less on the peripheral issues of the application, more time can be
spent on achieving the aim of the research.
This method has four phases that can be distinguished: requirement phase (1), design phase
(2), develop phase (3), and test phase (4) (Figure 9).
The first phase is to set the requirements for the application. The goals that are desired to be
achieved by the application will be determined. This will evolve into a list of requirements that
will form the basis for the design and development phase. These requirements have to be met
during the other phases. In the design phase, the system will be visualized by drafted
scenarios. The system design is the process that is necessary to develop the application.
Visualizing the design makes it possible to understand, modify, and eventually approve the
system that meets the requirements. When the systems’ design is finished, the development
phase starts. The scope of this phase is to program the script of the application, integrate
codes and functions that help to meet the requirements, program the back-end and front-end,
create user-friendly interface, and meanwhile test the system. It will be a continuous feedback
loop, in which small tests evolve in new solutions to be able to solve the problems. Once the
system does not fail or contain errors and the requirements are met, the proof of concept is
achieved and it will be ready for the last phase, the test phase. In this phase, the application
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will be evaluated, validated, and if necessary, optimizations will be applied to the system. The
value of the prototype will therefore increase. The last step will be to determine if the application
is a success, might be close in being a success, or a complete failure. Depending on which
result is achieved can be determined if the application is ready to be launched on the market
or not.

Figure 9: Four phases of rapid application development method (RAD)

4.4

│

Application Architecture

For the architecture of the online application, a variety of software tools, methods and
approaches will be used to create the final system design. The system design will be
elaborated on in Section 6, but first, the decisions for the application architecture will be defined
in this section.

4.4.1 | Event-Driven Architecture
The application architecture is the design of the pattern in how the application interacts in the
system. The interaction between middleware, databases, and other applications is defined in
the application architecture. Based on the requirements and desired output of the application,
certain architecture patterns will fit or not. The most applicable architecture for an online
application is event-driven architecture (EDA). An EDA distinguishes itself from other
application architectures, due to its need of user input. The application is driven based upon
the events that the users of the application need or request for. The EDA can be defined as an
application that is designed to react to the actions of the users (Theorin, et al., 2015). An EDA
is developed to serve the users with quick and accurate responses to create a better user
experience. It, therefore, is a complex system, because it must facilitate great responsiveness.
The complexity of this kind of system is a great benefit, because it makes it very intuitive,
flexible, and can control internal as well as external events (Helendi, 2018). The pitfall of this
architecture pattern is that you can get lost in the complexity of the application. Therefore, at
all times, the requirements of the end-users are the scope of the development process, you
need to fulfil their needs. Also, a clear system architecture diagram is needed to be able to
keep track of components and overall structure during the development process. A
disadvantage is that the privacy of the data is hard to assure. The EDA has a non-linear design
character, which makes the security level of the application more complex. The privacy
assurance of the data is for this research not involved. But if the application will be launched
in the end, it is advised to cooperate with a security company to secure the data storage safety
and avoid therefore avoid hacking potentials.
The event-driven architecture consists of three domains: event creator, event manager, and
the event consumer. These three domains can perfectly be applied to the specific requirement
need of the online application. This makes the EDA a good solution for the system design. The
source of the event is applied by the event creator. The event creator develops an impulse and
broadcasts a signal to indicate that an event is created. The event manager receives this
impulse and functions immediately as the controller of the events. The event manager is the
intermediator between the event creator and the event customer. After an event is detected by
the event manager and it is controlled, it triggers an action that is related to the event consumer.
The event manager can apply some rules to the process of the event. After an event proceeds
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to the event consumer, a single event can evolve in countless activities for the event consumer.
But an event consumer needs to be triggered by an event from the event manager before it is
able to use it (Ayanoglu, Aytas, 2016; System Innovation, 2019).

4.4.2 | Scripting Framework Architecture
Before a scripting framework architecture can be implemented, it is wise to summarize the first
requirements that are already stated in the previous sub-chapters of Section 4. After the
requirements are listed, a better decision can be made of which scripting framework is best
applicable for this research.
(1) The online application will be cloud-based, which means a connection must be made
with a web server to be able to run in a web browser.
(2) The project owners need to be able to upload their project data and afterward be able
to add the reusable building materials as products.
(3) The non-graphical information analyses (Section 5) will evolve in a certain data
output, which must be implemented in the system design to retrieve the desired data
from the project that will be uploaded.
(4) The webshop customers need to be able to view the products in a webshop and to be
able to purchase them, the contact information of the project and its owner need to be
applied to the products as well.
What can be determined discussing these requirements is that a connection must be
developed to connects the project owner with the webshop customer. They must be able to
store, upload and download data. A dynamic database must be added as well. Therefore, the
following scripting framework will be implemented in the system design. This, to provide the
necessary connections to meet the requirements. This research uses the Model-ViewController (MVC) framework (Reenskaug, 1970), which is one of the most used frameworks in
the development of online applications or web development. The MVC framework (Figure 10),
as its name implies, consists out of three components: the model, the view and the controller.
This framework makes the development of an online application much easier by creating the
right connection in the code which forms the basis of the script. This is done by splitting the
code into the three components, which all have their purpose. In the next sub-chapter (4.3), a
more in-depth insight is given per component, but first, the overall description of the MVC
framework is defined.

Figure 10: Model-View-Controller-(Routes) Framework (Redrawn from: Reenskaug, 1970)
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To structure the script of the online application, the MVC framework will provide the connection
between the front-end (view) of the application, the back-end (controller) of the application,
and the database (model). It is a logical separation of concerns, making sure different parts of
the code do different things, and it is clear which part is responsible for what.
The model is the part of the script that is responsible for representing the data in the script and
allows us to work with that data. The model handles: saving data, fetching data to or from a
file, and storing it in its connected database. The view is responsible for rendering the right
content in the HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) documents and sending it back to the
user. This is decoupled from the script of the online application and handles just light
integrations, regarding the data that is needed to generate the views. The controllers are the
connection between the model and the views, as is depicted in Figure 10.
The controllers are the middleware, meaning that the views and the models can work together
inside the script of the application. The controllers work with the model, saving the data or
triggering the saving process. The controllers are the middleware, meaning that the views and
the models can work together inside the script of the application. The controllers work with
the model, saving the data or triggering the saving process. This makes it possible to pass the
data, that was fetched, to the views. An extra component of the MVC framework
is routes. Routes are part of the controllers. Routes define in the script upon which path
which controller code should be executed. The controllers need this to know to define with
which model to work with and which view to render.
This MVC framework is a pattern that is highly focussed on the middleware, the controller.
The controllers define the logic in the middleware and, therefore, the connection within the
online application between the components (Pop, et al., 2014; Masoud, Halabi, 2006; Shan,
1989). The MVC framework will be implemented in the back-end of the online application. The
API will be the connection between the back-end and front-end of the online application. This
will be described in the next sub-chapter.

4.4.3 | Application Programming Interface
The API can be seen as a messenger, it receives a request, tells the system what action to
execute, and sends back the response. For example (Figure 11), you want to buy building
materials at a construction shop. You want to buy screws but are not sure which wants to buy.
On the desk, there is a list available with which screws are available in that shop. The screws
are stored in the warehouse, which is not accessible for you. The only thing that is missing to
complete the order, is the shop employee. You order the screws at the employee. He or she
goes to the warehouse, collects the screws, and returns your screws. The warehouse, in this
case, is the database. You are the customer/user, which goes to the shop to view the
possibilities. The employee is the controller, he or she decides if the order can be completed
or not. The employee is the API. In this case, the employee and the warehouse are visible. But
in the case of the online application, the API and the database are not visible for the customer.
The API (employee) is the connection between the back-end (path to the warehouse) and the
front-end (shop) of the application. In the database (warehouse), the data (screws) can be
stored and be fetched as well, but by using an API.
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Figure 11: The visualization of the API example

The back-end of the online application shall be developed using Node.js. Node.js is an opensource platform that makes it possible to use the Javascript program language, outside of a
web browser. Javascript makes it able to manipulate the web page as it presented in the web
browser. It provides small scripts that can run in a web browser. Javascript is widely adopted
as the most commonly used program language for web development and the JSON exchange
data format can easy be applied (sub-chapter 4.2). An interactive user interface must be
developed in the web browser, to fulfil the needs of the end-users. Using the Node.js platform,
it provides the opportunity to access the Javascript (outside of the web browser), make
changes, and finally be able to run in again in the web browser. Node.js is developed with the
Javascript approach (the .js in Node.js is Javascript), which makes this connection possible.
Node.js is an extension on Javascript but has more features which are not able when only
using Javascript. The possibility to access Javascript outside of the web browser, makes
Node.js a deliberate choice for this research. Nodejs allows you to run Javascript in your
computer and add functionalities and features that were formerly not possible by just using
Javascript (Node.js, 2020).
The features and extra functionalities added to the Node.js software, to increase the
possibilities with Javascript, are described in Section 6 (sub-chapter 6.3). In the next subchapter (4.4.3.1 - 4.4.3.3), the pattern of the API, using the MVC framework, will be explained
in-depth as well as the connection between the component of the MVC framework with external
software tools. The MVC framework is already briefly described (sub-chapter 4.4.2), but step
by step will now be described how the three components work together within the scope of this
research.
│ Controller
Once the user enters the web browser (Google Chrome, Safari, etc.), he or she requests for a
specific web page. Depending on which web page he or she asks for, an URL (the address of
a worldwide web page) message is sent to the server, that is running in the back-end of that
web domain. The server in the back-end receives and responds to the information that is
requested. In this research, the web server is the API that provides that the web domain can
run in the cloud. Once the user asks for a URL message, he or she actually sends an HTTP
request (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol). This is a protocol that the browser uses to transfer
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data between the API and the computer that is used. This data needs to be fetched, and
therefore sends an HTTP request to receive images, text, pages, etc. Once the user is
requesting for a specific page in the web browser, the API will send all the requested
information to the controller of the API. The controller is responsible for handling the entire
request from the client. The controller will tell the API what to do with the request. It acts as the
middleman, between the two other components, model and view.
A sidestep between the HTTP request from the web browser and the controller is the
API routes. Controllers use routes as middleware between the HTTP request and actions that
need to be executed. The routes match the requests with the right paths in the script.
The routes point the direction, the guidelines for the controller, that enables the controller to
use the right path in the back-end. Without the routes, the controller is not able to use the right
path and the request will end up as a failure. The controller and the routes do not contain very
much code in the script. In Figure 12, the first steps in the connection between the web
browser, the HTTP request and response, and the connection between the routes and
the controller are depicted.
Internal Database
Some internal storage is acquired as well. The outcome of the BIM model data juxtaposition
will be multiple templates (Section 5). The analysis will result in a certain list of characteristics
that are available in a BIM model. Creating a template with all the available and/or required
characteristics for the objects in the BIM models, results in the ability to export a project report
with the same information input for every project that is uploaded into the online application.
Therefore, an internal storage needs to be facilitated where these templates and other files,
images, text documents (logos, background information, images used for the design of a
webpage, etc.) can be stored. Therefore, the controller has to have the possibility to interact
with the data from the databases, as is depicted in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Connection between web browser and the API (controller & routes)
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│ Model
After the controllers receive the HTTP request in the right path from the routes,
the controller asks the model for information, based upon this HTTP request. The model is
responsible for handling all of the logic of this request. The controller, as mentioned before, is
just the middleman. It does not add or change the request or response, it just sends through
the message that is received. The model is responsible for the interaction with the request.
The model decides whether this request can be fulfilled or that it will end as a failure, once the
requested information is not available. The model can send information back to the controller,
because the model interacts with a database. The interaction with the database provides the
handling of validation, saving, updating, and deleting data. The controller will never interact
directly with the database, it will only use the model to perform these interactions. To clarify,
the controller never worries about how to handle requests and responses, it is just the
messenger. The controller only tells the model what to do and responds whatever is returned
by the model. This means on the other hand that the model never has to worry about handling
the user requests. It just responds to the request, and if it is possible, it will send back the
information available. Whether this fulfils the complete request or just partly. What to do with a
failure or success is managed by the controller. The model only interacts with the request of
the controller and the data in the database.
The model from the MVC framework will be connected to an external databases to meet the
requirements of the online application that have been set (sub-chapter 4.4.2). The model in
the API will interact with an external database to store and fetch data.
External Database
The reason you want to connect your application with a database software tool, is because
you want to store data efficiently and retrieve it as well. External database software is
developed to store lots of data. They are developed and used because the application would
become very slow once a lot of data is stored in the internal database of the app. Therefore,
the external database software will help to store countless amounts of data, be able to retrieve
it, and still enables to not slow down the online application. It also enables searching for single
pieces of information without reading the entire file. In choosing a database software tool, a
distinction must be made between SQL (Structured Query Language) and NoSQL (Not Only
Structured Query Language) databases. The queries are commands that are used to interact
with the database. Every command can be different, but it is a function which enables
requesting or retrieving data from the database.
To decide which database is best applicable for this research, first, the difference between an
SQL and a NoSQL database needs to be clarified. The objectives are to make the data that is
stored, easily accessible and available, and after all, the data flow needs to go fast. For the
SQL database, MySQL is very often used as a software tool for this type of database.
MongoDB is the most popular software tool for the NoSQL database. An SQL database works
with tables and columns that define that table. The rows in the tables where the data is added
are called records. An important aspect that distinguishes SQL from NoSQL databases, is that
the tables can be related to other tables. An SQL database works with relations and has a
strong data schema. The strong data schema means that for each table it is clearly defined
how the data should look like and which fields are involved. It is a strictly defined schema and
all data in the table must fit the schema.
A NoSQL database, on the other hand, has other strengths that enable itself to be less strict
with relations or strong data schemas. The NoSQL database does not work with tables but
calls it collections. Each collection does not contain records, but documents. It is the same, but
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different type of terminology. The NoSQL does not have a strict schema, two documents in the
same collection can have different structures and still belong to the same collection. On
average the same fields of data storing are used within the application, but the possibilities to
store documents that are generally equal but still differ in some fields must be possible. And
especially on scalability, the NoSQL database has the main advantage. The ability to scale the
servers, when there are multiple or very complex joins, the SQL database reaches a limit,
where the NoSQL database easily can expand his server horizontally or vertically (horizontal
means multiplex connected servers; vertically means extending the memory capacity). This
gives the NoSQL database a great benefit over the SQL database (Gafaar, 2017; Shen, 2019).
Combining the pros and cons of both databases to determine which database is best
applicable for this research, the NoSQL database shall be used for storing the data of the
online application. The projects that will be uploaded need a connection with the products that
will be added to the project, but the projects do not need a relation to other projects. Also, the
characteristics of the products can differ, due to the level of information differences within BIM
models. Therefore, a schema-less database is necessary to add information about the
products in which it is uncertain what is available. Furthermore, the data will not flow across
multiple tables but will be nested in a few collections. This therefore results, that the preference
for this research will be for the NoSQL database. Finally, the scalability expansion is a great
benefit for the online application. Thousands of projects can be uploaded, which means an
incredibly large amount of complex data. The NoSQL servers assure that this is possible and
data requests and responses still go fast (Gafaar, 2017; Shen, 2019). In Figure 13, an example
is visualized of how the class diagram and therefore the structure within the NoSQL database
could look like. The project owner can contain zero or multiple projects, but a project can only
have one owner. A project can have zero to multiple products that can be reused. And the
products cannot exist on their own. Without being connected to a project, no product can be
added to the online application.

Figure 13: Class diagram of the possible NoSQL database structure

MongoDB
A database solution for the NoSQL database approach, as is previously mentioned, is
MongoDB. This is a very efficient and popular software tool to run NoSQL databases. The core
of the MongoDB software is that it is built for large scale applications, to quickly query data,
store data, and interact with data, which makes the software tool fast with large amounts of
data input. MongoDB uses the JSON program language to store data in the collections, so it
follows the Javascript object notation format. This makes it easily applicable for the online
application (Figure 14), because it runs Javascript using the Node.js software. The data in the
collections can contain arrays, strings, numbers, etc. (MongoDB, 2020). This flexibility is
necessary, because it is not defined yet what kind of data will be stored in MongoDB.
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Figure 14: Extension of the API schema with the external and internal database

│ View
The third and final component is the view (Figure 15). Before the data is received from
the model and can be sent to the user on the web page by the controller, the controller first
needs to interact with the view. During this interaction, the data will be rendered by the view,
before it will serve as the HTTP response. The view is only concerned, as its name implies, in
how to present the information that the controller sends to the webpage. The view is a template
file that dynamically renders the HTML files. The view does not care about how to handle the
data, as is similar to the model, but only cares about how the data will be presented. After the
data is received by the view and rendered into its final presentation, the controller will handle
the final step and responds to the user. An important notation about the MVC framework is
that the model and the view never interact with each other. The interaction between both
components is only done by the middleman, the controller. In Figure 16, the complete MVC
framework is depicted in how the pattern is implemented in this research. Every step from the
HTTP request to the routes, through the controller, model, external and internal database back
to the controller, to render the data in the view, to respond the requested data with a userfriendly presentation back to the end-user in the web browser.
The view will transform the complex program language in the back end of the API into a
Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI is a user-friendly interface that creates a better layout
of the online application in the web browser. The style sheeting of the single web pages in the
back-end in the view is done, using Cascading Style Sheet (CSS). The CSS language provides
possibilities added to the HTML document to upgrade the layout. With CSS, you can change
font sizes, background colors, add images, change text container styles, etc. All is necessary
to create a user-friendly interface that evolves in returning customers to the online application.
A not user-friendly, not attractive application will scare off customers and will therefore ruin its
possible opportunities on the market.
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A final addition that is used which is connected to the HTML view pages, is that for this
research Express.js (EJS) is used. The EJS software packages provide more possibilities than
just using the HTML coding (Similar to the usage of Node.js over Javascript). EJS is a web
application framework for Node.js, and therefore perfectly applicable to the design of the online
application for this research. EJS has some features, which are not possible with HTML, that
create cleaner Javascript code in the back-end of the online application. For instance, you can
add navigations bars and footers to the pages, which refer to the same EJS page in the script.
By excluding unique coding and replacing it with single navigation lines, the pages get less
complex. The program can run faster, because it does not need to read the code over and
over again, which can only result in errors that will let the system crash.

Figure 15: Complete implemented MVC framework in the research

4.5

│

Conceptual model

To summarize the conclusions that are defined in the Methodology and describe what can be
expected in the following sections of this research, a conceptual model is composed (Figure
16). The conclusions are based on the problem definition, conducted literature review, the RAD
method, frameworks, and the variety of software tools that will be used to achieve objectives
of this research. By ending Section 4, the theoretical part of the research is executed, in which
Section 5, 6 and 7, will be the practical part of the research. Each section will be highlighted
now, and a description is given in what can be expected in Section 5, 6, and 7.
In Section 5 (Non-graphical information analyses), the desired characteristics of the objects in
a BIM model will be determined, which are relevant for its presentation in the webshop. A
circularity-based guide will be customized, which clarifies what parameters and properties are
necessary to give a quality to the reusable building materials based on its availability of nongraphical information. This circularity-based guide will be compared with the BIM model data
juxtaposition. This analysis shall juxtapose three BIM models and shall analyse what data is
matching, and finally which data is relevant for this research to be retrieved from the BIM
models. The BIM model data juxtaposition is connected to the internal database, as is depicted
in Figure 16. The result of the analysis will be a Solibri Role and a Project Report Template,
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which will make sure that the right data will be retrieved from the BIM models, once a project
is uploaded unto the online application. This will be explained in detail in the next Section 5,
but the connection is already visualized in the conceptual model.
Section 6 (System Design) will be the start of the RAD and will execute three of its four phases.
The requirements, design phase and the development phase will be devised in here. The
requirements will be listed before the design phase can start. The requirements will be set,
based on the perspective of the two end-users: the project owner and the webshop customer,
as well as the demands of the developer. The design phase shall be a visualization of how the
requirements can be met and to see which requirements must be adjusted or changed once
the scenarios are drafted. Also, an activity diagram will be developed which highlights the paths
of different web pages. The development phase will be the most important phase which
consists of the connection between the web browser, the API, and the databases. The MVC
pattern will be the fundamental part. The development of the back-end and its connection to
the front-end in the web browser, and with the NoSQL MongoDB software tool. The
development phase, and the three domains involved, are highlighted on the right side of the
conceptual model. This to provide a better understanding of how the MVC pattern, event-driven
architecture, software tools, and requests and responses will be handled by the API. As was
defined in sub-chapter (4.4.1), a clear system architecture diagram is needed to be able to
keep track of the components and the overall structure during the development process.
Therefore, this diagram is highlighted to substantiate this requirement. After the development
phase, the prototype is ready to be tested.
In Section 7 (Proof of Concept & Validation), the prototype will be tested and will be validated
if the online application will prove the concept of achieving the connection that was tried to be
realized to stimulate the reuse possibilities of building materials. This is done, by connecting
the non-graphical data with cloud-based software. The prototype will be tested using the Alpha
testing method, in which a simulation by end-users will describe the results of the online
application and if needed, optimization will be adjusted to the online application. Section 7 will
end with an evaluation of the desired non-graphical BIM data that is retrieved from the BIM
models and it will be validated if the research aim is achieved or which steps should be
undertaken to achieve this goal in future research. The usability, extensibility, and contribution
to the market will be discussed as well.
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Figure 16: Conceptual model, with the architecture system diagram of the MVC pattern highlighted
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Section 5

Non-Graphical Information Analyses
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5 │ Non-Graphical Information Analyses
The first section in the practical part of this research is the non-graphical information analyses.
This analysis will be divided into two analyses. The first analysis is concentrated on the
development of a circular-based guide that will be able to request for the desired exchange
requirements that are needed to stimulate the reuse of building materials. In the first subchapter (5.1) this circularity-based guide is proposed, in which it will be explained in more detail
in sub-chapter (5.2). Based on the conducted literature review (Section 2) and external
resources, a list of desired exchange requirements for this guide could be composed. Once
the desired output of the BIM model is defined, the second analysis of this section starts. In
the BIM model data juxtaposition (5.3), three BIM models will be analysed based on their value
of non-graphical information that is within the scope of this research. The input for the analysis
is described, the data is analysed, an Information Take Off is conducted, and finally, this report
is analysed as well, to validate if the extracted parameters do contain the value that is required
for this research. Finally, the output of the BIM model data juxtaposition will be compared with
the exchange requirements of the circular-based guide (5.4). Concluded can be if the BIM
models do contain the desired non-graphical information that is within the scope of this
research. Once it is stated which data can be retrieved from the BIM models, that serve as
input for this research, the final output of the non-graphical information analyses is determined
in subchapter (5.5). The output of this section will be two templates, which will be included in
the internal database of the online application and will provide the opportunity to retrieve the
requested data, in a customized environment, once the project owners will upload their project
unto the online application.

5.1

│

Proposed Circularity-Based Guide

As was stated in the literature review (Section 3), especially the ‘I’ in BIM increased the value
of the projects since the implementation of the BIM methods over the years. This increased
the possibilities that are able with BIM models by not only having the graphical information of
the project, but especially the non-graphical information of every object and its characteristics
and properties available. Based on this type of data, project life cycle information can be
retrieved from the BIM model, which will help the construction sector with its transition towards
a circular built environment. Concluded was that, being able to retrieve the right non-graphical
information from the BIM models, this specific data input must be requested for. Receiving the
desired output of the BIM model, especially to conduct an LCA or be able to get insights in the
full life cycle of the building, specific exchange requirements must be set. By requesting for
these specific exchange requirements, the circular-based desired values can be captured from
the BIM model. The only claim is that these must be pre-defined before the design phase
starts, otherwise these specific requirements will not be included in the BIM models. An extra
check to make sure the data in included during this phase is therefore advised as well.
A structured and universal guide will help to request for these specific exchange requirements,
ensures the involved stakeholders will include these exchange requirements, a guide is
proposed in sub-chapter (3.8). The basis-ILS (BIM Loket, 2017) (Appendix I) is especially
developed to increase the value of the BIM models in the collaboration process of construction
projects. These guidelines ensure that certain information in the BIM model will be included,
based on a set of universal requirements to get a structured, efficient and effective data input,
which is applicable by all stakeholders involved. These collaboration exchange requirements
will increase the quality of the complete process of a building project. The basis-ILS should be
mandatory in the AECO industry, to standardise the information input in the BIM models, in
which every company shall design the model based on the same universal and structured
naming of entities, classifications, and objects. The basis-ILS can be extended by a customized
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ILS (sub-chapter 3.9), which will pre-define the exchange requirements based on specific
project goals. Due to this possibility, this research proposes (sub-chapter 4.2) to develop a
customized ILS to capture the circular-based value of a BIM model, based on the desired LOI.
This circularity-based ILS will be developed, which clarifies what parameters and properties
are necessary to give a certain quality to the reusable building materials based on its
availability of non-graphical information. By pre-defining the exchange requirements needed
for the output of reusable building materials, the moderators are obligated to include these
values to the objects in the BIM models. Therefore, a high LOI can be achieved which will
stimulate the reuse potentials of the building materials after the building is deconstructed. The
circular-based guide, with the desired non-graphical information output, will be defined in the
next sub-chapter.

5.2

│

Re Use Index – ILS

The circular-based guide, which will be inspired on the guidelines of the basis-ILS, will be the
Reuse Index – ILS. The Reuse Index – ILS shall contain exchange requirements that will
request for as many as possible non-graphical information parameters that are desired for the
output of reusable building materials. These exchange requirements are based upon the
conducted literature review (Section 2) as well as external resources:
•
•
•
•
•

Circular design (Crus Rios, Grau, 2020).
Design for Disassembly (McLellan, 2019; Rios, et al., 2015; Deller, et al., 2019).
The circular built environment initiatives (BAMB, 2020; Madaster, 2020).
Building Circularity Indicators (Vliet, 2018).
Material Circularity Indicators (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015).

The exchange requirements for the Re Use Index – ILS will stimulate the reuse potentials of
the building materials, after they are deconstructed from a building. The exchange
requirements are specifically focused on retrieving only the data that will stimulate the reuse
potentials of the building materials, general exchange requirements e.g. project information,
general name, identification, materials, location, and building physics are not taken in
consideration in the Re Use Index – ILS since they are already requested in the basis-ILS. The
building materials are defined as objects in basis-ILS in which they will be defined in the Re
Use Index – ILS as objects as well. To frame the terminology that is used in the Re Use Index
– ILS, the following terms can be distinguished. (1) The object is defined as the complete
building material. A building material can have different (2) components, and the components
can be made out of different (3) materials. For example, a door (1) is the object. The door has
the components: door, window, door handle, and joints (2). The materials are wood, glass,
aluminium, and steel (3). The exchange requirements are divided into three main topics: Object
Properties, Object Circularity Indicators, and Object Dismantle Indicators. The three topics and
their specific exchange requirements will be described in the next sub-chapters.

5.2.1 | Object Properties
The object properties will define the characteristics of the building materials. This does not
have a circular-based approach but gives a complete indication of how the building material is
composed due to different components, finishing, and accessories. The exchange
requirements will be listed with a short description and an example is given of what is expected
as non-graphical information input for that specific requirement. The object property
requirements are determined to get as much as possible information about the characteristics
of the objects. If the graphical information of the BIM model is not on a high LOD, the nongraphical can still describe the object very detailed, which gives a high LOI. The object
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properties aim to describe as much detailed information about the production, components,
materials, finishings, and dimensions of the object as possible. If this information is added to
the objects, the value capturing of the objects from the BIM model is very useful as input for
BIM models if the object gets reused in future projects.
Table 1: Object Properties Exchange Requirements (Re Use Index - ILS)

Exchange Requirements

Description

Example

Production Date

Release date of the object after its
production process.

14-10-2001

Manufacturer

Name and contact information of the Stamo BV
manufacturer of the object.

Warranties

Add documentations of the warranties of Is expired
the object if these are still valid.

Components

Describe the components
composite the object.

Material Types

Describe the types of materials that are MDF, Hr ++
used in-depth.
Describe the finishings of the Interior paint,
components.
metal coating

Finishings
Finishing Color Codes
Accessories

which Door, window

Describe the color codes of the Ral 9001
finishings.
Describe the accessories that are Handle, joints
applied to the object.

Height

Describe the height of the object in mm.

2300 mm

Length

Describe the length of the object in mm.

-

Width

Describe the width of the object in mm.

930 mm

Thickness
Area m²

Describe the thickness of the object in 40 mm
mm.
Describe the m² of the object.
2,14 m²

Volume m³

Describe the m³ of the object.

0,85 m³

5.2.2 | Object Circularity Indicators
The object circularity indicators give a more in-depth description of the objects, based on the
different feedback loops in the circular built environment (maintenance, reuse, remanufacture,
and recycle). If these exchange requirements are available in the object, the reuse potentials
will increase enormous, because this defines the impact the reusable building materials have
on the environment and which parts can be reused, recycled, or naturally decomposed. It is in
fact a personal library of the object, from his previous usage in projects up to its expected end
of life. The more detailed the description is, the higher the value can be for a LCA of the
complete building and the value it has for the operations & maintenance phase, based on the
information that can be extracted from the BIM model.
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Table 2: Object Circularity Indicators Exchange Requirements (Re Use Index - ILS)

Exchange Requirements

Description

Used in Previous Projects

The number of times and years the Used in 2 projects
object is used in previous projects.

Expected Durability

Define the expected durability of the 41 years
object.
Define the expected depreciation of the 23%
object without maintenance, based on a
10-year scale.
Describe the status of the object Status is average
compared to an industry average object
of a similar type.

Depreciation

Average Status

Composition of the Object

Replaced Components

Destination after use

Describe the composition of the
components of the object based on its
virgin materials.
If parts of the object are replaced,
describe the parts that are replaced and
if this is done with: virgin materials,
recycle materials, reused components.
Describe the destination after use of
what part will go to landfill; what part is
for recycling; which components are for
reuse.

Example

Timber fibers,
quartz, sand
Nothing is
replaced

Components can
both be reused

5.2.3 | Object Dismantle Indicators
The object dismantle indicators indicate how easy the object can be dismantled to its
components and materials. These indicators do not assess how easy or not the building
material can be disassembled from the building but describe how the object itself can be
dismantled. When describing these exchange requirements, an indication is provided in how
easy parts can be maintained or replaced during its life cycle.
Table 3: Object Dismantle Indicators Exchange Requirements (Re Use Index - ILS)

Exchange Requirements

Description

Accessible Connections

Describe if the connections between the Easily accessible
components of the object are easily
accessible.

Material of Connections

Describe of which materials the Screws, acrylic
connections between the components construction kit
are made.

Type of Connections

Describe the types of connections that Screw machine,
are used, is just one tool needed or utility knife
multiple?

Human-Scale
Components

Example

Describe if the components can be Can be replace
replaced based on human-scale with manually
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standard mechanical equipment or does
is need to be remanufactured to replace
the components?
Interchangeability

5.3

│

Describe if the components are easily Both components
interchangeable due to the use of are standardized
standardized components, or are they
uniquely designed and produced?

BIM Model Data Juxtaposition

In the first part of Section 5, it is defined which non-graphical information is desired to retrieve
from a BIM model to be able to stimulate the reuse of building materials. The object properties,
object circularity indicators, and object dismantle indicators create a complete list of
parameters customized on the non-graphical information need for the reuse potentials of
building materials. This list is the best-case scenario if it can be completed based on the
retrievable data from the BIM models. To be able to determine if these parameters are already
available in a BIM model or to analyze what other relevant circular-based non-graphical data
there is available in BIM models, an analysis will be conducted.
In this analysis, three different BIM models, that were developed in construction projects in the
past years, will be juxtaposed, compared and analyzed. The three BIM models are provided
by the supervising company BASED BIM Management & Consultancy. Their clients approved
that the models could be used as input for this research. The BIM models represent the
refinement of the average execution of the BIM models in the AECO industry, as it can be
expected within contemporary projects.
The analysis of the BIM models shall be focused on the non-graphical information, the
graphical information will not be taken into consideration. The graphical data of the object can,
in a later stage of the research, be rectified by adding an image of the building to the webshop
of the online application. The analysis is focused on the LOI, which consists of the
characteristics, dimensions, materials, finishing, etc, of the objects. The non-graphical
information that is included in the BIM models will be described and compared with the nongraphical information of the other BIM models. Only the usable data will be elaborated on, the
unusable data will be deleted out of this analysis.
The exchange format that has been used in the three construction projects, to exchange the
BIM model, is an IFC file. The BIM-based Model Checker that will be used for the analysis is
the Solibri Model Checker. Solibri is widely used as BMC in project teams, supports the IFC
format, and has a user-friendly, easily accessible interface. Especially, for people with less
experience with BMC software. The SMC will, therefore, used as a software tool for this
analysis. The SMC can provide a clear insight into the non-graphical information that is
attached to the objects in the BIM models. The characteristics and property sets will be
reviewed and extracted from the BIM models. From a few randomly chosen objects, every
single parameter will be extracted and described in an Excel Spreadsheet. This, to easily
compare the parameters of the objects with the ones from the other BIM models, to conclude
similarities and dissimilarities. The non-graphical information that is in line with the Re Use
Index – ILS and/or is relevant for this research to extract will remain. Not matching data will be
deleted. Data that might be relevant will be revised if it will stay in the analysis or if it finally will
be deleted as well.
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Finally, the analyzed parameters that are relevant and available in the BIM models can be
extracted with an Information Take Off (ITO). This is a tool from the SMC to export data from
a BIM model into an Excel .xlsx file. This ITO Report will be the output of the BIM model data
juxtaposition and will be offered in two different formats: Solibri Role and the Project Report
Template. Every step and definition will be explained in detail in the next-subchapters, but an
overall visualization of the steps, conducted in the BIM model data juxtaposition, is already
depicted in Figure 17.

Figure 17: BIM Model Data Juxtaposition Steps

5.3.1 | Analysis Input
The BIM models are provided with censoring approval clients from BASED BIM Management
& Consultancy. The presented data will, therefore, at all times not be traceable to their clients
or the stakeholders involved. The BIM models are developed over the past years: 2016, 2018,
and 2019. This makes the BIM models reliable based on the LOD and LOI that on average is
used in the AECO industry nowadays. Due to the timeframe of this research, it was decided to
analyse three BIM models to create the average perspective on the data input of the
contemporary BIM models. The reliability of the data juxtaposition can always be extended by
adding more BIM models to this analysis.

5.3.2 | Data Juxtaposition
The first step is to analyse the BIM models, based on the non-graphical data that is available.
To be able to execute this step, the BIM models are reviewed with the SMC. For every project,
four objects, which are randomly chosen, are in its entirety described. Every single parameter
that was attached to this object was extracted and added to an Excel Spreadsheet. In Figure
18, a brief example of this first step is shown.

Figure 18: Example of the description of non-graphical data juxtaposition
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After a total of twelve objects from three different projects were extracted, the input for the
analysis is completed. The complete Excel Spreadsheet with the description of the twelve
randomly chosen objects, is provided in Appendix II. The twelve objects were juxtaposed and
analysed. In this part of the analysis,
three different classifications are
distinguished: matching data, semimatching data, and not matching data
(Table 4). The matching data are the
fields that have a value in every field of
every object (coloured in green). The
semi-matching data are the fields that
have a value for at least six of the
twelve objects (coloured in yellow). In
the semi-matching data, the difference
of the LOI between the three BIM
models can already be noted. The
higher the amount of non-graphical
data, the higher the LOI that is used
during the design phase. The not
matching data are the fields that do
Figure 19: Classifications: matching/semi-matching/not
have a value in 5 or fewer fields, or do matching non-graphical information in the BIM models
not contain a value at all (coloured in
red). But also, fields were classified as not matching data if the parameters did not have any
contribution to the scope of this research. In Figure 19, an example is depicted in how the
value from the parameters is classified. The complete list with classified parameters is provided
in Appendix III.
Table 4: Classifications used to distinguish the data from the analysis

Matching Data

Semi-Matching Data

Not matching Data

All fields have a value; 100% At least six fields have a 5 or fewer fields have a
value; 50% <
value; > 50%. Or the data is
not
matching
for
this
research.

Figure 20: Matching data classification
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After executing this part of the analysis, it was concluded that, out of 240 fields, only 9 fields
were classified as matching data. (Figure 20). But, because these 9 fields give too little value
to this research, the semi-matching data was validated as well, to analyse if more parameters
could be added to the result of this analysis. If the semi-matching data was relevant for the
research, it was determined, based on the added value that characteristics of the objects could
have. This had to be in line with the stimulation of reusable building materials. After this
validation, the following semi-matching parameters were added to the template:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

►
►
►
►
►
►

Component
Count
Nl-SfB Code
Material
Height
Length
Width

Thickness
Area m²
Volume m³
IFC Type
Type
Requirements Category

Component is the brief description of the object, such as wall, door, window, etc.; Count is the
total amount of objects in the BIM models which are the same; The NL-SfB (Dutch) coding is
added as well, because this code stands for the classification of construction elements (and is
also requested in the basis-ILS). It is an international standard, but this is the Dutch version.
The code refers to a certain classification used in the AECO industry in the Netherlands; The
material is added, because it is the most important parameter in the BIM model. And hopefully
gives a value that comes close to the Re Use Index – ILS exchange requirements; The height,
length, width, thickness, area m², and volume m³ are the dimensions and will be added as well,
since they are also determined in the Re Use Index – ILS and are mandatory to attach to the
object when you want to stimulate the reuse possibility of it; IFC Type, Type and Pset_Category
are also possible parameters that could retrieve non-graphical information from the BIM model,
that is relevant for this research.
Once these semi-matching parameters were added to the list of matching parameters, this list
was reviewed again. Several matching parameters were deleted from this list, since they are
not relevant for this research: model, BATID, bounding box height-length-width. Excluding
these parameters and adding the relevant semi-matching ones, creates the following list:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Component
Count
Nl-SfB Code
Material
Height
Ifc Type
Pset_Category
Layer
Guid

Length
Width
Thickness
Area m²
Volume m³
Type
Name
IFC Entity

To be sure every relevant matching and relevant semi-matching parameter was added to this
first draft, a second juxtaposed analysis was conducted. This time, three similar objects from
the different BIM models. The analysis had the same approach: extracting the parameters to
an Excel Spreadsheet. But this time, to ensure if there were not more values matching or semimatching, the input of the object was not randomly chosen but this time similar objects were
juxtaposed. In Appendix IV, this analysis is provided. Three similar objects were analysed:
door, wall, and a pipe. What can be concluded from this analysis is that this analysis had much
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more fields that contained values of matching data, compared to the first analysis. The
extracted parameters from this analysis were also classified based on the classifications from
Table 4. This second analysis with the classification is provided in Appendix IV. Although, this
analysis did contain more values of matching data, unfortunately, not more parameters could
be added to the first draft of the template. The extra matching values were not matching to
add, within the scope of this research.
What is important to note, after the second analysis was executed, that one of the three BIM
models did make use of the basis-ILS during its design phase. An example of two different
objects is depicted in Figure 21. But the parameters of the basis-ILS do not contain much
added value for the scope of this research. The Re Use Index – ILS is of course, therefore
developed.

Figure 21: Example of the basis-ILS guidelines used in one of the BIM models

5.3.3 | Information Take Off
After finishing the non-graphical data juxtaposition of the BIM models, it is time to extract the
values of the parameters that are listed as being matching/semi-matching and relevant data
inputs. Besides the possibility of reviewing the model, execute clash detections by rulesets and
be able to communicate, the SMC has another important feature: The Information Take Off
(ITO). After the clashes are resolved and design mistakes are communicated and revised, the
ITO makes it possible to take off all quantities of the objects that are included in the BIM model.
Through this feature, it is very easy to extract certain values the objects from the model, based
on the parameters that you want to retrieve from the BIM model. In the ITO, you can add the
parameters by yourself, of which you want to extract the value from. Once the ITO takes off all
values, it is possible to export the ITO report to an Excel Spreadsheet. With this option, extra
calculations can be executed using the Excel file. It is only possible to export the ITO report as
an .xlsx file. No other file formats are possible. Based on the change towards cloud-based
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software (sub-chapter 3.6), an ideal scenario would be if the ITO Report could be exported to
an .JSON file. Especially, to develop an online application based on Javascript and JSON file
structures. But that will be a requirement for the development of the online application to
provide this transition, since it cannot be resolved with Solibri.
The conducted list of parameters, from the matching and semi-matching data analysis, was
added to the ITO environment of one of the used BIM models in the SMC software (Figure 22).
Once the values of the parameters of all objects in the BIM model were extracted from Solibri
into the ITO environment, an ITO report, including this data, was exported to an Excel
Spreadsheet. A part of this ITO report is provided in Appendix V.

Figure 22: First draft of the ITO Report parameters.

5.3.4 | ITO Report Analysis
The values of the analysed parameters that were extracted in the ITO report were validated in
the Excel Spreadsheet. The ITO report analysis aims to validate the values that are extracted
now, based on the first draft of the ITO template parameters. If the analysis shows that the
values of these parameters are eventually not matching for this research, or similar values of
data in different parameters were found, they were excluded from the ITO template. (Some
parameters are not included in this ITO report analysis. It is defined that their values contribute
towards the scope of this research and do not contain similarities with the values of other
parameters from the ITO report).
The parameters are juxtaposed and analysed based on their unique data, to increase the value
of the ITO Report. The analysis showed that especially the elements: IFC Entity, IFC Type,
Type, and Type Name, had similarities based on their values of data input. As is depicted in
Figure 23, the parameters: IFC Entity and IFC Type contain similarities in their values of data
input. Stated can be, that the IFC Type values are less complete, because fields are left empty
in the ITO Report. Since they are similar in data output, IFC Type is deleted from the template
because it is less complete and does not add extra value to the ITO report. The same thing
can be concluded for the parameters: Type and Type Name. Type Name is missing values
and has similar values of data input, comparing to the parameter Type. This parameter,
therefore, is deleted from the ITO Report as well. The parameter Type will be renamed into
‘Name’ in the next part of this research, which creates an easier understanding of its values in
the ITO Report.

Figure 23: Comparing the values of the parameters: IFC Entity, IFC Type, Type and Type Name.
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The second ITO Report analysis analysed the parameters: IFC Entity, Layer,
Pset_ProductRequirements.Category. Figure 24 shows the juxtaposition of the values of these
three parameters. IFC Entity contains the highest value and has the most reliable information.
The parameter Layer contains, after all, not matching non-graphical information for this
research. The parameter Pset_Category is excluded as well because the values are not
reliable of specific enough (a lot of values were placed as ‘Generic Models’, which is not adding
any value to the object). Also, values were extracted in the ITO Report, in which they show
dissimilarities with the IFC Entity. An example, as is depicted in Figure 24, Windows are placed
in the same line as IfcFlowTerminal. Therefore, this parameter is excluded as well.

Figure 24: Comparing the values of the parameters: IFC Entity, Layer and Pset_Category

After conducting the ITO Report Analysis into the ITO Report Template parameters, it can be
concluded that the following parameters can have an added value, once they are extracted
from different BIM models:
►
►
►
►
►
►

5.4

│

►
►
►
►
►
►

Name
IFC Entity
Count
Material
Area m²
Height

Component
Nl-SfB
Length
Width
Thickness
Volume m³

Re Use Index – ILS vs. BIM Model Data Juxtaposition

It can be concluded that the desired non-graphical information, that could hopefully be
retrieved from the BIM models, is not available in the BIM models. Or at least, not in the BIM
models that are used for this research. A few parameters from the result of the BIM model data
juxtaposition are in line with the desired exchange requirements: Name, Component, Material,
Height, Length, Width, Thickness, Area m² and Volume m³. But most of these parameters and
exchange requirements are based on the dimensions. Not one single circular-based parameter
was included in the BIM-Models. Not within the matching, semi-matching, or not matching data
input.
The desired non-graphical information would be beneficial for this research, to elaborate on
during the development of the online application. But this non-graphical information cannot be
retrieved from the BIM models, which serve as the input for the online application. As they are
still contemporary BIM models from the AECO industry nowadays. The reusable building
materials can still be stimulated with the resulting parameters from the BIM model data
juxtaposition. Unfortunately, this will be less attractive and no circular-based non-graphical
information will be added. But, the stimulation of reusable building materials is not the only aim
of this research. Realizing a connection between the non-graphical BIM data and cloud-based
software is a goal as well. These two are linked with each other, in which the stimulation of the
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reusable building materials is most important. But, if the connection still can be realized,
projects, which do have the desired non-graphical information available in their BIM models,
can be uploaded in a later stage of the online application. First, the connection must be
realized, and afterward, the bridge to increase the desired non-graphical information based on
the exchange requirements of the Re Use Index – ILS, can be developed. Therefore, the
parameters, which are the result of the BIM model data juxtaposition, will be the input for the
development of the online application in the next Section 6. This, to be able to retrieve data
from the BIM models and to be sure the connection can be realized. Once this connection is
developed and the test results are positive, the bridge between the online application and the
request for the desired exchange requirements of the Re Use Index – ILS will be created in
Section 7.

5.5

│

Final Output of the Non-Graphical Information Analyses

The final result of this section will be two files, which will serve as templates. This to retrieve
the requested non-graphical information from the projects, that will be uploaded by the project
owners. The first template file will be concentrated on the Solibri software, since this is very
often used in project teams in the AECO industry. To enable the project owner to get the same
ITO environment with the parameters from the result of the BIM model data juxtaposition, a
final feature in the Solibri software is proposed to create this option. A Solibri Role can be
developed, in which the complete SMC environment will be customized based on rule sets,
classifications, and a desired ITO environment, as they are all pre-defined. By uploading a
Solibri Role in the SMC, the complete environment of the SMC will be changed based on the
pre-defined input of that Solibri Role. This provides the opportunity to create a Solibri
environment, based on the needs of this research. The only thing that needs to happen, is that
a project owner can download the pre-defined Solibri Role. This to upload that file in the SMC
and therefore is able to download the ITO Report with the customized parameters from the
BIM model data juxtaposition. An example of this pre-defined SMC environment is depicted in
Figure 25. The classifications are provided by the supervising company BASED BIM
Management & Consultancy. The classifications, as the name implies, classify the objects in
the BIM model into different classifications. These classifications as well as the ruleset, uses
the structure of the basis-ILS, in which the universal naming of objects, classification, and
entities are used. The ITO file is depicted as well. This ITO file will customize the ITO
environment, based on the parameters from the BIM model data juxtaposition, once it is
uploaded in the SMC.
The second file that will serve as a template, is the Project Report Template (Appendix VI).
This file is similar to the ITO file, only this template is not a .ito file but an Excel Spreadsheet
(.xlsx file). If a project owner does not use the SMC checker as a software tool to review his
BIM model, he or she is still able to add the value of the objects from the BIM model into a
template. The Project Report Template is the same customized environment, in which the
parameters from the BIM model data juxtaposition are pre-defined, to ensure only these values
will be completed, and no other not relevant parameters are added.
Both templates will be stored in the internal database of the online application, as it was
previously discussed in the sub-chapter (4.4.3.1) and is depicted in Figure 16 (Section 4,
Conceptual Model). The non-graphical information is analyzed, which forms the basis for the
Rapid Application Development process of this research. In the next Section 6 (System
Design), the first three phases of the RAD will be executed, based on the conclusion and output
of the two templates from this section.
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Figure 25: The layout of the Solibri Role for this research
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Section 6

System Design
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6 │ System Design
In the methodology (Section 4) was defined that the connection between the non-graphical
BIM data and future customers of the reusable building materials can be made with a cloudbased application. The system, which is the online application, will be designed based upon
the Rapid Application Development method. The first phase is to set the requirements (subchapter 6.1) for the online application. The requirements will be from the perspective of the
end-users of the application, which are the project owners and the webshop customers, since
the needs of these end-users define the structure of the application. In Section 4 (sub-chapter
4.4.2), some requirements were already briefly described. The first sub-chapter will elaborate
on these and add more requirements to the list. Once this phase is finished, it is time for the
second phase: the design phase (sub-chapter 6.2). The design phase will define the actual
design of the online application. The layout, style sheeting and display will be defined and
visualized using a drafted scenario. In the drafted scenario, all the requirements from the first
sub-chapter must be met. This forms the fundament for the most complex phase of the RAD:
the development phase (sub-chapter 6.3). Based on the requirements, the drafted scenarios,
the MVC pattern, and the challenge to connect the API with the web browser and MongoDB,
this sub-chapter will describe the development of the back-end of the API. The development
aims to meet all the requirements and at the end tries to match the drafted scenarios by style
sheeting the API. This user-friendly style sheeting is named as the: Graphical User Interface.
The first three phases of the RAD will be executed in this Section 6, the last phase (test phase)
will be executed in the next Section 7.

6.1

│

Application Requirements

When executing the first phase of the RAD, we take a look at what the online application aims
for, which is connecting the project owner and its non-graphical BIM data with the webshop
customer. Therefore, it is important to change the perspective for creating the design of the
system, from the developer to the end-users. This will increase the value capturing of the online
application, based on their needs. It is difficult to develop an online application and not
considering the needs of the end-users. They have other needs and their requirements might
differ from the one you expect as a developer. In this sub-chapter, stepwise, beginning at the
start until the final step of the online application will be discussed. This will create a list of
requirements that is adequate as fundamental for the design and development phase of the
online application.
In the methodology (Section 4, sub-chapter 4.4.2), four requirements were already defined
based on the conducted literature review (Section 2 & 3) and decisions made in the
methodology. These are briefly listed again:
➢ The online application will be cloud-based, which means a connection must be made
with a web server to be able to run in a web browser.
➢ The project owners need to be able to upload their project data and afterward be able
to add the reusable building materials as products underneath this project. The data
must be stored in MongoDB, which makes it able to retrieve and store this data.
➢ The output of the Non-Graphical Information Analyses (Section 5), consists of two
templates which enable to retrieve requested data from the BIM models. These files
need to be implemented in the design to provide these to the project owners.
➢ The webshop customers need to be able to view the products in a webshop and to be
able to purchase them, the contact information of the project and its owner need to be
applied to the products as well. This to create the possibility for an acquisition.
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Now these requirements are set, it must be noted that the building materials from the projects
will switch into products, from the moment they will be added to the online application. This
explanation is needed to exclude misinterpretations in the next part of this research.
The first requirement that can be added to this list is the problem, as was stated in sub-chapter
(5.3.3), that only an Excle .xlsx file can be exported as an ITO Report. The cloud-based
software Node.js runs on Javascript and uses the JSON file structure as input. The .xlsx file
cannot be uploaded if this will not be converted to an .json file. Therefore, a tool must be
developed that enables converting the .xlsx file to an .json file:
➢ A converter must be developed that is able to convert .xlsx data into .json data.
As is already stated, two end-users of the online application need to be distinguished: the
project owner and the webshop customer. Both end-users have a different purpose, using the
online application. The project owners fulfil the supply side in which the webshop customers
are the demand side. This evolves in the fact that two different environments must be created
in which both end-users can fulfil their purpose without having to deal with the information
needed to fulfil the needs of the other side of the application. This will make the online
application user-friendly for both end-users, which results in a better end-user experience:
➢ Two environments must be developed in which both end-users can fulfil their purpose
without having troubles with consuming information that belongs to the needs the other
end-user.
Once the project owner has its own environment, the different project owners must be
distinguished based on (1) if they have a BIM model available, and (2) if they have, which BMC
software tool do they use to view the BIM model. This research concentrates on the project
owners who use the SMC to view their BIM model. But to lower the threshold of the online
application, other project owners, who do not have this software available, should also need
to be able to use the online application. Therefore, different project owner paths must be
created to provide this opportunity:
➢ Besides the Solibri project owner, other paths have to be developed to lower the
threshold and make the online application more attractive and usable for other project
owners.
After the desired path is chosen by the project owner, and he or she did convert the project
report into an .json file, the project can be uploaded unto the online application. This step
requires two requirements that are connected (front-end / back-end). The front-end
requirement is the addition of contact information about the project, that provides insights into
the location, mobile number, company/owner, etc. The back-end requirement is that this
information must be stored, to be able to use it on different pages and finally to show this as
contact information in the webshop. The storage of this information will be done using
MongoDB. An extension of this step will be that the project report must be added to this project
as well. While uploading and storing the project contact information, the project report must be
stored underneath this project as well. This enables the project owner to add products
underneath this project as well.
➢ While uploading the project’s contact information, a tool must be created for uploading
the project report template in the front-end, that stores this data in the back-end.
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An overview page must be created that shows the uploaded projects. This makes it possible
to switch between projects, if products want to be added on a later point of time. The project
should always be accessible to the project owner.
➢ A web page must be designed, which shows every project that has been uploaded to
the online application. This makes it possible to add products in a later phase to the
project.
The next step is to add the potentially reusable building materials to the project as being the
products for the webshop. An environment must be created in which the non-graphical
information will be visualized to enable the project owner to add this data to the fields for the
product’s information.
➢ A table must be developed which visualizes the non-graphical information from the
project report, that is retrieved from the BIM model. This will simplify the activity of
adding the product’s characteristics in the fields of the product’s information.
An extra feature must be added here, which increases the attractiveness of the products in the
webshop. Adding a picture to the product, that will be sent to the webshop, will increase the
sales attractiveness, since a buyer always wants to see what the product looks like.
➢ Adding a picture to the product to increase the attractiveness of the products.
The product must be stored underneath the right project in MongoDB. An overview web page
must not only be developed for the projects, but also for the products that are added. This, to
provide the opportunity for the project owner to always have an insight into the products he
added to a project. The webshop customer can see this web page as well. If he or she wants
to buy a product from that project, the customer is able to see if there are more building
materials from that project he or she wants to buy.
➢ Development of a product’s overview web page for the project owners as well as the
webshop customers.
The last step is to transfer the product data to the webshop. A user-friendly webshop must be
developed, in which the products are visible as well as their added picture, counts, etc. If the
webshop customer wants to get more information about the product, a web page must be
developed as well, on which all the added characteristics of the products will be presented to
give a clear overview of the product. A user-friendly interface is the key to keep the webshop
customers coming back to the online application in the future.
➢ User-friendly interface for the webshop that shows the detailed characteristics of the
products, the added picture, and creates therefore an attractive environment for the
webshop customer to proceed to the acquisition of the products.
A final feature will be added to the design of the online application, is the reusable label. This
reusable label will be an assessment tool that provides the opportunity for the project owner to
assess his or her project and its building materials based on the reusable potentials. The
assessment model is based on the Building Circularity Indicators (Section 2, sub-chapter 2.9)
from the study of M. van Vliet (2018). The indicators are an easy tool to measure if a building
material can be reused after it gets deconstructed from a building. The BCIs assess the shape,
independence, type of connections, etc, which will give a score on how much of the value of
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the building material can be captured during is disassembly process. If this value is high, the
potential to be reused is high as well. If this value is low, the building material will unfortunately
not be attractive to add to the webshop to be reused.
➢ An extra feature will be added to the online application to enable the project owners to
assess their building materials for their reuse potentials. This will be named as the
reusable label in the development process of the online application.

To summarize the previously stated requirements that are necessary to be met during the
development process of the online application, the requirements are illustrated in Figure 26.
The requirements are classified over the different domains, as they are described in the
Methodology (Section 4). The numbers of the requirements refer to the order in which they are
executed during the development phase in sub-chapter (6.3). This sub-chapter will refer back
to this figure, once a requirement is met. The MVC pattern is also included in Figure 26 of
which certain requirements can only be met, during the implementation of this pattern. Some
requirements are connected to two domains, which are placed on the dotted line.
Requirements that are part of another requirement, being a sequence, are connected. Single
requirements are listed within the domain in which they will be developed. Figure 26 will be
fundamental for the application design phase in the next sub-chapter.

Figure 26: The requirements for the online application listed per domain
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The second phase of the RAD is the design of the application. This phase aims to design
drafted scenarios of the online application, which meets all the requirements that are defined
in the previous phase. Now the requirements have been gathered and analysed, they can be
verified and applied in the design. Creating the visualization is an important step that helps to
remove possible flaws or mistakes in the design. The design will serve as the standard for the
script will be developed in the next phase (sub-chapter 6.3).
To structure the application design, several important steps are made that are leading in this
sub-chapter. The first step is the realization of the two environments. These two environments
present the project owner on one hand and the webshop customer on the other hand. To
enable a clear distinction, the project owner and the webshop customer environments are
defined as follows:

Figure 27: Logo
Project 2 Connect

The project owners will use the part of the online application, known as
Project 2 Connect (Figure 27). This side defines the part of the application
in which they can upload their projects, overview their projects, convert
and add project reports, and finally add products. This environment aims
to create a very simple way of uploading data and get easy access to the
data that is retrieved from the project report. It therefore creates a Project
2 Connect. The project owner can easily see the building materials from
their projects with their belonging characteristics.

The second environment is the environment for the webshop customers.
From this point in the research, this environment will be known as: Re Use
2 Use (Figure 28). The end-users of the online application, which fulfil the
demand side, only need to be able to get access to the webshop. The
distinction between the two environments will keep the online application
attractive, in a way that the end-users only need to see the features and
web pages that contain information for their needs.
Figure 28: Logo
Re Use 2 Use

The application design will be described based on an activity diagram and drafted scenarios.
The activity diagram (Figure 36) is highlighted at the end of this sub-section. It shows the exact
routing of web pages within the online application. The decisions for the development of these
web pages and the choices the end-users have on these web pages are substantiated during
the development of the application design in the next sub-chapters. The drafted scenarios are
the visualization of the application design. With the activity diagram as a basis that outlines the
structure and routing of the online application, will the scenarios visualize the required paths.
These are both conducted to get an idea of the guidelines that must be considered during the
development phase. An example of a drafted scenario is the start page of the online application
depicted in Figure 29. The overall name for the online application is also: Re Use 2 Use
(www.reuse2use.nl). In which Project 2 Connect will be a sidestep within this web domain. But
both sides are important to create an online marketplace where the supply and demand side
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meet. The other part of the drafted scenarios are provided in Appendix VII. The data input and
the redirecting of the pages are highlighted the activity diagram (Figure 36) as well.

Figure 29: The start page of the online application (www.reuse2use.nl)

6.2.1 | Project 2 Connect
In the previous Figure 29, a decision can be made between the two environments. First, we
will discuss the Project 2 Connect (project owner) environment. Considering the requirements
for this environment, the first paths that need to be designed are the add project and reusable
label paths. The reusable label path Figure 30 refers to the page where the assessment tool
is located. This assessment tool will assess the building materials from the project based on
the Building Circularity Indicators, which therefore indicates if the building materials have the
potential to be reused or not.

Figure 30: Reusable label page, for assessing the building materials for their reuse potentials
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The add project path will refer the user to a page where three decisions can be made: solibri
user, private project user, and single product. The solibri user path, as the name implies, is the
path that is designed for the users who use Solibri for checking his or her BIM model.
The private project user path is designed for the users that want to add a project but do not
use Solibri for checking his BIM model. Other BMC software tools are not within the scope of
this research and therefore do not have a particular path. Paths for other software tools will
can be added as well. But for now, these project owners can use the private path or the single
product path. This path refers to the web page to register the project immediately, before the
need of converting the project report. If the Solibri user or private project user path is chosen,
the webpage, where they will be referred to, explains stepwise how to upload and convert their
project report. The Solibri user has several steps to follow, an example of the drafted scenario
for this page is depicted in Figure 31. The convert tool must be developed in the online
application which transforms the project report .xlsx file into a JSON file, which makes it
possible for Javascript to read the file. The private project user path has the same layout, only
this does not include the Solibri Role, but the Project Report Template. This Excel spreadsheet
file, with the same layout as the ITO Report parameters, can be downloaded, adjusted with the
non-graphical information from the project, and finally follow the same steps: upload, convert,
and download as a JSON file.

Figure 31: Solibri user path for upload / convert / download the .json Project Report

Once the ITO Report or the Project Report Template is transformed into the .json file, the next
step will be to register the project in the online application. The register path is the page where
the contact information of the project needs to be added to the online application. An example
is shown in Figure 32, in which the company name, project address, etc. need to be applied to
the online application. Afterward, this will be stored in the MongoDB database. Besides the
contact information of the project or its owner, the converted report can be uploaded as well.
The Project Report will be saved underneath the project in MongoDB. This, to retrieve the right
data from the right project, once the project owners want to add products.
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Figure 32: Register project and project profile path

The report will be connected to the database in which the data can be retrieved from once the
products will be added to the project. After the project is registered, the user will be referred to
a project overview path, in which every project that is added to the online application is located.
The project profile of each project can be reviewed by clicking on the project. Once the user
enters the project profile, two option are possible: the view products path, which refers to a
page where all the products from that project that are added are listed; the add product path,
which refers to the web page where the products can be added by the project owner.
The last page of the Project 2 Connect environment, which is the most important one, is
the add product page (Figure 33). The add product page presents the non-graphical
information, retrieved from, or the ITO report or the Project Report Template. The presented
data are in line with the parameters from the BIM model data juxtaposition. These parameters
and their values are presented in columns. With the non-graphical information on the left, the

Figure 33: The add product path with the non-graphical information presented
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data can automatically be adapted to the fields of the product, to connect the product to its
characteristics. After the product is added, the product and the characteristics will be sent to
the webshop. The add product page will be redirected to the project overview page.

6.2.2 | Re Use 2 Use
The Re Use 2 Use (webshop customer) environment requires fewer paths for the application
design. After the decision is made for the Re Use 2 Use side of the online application,
the webshop path will be presented. The webshop presents every single product that is added
to the online application on the Project 2 Connect side. Within the webshop, the categories are
listed in which the products can be classified. In the example of Figure 34, it was decided to
search for the window frames. As can be noted, products in the shop are presented with their
information, pictures of the product, and the price. The location of the project is highlighted in
this format as well, because this is important information for the webshop customer. Since the
scope of this research is to contribute to a cleaner planet, the location indicates the webshop
customer if the product is nearby or not. If the product and its project is located on a far
distance, it is not environmentally friendly to pick up a product when many kilometres by car or
truck are required. Therefore, products on a short distance have the preference.

Figure 34: The webshop of Re Use 2 Use, with the example of the window frame

If the webshop customer wants to know more about the products that are presented in the
webshop, this request can be fulfilled by clicking on the product. It will refer the customer to
the product path. The product path (Figure 35) is the final path for the end-user in the webshop.
In this path, the project information is highlighted, retrieved from MongoDB. The characteristics
of the product, as they were added in the Project 2 Connect environment, are presented as
well. Also retrieved from MongoDB. Finally, the contact information of the owner of the product
is presented as well. This final step is necessary to make it able to create the actual transfer
from the demand to the supply side. The webshop customer can contact the project owner and
together they can make an agreement upon the price and number of products he or she wants
to buy.
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Figure 35: Final path in the webshop with all the characteristics of the product and its project information

6.2.3 | Navigation Bars
The final steps that must be adjusted to the online application are the navigation bars. Within
each path, the end-user must always have the decision to return to the home pages. In the
header of the webpage, at all times, the decision for the homepage of Re Use 2 Use (which
refers to the webshop), the homepage of Project 2 Connect (which refers to the page to choose
between the add project path or the reusable label), or the about / contact path (which gives
background information and information about this research and the vision on of the online
application) are located. Besides the header as a navigation bar, for each environment, an
extra sidebar will be added, that refers to pages within that environment. These will be
explained next.
│ Project 2 Connect sidebar
The Project 2 Connect sidebar consists of three buttons. The first button is the home button,
in which the end-user can refer back to the home page of the Project 2 Connect environment.
The homepage is the page where the end-user can choose between add project and reusable
label path. The second button is the project button, in which the end-users will be redirected
to the project overview page. The last button is the project search button. This refers to the
end-user to the project search page, in which the end-users can search between his own and
other projects that are uploaded to the online application.
│ Re Use 2 Use sidebar
The Re Use 2 Use sidebar consists of three main buttons. The first button is
the webshop button, which refers the end-users at all times back to the home page of the
webshop. The second button, similar to the project search, is the product search. On this page,
the end-user can search for every product that is uploaded to the online application. The last
button is a collection that refers to the categories. The categories are sub-divided by the IFC
Entities of the objects from the BIM models. These IFC Entities are for example: window, wall,
furniture, door, etc. When clicking on a category, the end-user will be redirected to the page of
the webshop, which only shows the products with that IFC entity.
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6.2.4 | Roadmap
The activity diagram is highlighting the final output of the application design sub-section. The drafted scenarios are discussed and visualized. The different web pages are explained, and which options the end-users
have on each web page. This activity diagram is an overview of these webpages and the options the end-users have on each page. In Figure 36, the different environments can be distinguished, Project 2 Connect
(green) and Re Use 2 Use (blue). The paths are defined with the arrows that point the direction to which web page the end-user will be redirected to. The diamond refers to a decision option, the forks to a point on
which one incoming path will split up in multiple paths, and the joins the other way around, in which multiple incoming paths will evolve into one path. The data input for some web pages is depicted as well. The
navigation bars are added as well, the header (purple) and the sidebars (orange). The home page at the start is coloured in red, since this page does not belong to one of the two environments. This design is fundamental
to the application development phase (sub-chapter 6.3). Both the graphical part as well as the structure of the web pages is defined in this sub-section (6.2).

Figure 36: Activity diagram of the application design phase
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Application Development

In this sub-section, the development phase of the online application will be executed. The
development will be based on the requirements that are set in the first phase (sub-chapter 6.1)
of the RAD. The requirements are fundamental for the development of the online application.
The second phase, as is a previously discussed, gives a clear visualization of what is looks
like, especially on its front-end. The drafted scenarios define the tools and features that must
be implemented on each web page. The activity diagram (Figure 36) shows the directions of
each path within the online application. It shows how they are connected and therefore they
must be developed in the back-end. In this phase, the application development will be
described, starting from scratch up to launching the prototype. It then will be ready to be tested
in the next Section 7. The stated requirements from sub-chapter (6.1) form the basis for the
steps in the application development. Once they are met, this will be described referring to the
number of the requirement as it is highlighted in Figure 25 (sub-chapter 6.1). The back-end will
be discussed and depicted in this sub-chapter. Some parts of the back-end are highlighted in
Appendix VIII as well.

6.3.1 | Web browser vs Server
Some parts of the online application are already briefly described and the connection between
the web browser and the MVC pattern is already discussed in Section 4 (sub-chapter 4.4.3).
This sub-chapter will go more in-depth this connection and explains the pattern of the backend to clarify what is needed in the back, to achieve something in the front-end for the endusers. The first step is to describe how the web browser (Figure 37) is connected to the server.
The user in the web browser is visiting a webpage, by entering a URL in the browser. This
browser reaches out to a domain. The domain it searches for is an IP (Internet Protocol)
address. The domain is
the
human-readable
version, the IP address is
the link to the server. The
URL that is sent will lead
to a server, the user in the
web browser sends a
request to that server, that
belongs to that IP address.
This the part where the
application development
steps in. The code on
which the server runs with
that particular IP address,
must be developed to
receive the request and
send back a response.
The
code
will
be
developed using Node.js.
using Visual Studio Code
(VSC) which is the code
editor tool. VSC is a
modern editor tool for
developing web and cloud
applications, which is
invented by Microsoft for Figure 37: Example of connection user / server / Node.js / MongoDB
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Windows. The code provides the user input validation as well as communicating with the
database. If the request is handled, it sends back a response to the user in the web browser.
This response can be HTML text, files, JSON data, etc. The HTTP defines the rules of the
requests and responds. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol defines how a valid request looks like
and how the data should be transferred from web browser to server, and from server to the
web browser.

6.3.2 | Root File (Node.js server)
Starting with the development of the back-end of the online application, first, the root file must
be created. This root file creates the connection between the Node.js code and the server in
the cloud. A server needs to be created in Node.js, as well as core modules. The core modules
help to create paths and features within Node.js that are not available in Node.js itself. This
extends the possibilities with the Node.js code. With the require method (Figure 38), paths to
other packages or modules can be created, after they are installed in Node.js. This method
provides the opportunity to extend the possibilities with Node.js, features, and tools, which are
originally not possible in Node.js. In Figure 38, examples of the core modules that are used for
the development of the online application are depicted. As was briefly introduced in the
Methodology (Section 4, sub-chapter 4.4.3.3), Express.js is used as a core module, which
provides the EJS tool, to navigate more easy between files in the back-end. Those use the

Figure 38: First input of the roof fil, app.js (core modules & packages)

same codes, such as headers, navigation bars, and footers. The EJS package is a template
engine. Another core module, for example, is the mongoose and the MongoStore, which will
result in the connection between the model in the MVC pattern and the external database of
MongoDB. Other modules and their packages that are installed within the Node.js code for this
online application are depicted on the right side of the figure. These are small features that
resolve errors by creating a broader connection to the web browser. On the bottom left are the
core modules and packages that are connected to the Node.js server. First, to be able to use
them, the packages are installed and stored in Node.js. Next, the software input that is required
from the modules is requested and finally, the modules are connected within Node.js.
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The root file that connects the Node.js code with the server is named: app.js. This is the file
that needs to run every time when the online application wants to connect with the server in
the cloud. Using the app.listen method, makes it able to run the server on PORT 3000 (URL =
localhost:3000). A callback is added to the function to receive a message if the server runs
successfully. In Figure 40: the green code is the request to be able to run the server; the
yellow code shows the process of starting the server; the red code is the callback, which results
in a successful action by sending the callback ‘our app is running on port 3000’, which means
the Node.js server is connected to the web browser. This fulfils the first requirement (1), as is
depicted in Figure 26 (sub-chapter 6.1).

Figure 39: Connection Node.js server with web server

The core modules are installed, and several are already connected to the Node.js server. The
Node.js server is connected to the web browser, which provides a connection with the cloud.
The next step is to connect an important module to the Node.js server, which is MongoDB.
The Node.js server is the connection between the web browser and the external database
(MongoDB). MongoDB is installed on the computer and the module is installed in Node.js. The
database is required because data needs to be fetched and retrieved after the users upload
their data. If the user refreshes a webpage, and no database is connected, all data gets lost.
This can be resolved with the app.use(session) method (Figure 40). The first step is to connect
the mongoose module, by connecting localhost (web browser) to the database
(mongodb/reuse2use). This provides the opportunity for the web browser to store the data in
the right database. The next step is to enable storing the data. This is done with
the app.use(session) and the MongoDB module, based on the mongoose connection. This is
an important step when the project owners want to upload their projects. Once this is stored,

Figure 40: Connection Node.js server with MongoDB
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the user can add products to the project, which on their term can be stored as well. Finally, this
data can be sent to the webshop to present the products and the project’s contact information
to the webshop customer. This connection fulfils the second requirement (2) that is
determined in the application requirement phase, creating a connection between the API and
MongoDB.

6.3.3 | Root Folder Structure
The Node.js server is now ready to be used. It already provides the connection between the
web browser, the API, and MongoDB. Now it is time to classify the API, based on the MVC
pattern that is defined in the Methodology (Section 4, sub-chapter 4.4.3.3). The MVC pattern
can be applied to the folder structure within the root folder, where the Node.js server is stored.
The folders: models, views, and controllers are added, as well as the public folder, which
contains uploads, files, images, CSS, and (java)scripts. A folder that was already added is the
node_modules folder, which contains the packages
and methods to run Node.js. The last two files that
are in the root folder, as well as the app.js file, are
the: package.json and package-lock.json.
The package.json file is depicted in Figure 38 on the
right side, which shows the installed packages in
Node.js and the version of the packages.
The package-lock.json file
is
automatically
generated once a module is installed in
Node.js. Package.json defines
the
packages,
the package-lock.json file describes the exact data
tree that was generated, subsequent installs,
updates, etc. (NPM Documentation, 2019). The tree
structure from the root folder in which the complete
online application will be built, is highlighted in Figure
41. This structure is the start for the development of Figure 41: Tree structure of first plot (start
the online application, based on the requirements, MVC pattern)
application design, and MVC pattern.

6.3.4 | Navigation Bars
For the navigation bars, five bars can be distinguished: the header, sidebar, sidebar
reuse2use, sidebar project 2 connect, navbar. The navigation bars run in the back-end, and
as the name implies, they navigate through
the API to respond and send data. The
different navigation bars will be described one
by one. The express.js packages are used to
create this connection (Figure 42).
This includes codes that refer to the
navigation page in which the code is written.
The views will not be an HTML file, but an EJS
Figure 42: Express.js packages / navigation tools
file, to use this package.
Header
The header, as is defined by the Activity Diagram (Figure 36), has three options. In order to
meet requirement (3), two environments will be developed: Project 2 Connect (project owner)
and Re Use 2 Use (webshop customer). In the header, the user can switch between the two
environments. The header also has the about us button, which gives background information
of the online application and contact information. The header will always be the same, no
matter which environment is displayed.
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Sidebars
Three sidebars can be distinguished. Because there are two environments, each environment
gets its sidebar: sidebar Re Use 2 Use and sidebar Project 2 Connect. The Re Use 2 Use
environment will be a blue environment, which has the options (Activity Diagram, Figure 36) to
choose the buttons: webshop, project search, and search between different categories of the
products. This sidebar needs to be different for the Project 2 Connect environment, since the
buttons from Re Use 2 Use do not match the input of this environment. Therefore, this sidebar
is coloured in green, to distinguish the environment. the sidebar has the buttons: home,
projects, and project search. The third sidebar is the main sidebar, and this sidebar is used
when the user did not choose for an environment yet. These pages belong to the main
pages: home and about us page. The navigation page of the sidebar Re Use 2 Use is depicted
in Figure 43.

Figure 43: Example of the sidebar for Re Use 2 Use environment

Navbar
The navbar is the last navigation bar that is added, and this navigation bar creates a responsive
menu. This means that the web pages are responsive to the width and height of the screen on
which they are displayed. If the online application is opened on a web browser on a mobile
phone, the page shrinks in the way that the user has the same features to choose from, only
on a display with the same width and height of its mobile phone, laptop, computer, etc.

6.3.5 | MVC Pattern
The first codes of the API are developed as well as the root file which connected to the server.
The MVC pattern is already added to the folder structure within the root folder. In this subchapter, the environment will be prepared to use the MVC pattern in the API. The first step is
to add the routes to the app.js root file. The app.js file receives the request from the web
browser, the routes, as is previously mentioned in the Methodology (Section 4, sub-chapter
4.4.3.3), send the controller in the right direction, Figure 44. Once the routes create the right
direction, the controller can handle requests and decides what to do with the requests.

Figure 44: Connection routes with controllers
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The requested path will be fetched, and the controller
is connected to that path, decides whether extra steps
need to be followed, or the response can be rendered
by the view and sent back to the web browser.
The controller consists of three paths: project 2 connect,
re use 2 use, and users, in which the users path controls
the main pages such as the home page and
the about us page, since this user is not yet defined. The
model consists of one path: project. Which only needs
to store projects and their belonging data. The nongraphical information can be stored and retrieved from
MongoDB. The last component of the MVC pattern is the
view. The view consists of three folders and two direct
paths. The direct paths are already discussed (home
page and about us). The three folders are: navigation,
project 2 connect, and re use 2 use. If data is rendered
by the controller, the view will send the presentation of
that particular web page back to the controller, which on
his turn sends it back to the web browser, using the
Node.js server (app.js). In Figure 45, the tree structure
of the MVC pattern folders is highlighted as they are
known at this moment. This is the basis for completing
the rest of the script based on the requirements, drafted
scenarios, and the activity diagram.
Figure 45: Tree structure second plot (input
MVC pattern

6.3.6 | Project 2 Connect
If the user of the online application is the project owner, he/she chooses the Project 2 Connect
environment requirement (4) and enters the homepage of this environment. Elaborating on
the activity diagram (Figure 36), the project owner needs to get two decisions: add project and
the reusable label. The first part of this sub-chapter concentrates on uploading the project by
the owner, the second part will concentrate on the reusable label. Once the project owner

Figure 46: App.get function, connection controllers with views

enters the homepage, the routes in app.js direct the controller to the path of project 2 connect.
In this path, the following function (Figure 46) is required to create this path. What can be noted
in the function is that the function is an app.get function. This means that the function ‘GET’
data, so retrieving data, sends a request for data. In a later stage, the app.post function is used
as well. This function is able to ‘POST’, story and/or updating data. Ordering a product, will be
able to use the data it retrieves and has the intention to execute activities with the data, rather
than just retrieve data and not undertake activities.
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A path is developed for every single webpage that is used in the online application, as well as
the webpages for the Re Use 2 Use environment and the User pages. If a path is not
programmed in the controller, the controller sends back an error and the request cannot be
fulfilled. Figure 46 shows the script of the path of the homepage of the Project 2 Connect.
Figure 47 shows an example of what this path looks like in the view. The homepage of Project
2 Connect provides two buttons where the users can choose from. The add project button and
the reusable label button. These buttons refer to the next pages with the a href method. A few
web pages only contain links to other pages, but some web pages contain data requests and
responses. This example only contains links and does not need to retrieve or save data.

Figure 47: Example home-page Project 2 Connect environment

Converter
The home-project web page will meet requirement (5) by providing different paths where the
project owner can choose from. The project owner has three options: solibri user, private
user, and single product, as was already mentioned in the previous sub-chapter 6.2. The solibri
user is the project owner who uses Solibri as a model view checker and can upload the Solibri
Role and export the ITO report, as a result of the BIM model data juxtaposition of Section 5.
The private user is the project owner who has a lot of data retrieved from a BIM model, but
does not use Solibri as MVC. This user can use the project report template, which is also a
result of Section
5. The
single
product path is for
the project owner
who just wants to
add
a
single
product,
and
therefore does not
need to upload a
complete project.
Other
paths
might
be
added
in
the
future
for
other
software
tools
than
Solibri.
The webpage of
Figure 48: Example step 1 solibri_user path
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the solibri user is divided over five steps. The first step is highlighted in Figure 48. The key for
the solibri users and private user path is to convert the data from the ITO report or the Project
Report from a .xlsx Excel spreadsheet file to a JSON file. We use JSON, which can be
generated by a whole range of ways. One way to generate this, is to transform an .xlsx file
from Solibri to JSON. Therefore, this interim step for both users is developed, to be able to
work with the non-graphical BIM data when it is uploaded to the project. This should be done
in the back and end and not be visible to an end-user. This is tried to be accomplished with the
execution of the next steps: In the first step, the Solibri Role can be downloaded (1) from the
online application. In the internal storage, the files folder in Node.js, a Reuse2use_template.zip
file (requirement 7) is added. This zip file consists of the Solibri role. If the Solibri users
download the zip file, the role can be opened (2) in Solibri, which gives the right environment
to retrieve the non-graphical data from the BIM model as is defined by the BIM model data
juxtaposition. Conducting an Information Take Off (3), an ITO report can be downloaded (4)
from the SMC which contains the non-graphical BIM data based on the parameters from the
analysis. This report can be uploaded (5) on and converted (6). This meets requirement
(6a) in which a converter must be developed in Project 2 Connect environment. Requirement
(6b) is depicted in Figure 49 and is a combination of several methods that together provide the
converter tool. The steps
are connected to the
element ID. The figure of
the Javascript creates the
function to upload / convert
/ download the ITO report
as a JSON file. The
Javascript is the script
behind the solibri user path
in the view. Without this
script, the webpage cannot
proceed without errors or it
just cannot get a result.
The script retrieves step 2,
after the file is uploaded, it
uses it as an input for the
getElementById method.
The var workbook method
makes it possible for
Node.js to read the .xlsx
spreadsheet and output
the contents for a variety of
formats. Step 3 converts
the file from .xlsx to JSON
with the same method. The
script reads the Excel file,
changes objects per row
into an object per array.
This is done to a JSON
structure
format.
The
JSON.stingify converts the
Javascript object to a
JSON string.
Figure 49: Javascript of converter method
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Finally, in step 4, the ITO report can be downloaded, and the ITO report is converted to a JSON
file. With the downloadAnchorElem method, the function intends to download the element
rather than display it in the web browser. That is needed to take the file to the next web page
and the file will still be in possession of the project owner. Now, the file is ready to be added to
the project.
But first, the project itself must be registered. These same steps are used for the private
user path, it runs off the same script. The only difference is that the Solibri role cannot be
downloaded in step 1, but it retrieves the Project Report Template (requirement 7) from the
internal file storage. This has the same structure as the ITO Report, only this time it is an xlsx
file, in which the data can manually be placed. The columns and rows are already provided,
the project owner only needs to give a value to the fields. It may be noticed that this converter
uses five steps instead of the seven steps from the drafted scenarios (Section 6, Figure 31). To
make the webpage clearer, the first three steps for the solibri user could be combined..
Register Projects
This part of the online application requires several important steps. First, the webpage must
be developed and connected to the controller, just like any other page. The next step is to
connect the controller to the model, to store the data in the external database. The API is
already connected to MongoDB, but the model needs to be programmed to store and fetch
data. Once this is achieved, the final step is to create an upload button, in which the ITO report
or the Project Report Template can be saved and stored underneath the project contact
information. Step by step, this development will be explained.
The controller uses the same app.get method as in Figure 50, but now for the register
project page. The register-project.ejs page in the view section requires several fields to
retrieve the right data from the project owner. The project owner must fill in the fields to create
a contact information list of the project. The fields are developed with the POST method, to
store the data. The fields that are developed are the following ones:

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Project Name
Country
Adress
Mobile
City
Email
Project Report

Figure
49 clarifies
the POST method as well
as one field (project name)
and the register button
using the submit function.
Figure 50: Example register_project webpage, app.post function
This contact information is in a later stage connected to the product’s profile, in which the
webshop customer has all the information it needs to contact the project owner for a possible
acquisition of the product. The country, as well as the address / city, are important to narrow
down the range of search options for the products, since closer acquisitions reduce the
emission of CO2 since transport pollutions can be reduced.
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The next step is to meet requirement (8) and connect the model of the API to MongoDB
(Figure 51). The first function, as can be recognized from the function in app.js, requires the
mongoose packages to create
this connection. In this way, the
root file and the model are
connected and able to store and
fetch data. The next part is to
create the fields in MongoDB in
the same order and value as is
retrieved on the web page.
Finally, the mongoose.model can
be exported and stored in the
external database of MongoDB.
Figure 51: Input MongoDB and API model

One step that is important to not
forget, to make this connection
work, is the controller. The
controller is the key in the API,
which connects the model, view,
and Node.js server. Therefore,
the controller (Figure 52) needs to
form the bridge between the
model and the view. The first
function requires the right path
(models/project) and connects to
the module.exports function. In
the my-project webpage,
the
app posts the retrieved data in
order of the fields that are defined
in the model as well. A new
project will be created each time,
with the same value of fields.
Finally, the project will be saved,
using the model, and the project
owner will be redirected to
the projects overview page. With
these steps, requirements (9a &
9b) are met. A new project is
saved and stored in MongoDB.
The project can now be used as
data input for other web pages in Figure 52: Connection controller with model
the online application.
The last part of registering the project enables saving the ITO report and the Project report
underneath the project that is almost ready to be registered. Not only does this tool need to
upload the report, but it should also be able to search for the file on the computer of the endusers.
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Therefore, three steps must be
achieved: add
file,
upload
report, save report. In order to
meet requirement (10a), Figure 53
shows the steps that enables
uploading the report within the view.
Different than uploading the project
report on the convert webpage, this
report needs to be stored, and
therefore a different approach must
be used. In the figure is depicted how
the three steps for adding / uploading
/ saving the report are programmed.
In the next Figure 54, the script that
is required to execute these steps is
highlighted. The project owner needs
to know if the report is successfully
uploaded before registering the
project. Therefore, this script is
programmed to not only upload the
report but also shows a progress bar

Figure 53: Add / upload / save, project report functions

and sends after the report is
successfully
uploaded.
It
provides an upload within an
upload (register project). Once
the add file button is pressed,
the end-user can search within
the folders on its computer to
search for the downloaded
report.JSON
file
from
the convert webpage.
Once
that file is picked, a progress bar
shows the upload activity and
finally sends the ‘file uploaded’
message when it is finished.
The final step is to connect the
script to the view using the
controller. With the connection
to the model, it stores the file
underneath the project in
MongoDB. The project owner
can now press the register
button; and the project and its
report are stored in MongoDB,
which fulfils requirement (10b).
Figure 54: Javascript of uploading files in the API
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Projects Overview
The end-users will now be redirected (Activity Diagram, Figure 36) to the projects
overview page. This webpage is a collection of all the projects that are uploaded to the online
application. This page only retrieves the project information that is stored in MongoDB. Is does
only require the app.get method, since it sends a request and not a response. As is depicted
in Figure 55, the function searches for the name of the project within the model.
Every name that is retrieved gets its container and is connected to the ID of the project. This
ID is created while storing the project. The ID makes the projects unique. This ID is the key to
being able to use the same functions but create multiple outcomes within the same
environment. The same holds for the projects overview page, in which the projects are defined
by their name, get their container, and their unique link to go the project's profile. This unique
environment is necessary if the application wants to add certain input to a particular project in
a later stage.

Figure 55: Function for retrieving data from MongoDB to present it in the view

With the development of the projects overview, requirement (11) is achieved. This page gives
a clear overview and makes it possible to search easily between the projects. The project
owner can redirect him or herself to the project’s profile. This webpage is unique for each
project. The ID ensures that the link will never redirect to the wrong project, because of the
‘passport’ that is created. The project profile will retrieve the project information from MongoDB,
in the same way it retrieves the data in the previous figure. Furthermore, within the project’s
profile, two choices can be made, as is depicted in the activity diagram (Figure 36): add
product and view project’s products. An example is also given in the scenario (Figure
32). Because no product is added yet to the project, we first need to develop the add
product page. The view project’s products will be defined in the Re Use 2 Use development
part.
Add product
The add product page is a complex page, which eventually connects all the previous steps and
is the bridge between the project owner and the webshop customer. This webpage must (1)
retrieve the Project report from MongoDB from the particular project of which the products will
be added to. (2a) It must present this data and (2b) be able to search within the retrieved nongraphical BIM data. (3) It must create fields to add the value of the characteristics to the
product. (4) It must store this data underneath the project within MongoDB. And finally, (5) a
picture must be added to the product as well to increase the acquisition possibilities of the
product. This is a complex list of requirements and will be described step by step in this subchapter.
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(1) Fetch Project Report from MongoDB
Behind the webpage add-product in the view, a script enables fetching the Project Report data
from MongoDB. The script (Figure 56) retrieves the file (document) and does not have to
respond to an action, only sends a request. Therefore, the getJSON method retrieves the
.JSON file that is stored in MongoDB. Because the add-product webpage can only be visited
after entering the project profile webpage, the webpage is already in the unique environment
of the project, with its ID number. Therefore, the getJSON request can only retrieve the Project
Report from that project. The next step is to fetch the data from each column of the Project
Report. With the myTable function, the values of the columns are connected to the same value
that are created in the templates. This is the powerful aspect of the template because now this
data can be easily be retrieved from the report. If the project owners just uploaded their reports,
the connection can be made, because Javascript cannot read those files when a connection
cannot be made. The same parameters as were the result of the BIM Model Data Juxtaposition
(Section 5) can be recognized. The script now retrieved the non-graphical BIM data and sends
it back to the view, where the add product webpage must handle this request.

Figure 56: Javascript of retrieving data from project report.json in the table

(2a) Present Retrieved Data
For presenting the data and afterward be able to add the
values in the fields for adding the product, the splitscreen method is used. This method splits the screens of
the webpage, in which both sides can run on different
scripts, style sheeting, responses, etc. On the right side
of the webpage, the table with the Project Report data is
presented. The view needs to request for this data, as is
highlighted in Figure 57. It fetches the data, using the
script, to be able to send the data back to the web
browser. The values of the name of the columns are
based upon the parameters retrieved from the BIM model
analysis. The id of the table refers to the script, to fetch
the data of that table. An example of the source of the
script is depicted in Figure 58.

Figure 57: Javascript source in Node.js

Figure 58: Data presentation of table in
the view
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(2b) Search option within table
The non-graphical BIM data is retrieved from the Project Report and the data is presented on
the webpage, on the right side of the screen. As can be understood, this table can become
enormous. Every single object from the BIM model is exported to the ITO or Project report,
and therefore will be presented on the webpage. What can help to get easy access to the
required product inside the table, is to add a search option to the table. This search option
shows only the products that match the search hit. To develop this tool, an extra function is
added to the script (Figure 59) of the table. The jquery toggle hides unmatching elements and
shows matching elements of the lowercase values. In this way, the search hits that match the
wanted products will be shown and the unmatching hits will be hidden. This creates an easy
search tool for the end-user. With the presentation of the project report and the added search
tool, requirement (12) is met, presenting the Project Report in the view.

Figure 59: Javascript of search function of the table

(3) Characteristics Fields
The right side of the add product webpage is defined, now it is time to focus on the left side,
the actual addition of the products. As was depicted in the scenario (Figure 33), the table is
one part and the other part is focussed on adding the characteristics to the products. Which
(can in turn) can be sent as data input for the webshop. The values for the characteristics need
to be added manually in the fields. This decision is made because the non-graphical BIM data
can be very complex, or some fields have the same values, and this does not create an
attractive webshop. By developing the same fields on the left side, based on the characteristics
of the table on the right side, the value can be copied to the fields, while edit options remain to
be available. The unnecessary non-graphical data can be filtered out, and the relevant data

Figure 60: Presentation of characteristics field for adding product
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can be applied. Even if some fields in the table do not have a value, the project owner can add
the value him or herself. If the dimensions are measured afterward or the properties of the
material status are too brief in the table, this can be added as well. An example of one of the
fields for the characteristics of the webpage in the view is depicted in Figure 60. The other
fields are added as well, similar to the values of the column names of the table on the right
side. An extra field that is added is: price. In this field, the project owner can immediately set
the price that he or she wants to get when selling the product to the webshop customer. The
last step is to submit the product pressing the button: add product. With this step, requirement
(13a) is met. To meet requirement (13b), the values of the characteristics must be stored in
MongoDB. This connection is not programmed yet.
(4) Store Product Underneath the Project
To store the characteristics of the
product in MongoDB and save that
data underneath the project to
which it belongs, a new connection
between the controller and the
model must be programmed. In the
model, an extension on the earlier
created projectschema must be
developed. This can be done using
an array within the projectschema.
The array products provide the
opportunity to add extra product
characteristics
inside
the projectschema. As is depicted
in Figure 61, the list of parameters
from the Project Report is added as
well as three extra options. A
product ID that is necessary to
create an unique product for each
project, the price as earlier
mentioned to give an economic
value to the product, and an image
string is added as well, which will
Figure 61: Connection products characteristics underneath the
be defined in the next sub-section. project is belongs to
Now the connection is made within the model, it is possible to store the characteristics from
the product in MongoDB after it is submitted in the view. But the middleman cannot be
forgotten, and therefore also the connection must be developed in the controller (Figure 62).
Creating a new object is not necessary this time. Only the object project must be updated. And
therefore, the function Project.update is used to keep the root object but add new data within
the object. In this way, the product can be stored underneath the project. This provides the
opportunity to connect the project information to the project’s characteristics in the webshop.
The Project.update function POSTS the data to the model and therefore MongoDB. The
function is a callback function because it is passed into another function because it uses
the update method. By storing the product’s characteristics into MongoDB, requirement
(13b) is met as well. The last requirement that must be met, is the addition of a picture to the
products.
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Figure 62: Connection add product of the controller with the model

(5) Add a Picture to the Products
Adding a picture to the products flows through the same codes as adding the Project Report
to the project object in MongoDB. The same function can be used. First, the end-user must
press add file. The next step is to search for the image between his or her folders on the
computer. Finally, the file can be uploaded. As can be noted on previous figures, is the image
upload already added to this function. In the model, the productImage uses the .png format to
save the image. In the controller, the productImage is an upload function, which is able to
upload a file. This is different than the other parameters. Requirement (14) is met with
programming this extra option within the add product webpage. After submitting the product,
the characteristics will be stored in MongoDB and the end-users will be redirected to
the projects overview web page.
Reusable Label
The last webpage that needs to be developed on the Project 2 Connect side is the reusable
label web page. Once the project owner enters the Project 2 Connect environment, besides
adding a project, he or she can also assess the building materials based on circularity
indicators. The conducted circularity indicators, retrieved from the literature review (Section 2),
give an indication for the project owner which of his products has the potential to be reused
again, or maybe got too much damaged during the deconstruction process and therefore
cannot
be
reused
anymore. This circularity
assessment
tool
is
named as the reusable
label scenario (Figure
30). On this page, a tool
is developed which
makes it easy to score
the building materials.
The webpage in the view
is connected to a
script: reusablelabel.js.
This script (Figure 63)
provides the opportunity
Figure 63: Javascript of score table for reusable label
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to give a star rating to the building material, based on the indicators. The circularity indicators
are described in the webpage, and the rating is connected to this script. Based on a scale from
1 to 5 stars, in the end, a certain number of stars is given to the building material. At the bottom
of the page, the ranges of the number of stars are defined. Based on the range that matches
the number of stars that are counted by the user, he or she can decide if the building material
has the potential to be reused. This meets the requirements (15a) and (15b), since the
reusable label is elaborated on the literature review and is defined by the script in the MVC
pattern.

6.3.7 | Re Use 2 Use
The first side of the online application is developed. But there are still requirements left and the
activity diagram (Figure 36) is also not completed. Therefore, these sections also need to be
described to complete the application development. The complex part of the online application
is finished after programming the Project 2 Connect side. The non-graphical BIM data is
fetched, stored, edited, and adjusted. The project owner is finished with registering his project
and adding the products he or she wants to sell to be reused. This side of the online application
is focused on the customer of the webshop, and therefore has a more user-friendly approach
based on the attractiveness of the webshop. The webshop customer (requirement 16) needs
to get a clear overview of the products, hence the products must be presented with the
necessary information such as the price and the picture. And the customer needs to be able
to see the project contact information, the product’s characteristics, and the complete list of
products from one project.
Webshop
The most important aspect of the development of the webshop is how the products and their
characteristics will be presented. The webshop, as is depicted in the scenario (Figure 34), is a
collection of the products that are added to the project in the Project 2 Connect side. The data
that is required is available, the most complex connections between the API, web browser, and
MongoDB are already programmed. The webshop will be built upon these connections and
the input of the added projects in MongoDB. The products need to be presented in a way that
webshop customers know from other platforms. The products are placed next to each other
and just some brief information of the products is presented. First, the name of the product
must be presented on top. Underneath the name of the product is the category, to which the
product belongs. This has a large size in the frame of the product. Below the image is the price,
which also is an important aspect of the product. This is highlighted as well in a different colour.
Finally, the city and country are presented to give an indication which reusable building
materials can be bought close by, and which are available on a wider distance.
Now these development guidelines have been set, it is time to develop the webshop webpage.
The required data from the guidelines must be fetched from MongoDB, where they may be
available. Therefore, the back-end of the webshop must be developed on a function that can
retrieve the available data. The arrayAverage function (Figure 64) returns the average of
values that is provided. The arrays that have the value of the request of the functions are sent
back to the webshop. The reuse2use.js file in the controller is also connected
to models/projects of which it can fetch data from the view pages in the Re Use 2 Use
environment. The data[i] array refers to the projects that are uploaded in MongoDB. Once this
connection is made, the characteristics of the products inside this project can be fetched. Using
the [i] array enable retrieving every single product from every single project. The required
information is requested: productName, productComponent, productPrice, city, and country.
With the img src, the image that is added to the product is retrieved as well. The last step is to
connect and a href link to the product. Once the webshop customer wants to know more about
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the product, is can click on the product and he or she will be redirected to the product’s
profile webpage as is outlined in the activity diagram (Figure 36). Now these steps are
programmed, and the products is presented in the webshop, requirement (17a) is met by
creating a webshop in the view component as well as requirement (17b), because the
webshop customers can view the products.

Figure 64: Presentation of product frame for the webshop

Product’s Profile
On this webpage, the complete object that is stored in MongoDB will be presented. This uses
a similar approach in functions as the webshop. But this time the complete project contact
information, as well as the product’s characteristics, will be required. The product’s profile aims
to inform the webshop customers with all the details, information, and requirements of the
product and the project which it belongs to. Therefore, the characteristics will be fetched from
MongoDB to present the complete property set of the product. Also, the project contact
information will be presented, which increases the chances for an acquisition between the
webshop customer and the project owner. The project name, address, city, country, and mobile
number and email of the project owner are presented, which makes is very easy to contact the
owner of the product once the webshop customer is interested in purchasing the product. The
right data will always be retrieved when entering the product’s profile of the product that is
chosen by the webshop customer because this webpage also is based on the ID of the product.
Once the webshop customer clicks on a product, automatically the ID of the product will be
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retrieved and therefore only the characteristics and project information of this product will be
fetched. The product’s profile webpage, the requirements (18) and (19) are met. A final
button will be added to this webpage that refers to the project’s products overview webpage.
Project’s Products Overview
This webpage is linked to the Re Use 2 Use environment as well as the Project 2 Connect
environment, as is defined in the activity diagram (Figure 36). This webpage presents every
product that is added to the project. This webpage is developed based on two aspects: the
project owner has a clear overview of the products that are added to his or her project. The
same holds true for the webshop customer: if he or she is interested in buying a product from
the project, maybe there are more products available in this project which the customer can
be interested in. The project’s products overview page works with an if-else function. If data
can be retrieved, the table will be filled with the values that are added to the characteristics of
the product. The else function sends a response ‘no products registered yet´ if no data is
available in MongoDB and therefore cannot be retrieved. With the development of this
webpage, the last requirement (20) is met.

6.3.8 | Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
The last part of the application development, and also a very important aspect, is the CSS.
The style sheeting of the webpages is highly recommended when designing an online
application. In the previous sub-chapters, the back-end scripts, functions, and program
languages are described and defined. As can be notated from the figures, the code is not a
very attractive way of presenting the API to the end-users in the web browser. Therefore, the
CSS (Figure 16, Methodology Section 4) renders the back-end codes retrieved from the
controller and the view will send back a presentable response. The Graphical User Interface
will be defined in this part of the application development. The .css files describe what the style
is of an HTML file and how the elements within the webpage are displayed. Without style
sheeting, the raw HTML pages are displayed in the web browser, as is depicted in the upper
side of Figure 65. There are no frames, classes, buttons, sidebars, etc. It is just a web page
that responds to the data that is available on the webpage in the back-end. Therefore, CSS is
necessary to create a user-friendly environment based on the GUI. Every line, text container,
frame, or picture must be style sheeted. What can be noted from previous figures, is that every
line in the script is always referred to as a class. Sometimes, the class is placed within a class,
to style sheet the frame and the text within differently. These classes refer to the CSS files in
the API, which are placed in the public folder. With CSS, you can edit the background colour,
font-size, font-weight, width, height, padding, border-style, buttons, text-align, margin, etc.
There are many possibilities, whatever is the choice of the developer. On the bottom of Figure
65, the same page is depicted, but now after it is style sheeted by CSS. The difference is
immediately recognizable, in which this part of the figure is a clean, structured, and userfriendly interface. In the API four .css files are developed to style sheet the complete API.
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Figure 65: Difference between webpage without (top) and with (bottom) CSS

Navigation.css
The navigation.css file, as the name implies, stylesheets the navigation bars, header and
sidebars. To keep a clean API, the style sheeting is divided over the four .css files. To keep
the distinction between the two environments, both sides got their colour, to keep it clear for
the end-user on which side he or she is located. Re Use 2 Use is style sheeted with blue and
Project 2 Connect in green, same as their logos. The header is placed at the top of the page,
which is available on every web page. The sidebars are placed on the left side of the screen,
in which the input differs based on the environment. In Figure 66, an example is given of how
one part of the sidebar of the Re Use 2
Use side is style sheeted. The sidebars
contain links, as they are described in
sub-chapter 6.3.4. Furthermore, the logo
of the environment is added as well. The
sidebars are developed with a responsive
feature. This means that, if the online
application is opened on a web browser of
a mobile phone, the webpages shrink to
keep a clear and clean web page. A
toggle menu is programmed, in which the
sidebar will be placed. If the end-user
wants to search in the menu, it can press
the toggle menu and his or her options will
be available. To create this responsive
webpage, the file is divided into two parts,
based upon the total width of the screen.
Below a width of 425 pixels, the menu is
Figure 66: Example of .css file of the navigation bars
placed in the toggle. Above this width of
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pixels, the webpages are divided on a broader scale. The addition of the responsive menu and
webpages increases the extensibility of the online application. It can not only be opened on
web browsers on computers and laptops, but also tablets and mobile phones. This increases
the possibilities to get a higher number of end-users for the online application.
Custom.css
The overall style sheet for the API is named as the custom.css file. In this file, especially the
middleware of the webpages is described. The body of the webpages contains many different
text-columns, text-containers, buttons, and all other sorts of input. Many fonts are used and
their sizes, colours, weights, are defined in this file. Also, the alignment of text and columns
are defined in this file. The classes of these columns and centres always refer to the
custom.css file. Every webpage of the API is always style sheeted, mainly with this file.
Split_screen.css
This file is especially created for splitting the screen in the add product webpage in the Project
2 Connect environment. With the fields for adding the products on the left, and the table on the
right side of the screen, the webpage needed to be split. In this way, it is possible to stylesheet
the sides separately. Otherwise, the webpage will be seen as one part. With the split-screen
method, this consists of two parts. The input of the table is a large data stream of which the
sizes and weights should differ from the fields for adding the product.
Product.css
The last .css file is the style sheet of the products and the webshop. With retrieving the project
information and product’s characteristics, the webshop is still not ready for use. The information
should be placed on many frames to present as many as possible products in the webshop.
The header of the frames, the image, the price, and contact information, all need to be style
sheeted differently. Programming a frame like this, will create an attractive webshop based on
clean frames with the product’s information. The attractiveness of the webshop is necessary
to increase the number of customers. If the customer gets a good feeling when using the
webshop and after his acquisition, he or she might return. Therefore, the style sheeting of the
webshop and the product’s profile are very important for the experience of the webshop
customer.

6.3.9 | Complete Tree Structure API
To end the sub-chapter of the Application Development, the complete tree structure of the API
will be highlighted. In the first part, some brief structures are already depicted. But now, the
complete tree structure will be composed, including the Project 2 Connect side, Re Use 2 Use
side, and the CSS files. Also, the public folder will be added. This folder contains the subfolders: javascript, css, files, and images. The javascript folder contains the files with the
scripts as they are discussed in the Project 2 Connect side. The css folder contains the files
from the CSS sub-chapter. The files folder is the internal storage, as was defined in
Methodology (Section 4) and it consists of the Solibri Role Zip file (ITO, classifications and
ruleset) and the Project Report Template Excel spreadsheet file. The images folder contains
the images that are used within the API and for the style sheeting of the webpages. These are
the logos from both sides of the online application and the stars from the score table of
the reusable label. With this last folder of the API, every single file of the API is now discussed,
described, and defined. Therefore, the next Figure 67 gives an overview of the API of the root
folder(s) and the files that are stored within these folders. The application development is now
completed. In the next Section 7 (Proof of Concept & Validation), the prototype of the online
application will be tested with the proof of concept and validated and evaluated, based on the
quality and the rate of performance for the end user experience of the online application.
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Figure 67: Completed tree structure in the root folder in the API
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Proof of Concept & Validation
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7 │ Proof of Concept & Validation
The first three phases of the Rapid Application Development are executed: (1) The
requirements for the online application are analysed and determined, (2) the system was
designed to create an ideation of the outcome, and (3) the online application was developed
while programming the back-end. In this section, the fourth and final phase will be executed:
(4) testing the online application that is developed. To execute this phase of the RAD, this
section is divided into five sub-chapters. In the first sub-chapter (7.1), the online application
will be tested, using the Alpha Testing method. Before launching the prototype on the market,
the prototype will be tested by the developer. The performance of the online application will be
tested after the first development phase. Once the gaps and/or bug and failures are
highlighted, the second development phase starts, which is an optimization phase (subchapter 7.2). The results from the Alpha Testing will be optimized to increase the value of the
online application. Once this is executed, the online application will be compared with the bestcase scenario (sub-chapter 7.3). The best-case scenario is what the desired data output of the
Re Use Index – ILS will look like if it is presented in the webshop. After this comparison, the
Re Use Index – ILS is developed as an actual standard to be used in the AECO industry (subchapter 7.4). The proof of concept and the overall results of the research will be validated in
the last sub-chapter (7.5).

7.1

│

Alpha Testing

To ensure the success of the online application, it will be tested using the Alpha Testing
method. After developing the back-end of the online application, it is time to test the front-end
of the online application to filter out bugs and/or failures that are not discovered yet. Also, this
phase aims to find the missing parts of the online application that need to be fulfilled to increase
the user-experience of the end-users (Professional QA, 2020). Therefore, a real-user
environment will be simulated using the two different end-users: the project owner and the
webshop customer. This sub-chapter aims to improve and upgrade the quality and the
functionality of the online application, but most importantly shows the test results in the frontend. Most design changes are already executed during the development phase, so this test
phase is mainly focussed to show the delivered and effective software, from the perspective
of the user experience. The front-end results, which are the Graphical User Interfaces, will be
highlighted by Figures. The input of the non-graphical information originates from the
parameters determined in the BIM model data juxtapostion (sub-chapter 5.3). This procedure
aims to create an input for the project owner side, based on a BIM model retrieved from the
database of BASED BIM Management & Consultancy. Otherwise, the online application could
not be tested on a real BIM model, which is important for this research to concentrate on the
stock of existing buildings. In sub-chapter (7.3), the difference between the input of this BIM
model and the desired output (sub-chapter 5.2) will be described. In this sub-chapter, the value
of a BIM model with a higher level of non-graphical BIM data will be defined with the best-case
scenario. The improvements and necessary performance upgrades that are concluded in this
sub-chapter will be considered and executed as being optimizations in the next sub-chapter
(7.2).
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7.1.1 | Real-Users Environment
The simulation of the real-user environment will be introduced by two fictional persons: the
project owner and the webshop customer, willing to buy reusable building materials.
The first person is John Doe (Figure 68), which is the owner of an apartment complex. This
building gets deconstructed to the best of his abilities, in order to keep the value of the building
materials maintained in which they can be reused immediately. He has a BIM model available
in IFC file format, which he checks
on its value using the SMC
software. During the life-cycle of the
building,
renovations,
and
maintenance, as well as possible
transformations for the internal
layout of furniture is always
updated in the BIM model. The data
from the model is identical to the
building as it is nowadays. He likes
to upload his project, to be able to
sell the products that are assessed
with the possibility to be reused, in
the webshop of the online
Figure 68: End-user John Doe, project owner
application.

The second fictional person is Jane Roe (Figure 69), who is building a new house for her and
her family. Her husband is a carpenter who can build their new house himself. Jane lives on a
very sustainable footstep, and always tries to think about what is best for the environment,
every contribution on a personal level is a step forward. She, therefore, is searching for second
hand, reusable building materials, from projects which get deconstructed nearby the place
where their new house will be
located. Her husband can use
these building materials to
construct their new house. The
‘waste’ from another building,
can get a new life in their new
house. Her participation towards
a circular economy means a lot
for Jane and her family. She,
therefore, keeps a close eye on
the webshop of Re Use 2 Use to
purchase the building materials
which they need for the
construction. Time is not an
issue; the reusable building Figure 69: End-user Jane Doe, webshop customer
materials are a must.
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7.1.2 | Project 2 Connect
John wants to add his project to the online application. After entering the home-webpage, he
chooses for the Project 2 Connect side instead of the Re Use 2 Use side. In Figure 70,
the home-webpage of Project 2 Connect is highlighted. On this page, John has two decisions:
to add his project to the database or to assess his products based on the circularity indicators
of the reusable label. John chooses to first-rate his building materials to get a better insight of
which have the potential to be reused.

Figure 70: Homepage of the Project 2 Connect environment

Figure 71: Reusable label page, with assessment tool
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John has entered the reusable_labelwebpage (Figure 71). On this page,
circularity indicators are listed with a
description. Based on these circularity
indicators, the building material can be
assessed. E.g. the first circularity
indicator is the ‘independence’. This
indicator scores the independence of
the product: is it independent from other
materials or elements, or does it need
to get damaged while disassembling. In
this example, John is rating an
assembly door frame, which can easily
be disassembled when deconstructing
the building. The assembly door frame
is placed in the project, after
constructing the internal walls, and can,
therefore, be disconnected from the
walls, which makes the building
materials independent. It does not get
the full score, since it must be damaged
a bit, this is also stated in the second
circularity indicator ‘type of relational
pattern’. The assembly door frame is
connected with many screws to the
wood that is placed between the door
frame and the wall. To unscrew the
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door frame, it must be damaged since the door frame is finished with paint. The building
materials score again very high in the ‘disassembly sequence’. The door frame can at all times
be disassembled from the project, it is not dangerous and does not affect any structural part
of the building. Overall, the door frame scores 11 out of 15 stars. The rating below gives
therefore the rating that the building materials are reusable. John can execute this assessment
option with every single building material from his building, of which he doubts if it could be
reused or not.
Once John conducted his list with potential reusable building materials from his project, he
goes back to the home-webpage, using the home button in the sidebar. Back to the point where
he started, he chooses now to add a project (Figure 70). When entering the add_projectwebpage, John has three options which he can choose from: solibri_user, private_user,
and single_product (Figure 72). John has a BIM model available in an IFC file format, which
he views in Solibri. Therefore, John can use the Solibri path to convert his project information
and upload this underneath his project, while registering it.

Figure 72: Three options for the project owners

John enters the solibri_userwebpage (Figure 75) and has five
steps he has to follow. In the first
step he can press the button and the
Figure 73: Converted file and Solibri Role zip file
Reuse2use_Template.zip file will
automatically be downloaded (Figure 73). This zip file contains the Solibri Role, as it is predefined by the BIM Model Data Juxtaposition (Section 5). John has to extract the .zip file on
his computer, open the SMC and within Solibri he can upload the Solibri Role. This role
contains a ruleset, classifications, and most importantly the ITO (Section 5, Figure 25). John
only needs to go to the ITO tab in Solibri and the columns are automatically pre-sorted (Section
5, Figure 22). John presses ‘take off all’ to extract every single parameter from every single
object in Solibri that fits the requested output of the predefined columns. Then, John has to
press ‘export report’ and the Excel spreadsheet will be downloaded which contains the input
of the ITO as John did retrieve from the BIM Model. This means that the non-graphical BIM
data as is requested for the online application is now retrieved from Solibri, exported as .xlsx
file and ready to be used in the online application. This is all possible within a minute of time,
without any effort.
John is now ready to conduct the second step, uploading the report. When he presses the
button, John can search within his folders to the ITO Report file on his computer. He can upload
the ITO Report and then move to step 3. The only thing he needs to do is to press the button
‘convert report’ and the back-end of the online application (Section 6, Figure 49) will convert
the file to .json. The script that is provided in the back-end accepts .xlsx files and is able to
convert the file to an .json file, without loss of information. This only needs to happen, because
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Javascript prefers to read .json files in order to work with that data. The structure of this type
of file is cloud-based, which makes the potential for connections easier. The difference
between both files is highlighter in Figure 74. The ITO Report .xlsx file is depicted in the upper

Figure 74: Excel Report (Top) JSON Report (Bottom)

part of the figure whereas the ITO Report .json file is depicted on the bottom of the figure. The
data input is exactly the same, different is the file structure.
John can now move to step 4, which is downloading the file (Figure 73). The ITO report is
exported, uploaded, converted, and downloaded. These steps also can be fulfilled within a
minute. The project is now ready to be registered, so John moves to step 5, in which he will be
redirected to the register_project-webpage. A sidestep will be explained, before entering
the register_project-webpage. If John was not the owner of a BIM Model, but was a private
client for the online application, he was still able to upload his data. He then chooses
the private_user path in Figure 72. This path shows the same steps as for the Solibri user, the
only difference is that the user cannot download the Solibri Role, but he can Download a
Project Report Template. This template is depicted in Figure 76. The template consists of the
same columns, which again are pre-defined. The private user does probably not have a BIM
model at his disposal and maybe does only have a single house which he is deconstructing
and wants to add the building materials to the online application. With the creation of this path,
private users can use the online application as well. They download the template and fill in

Figure 75: Solbri webpage, 5 steps to follow before registering the project

their data in the columns as they are asked to do. Once this is done, they follow the same
steps as John did as Solibri user. Upload the Project Report, convert, download (.json file),
and go to the register_project-webpage. The last path is the single product path. If the user
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only wants to add a single product, he or she does not have to upload a report, but only needs
to register the project and add a single product to the project. If a user has an own project or
multiple products he or she wants to add, it is recommended to follow one of the two first paths,
to add the products to the project very easily in a later stage.

Figure 76: Project Report Template

On the register_project-webpage, John can fill in the contact information of him and his project
(Figure 77). This contact information is important to get in contact with the webshop customer.
The potential buyer needs to be able to reach the project owner to come to an acquisition. The
address and city are
important to create a
range for the potential
buyer, to know if the
products
can
be
bought nearby or not.
John already uploaded
his ITO Report .json
file, since the project
report status is ‘file
uploaded’. Once John
presses ‘register’, the
project will be stored in
the back-end. The
controller sends the
data to the model,
which stores the data
in MongoDB (Figure
78). By storing this
data in the external
database
of
MongoDB, the online
application can save
and fetch more data,
Figure 77: Register project webpage, adding project contact information
which is connected to
this project, once John enters other webpages or refreshes the webpages. If this connection it
is not developed, the data gets lost and the end-users are not able to upload data, because it
cannot be stored in the back-end of the online application. What also can be noted in Figure
78, is that automatically an ID is created for the project of John. This ID is important to create
unique webpages, which only belong to this project, as was previously mentioned in Section
6.
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Figure 78: Project registered and stored in MongoDB

After registering the project, John will see the project_overview-webpage (Figure 79). On this
webpage, every project will be presented. Not only the project of John, but also other projects.
And if John has multiple projects, they will be presented as well. In this way, the projects can
easily be managed, and products can be added in a later stage.

Figure 79: Three examples of project in the project overview

The project_profile-webpage shows the project contact information and gives the options: add
product or view project products (Figure 80). The overview of the products can always be
viewed after adding the product, but John first wants to add his products to his project.

Figure 80: Project profile webpage

John enters the add_product-webpage (Figure 81). The webpage is split into two parts, on the
left part, John can add his products with all the available characteristics. He just needs to give
a value to the fields. On the right side, John can see that the data from his ITO report is
presented, which gives him direct access to view all his products from his project. In the table,
the same columns and parameters as they were exported from SMC are presented. If this
were an example of the private user, the non-graphical information will be presented in the
same way. Once any report is uploaded (.json or .xlsx), the data would be presented in this
table underneath the products which it belongs to. The table is an active table, which refers to
the search tool that was developed in the back-end (Section 6, Figure 59). The search tool
makes it possible for John to search for any product within his project report. As can be seen
in the example, John searched for ‘door’, since he was sure that the internal door frame had a
high potential to be reused, because of the reusable label assessment tool. The hits in the
table are all connected to the search hit in the search bar. Every product in the project, which
contains a certain parameter with the word ‘door’ will be presented. This of course is possible
for any other word, letter, or number. Other search functionalities and filters could be developed
as well. On the left side, the fields are almost corresponding to the columns of the table, only
the fields ‘price’ and ‘product image’ are added as well.
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The decision to create the fields on the left side, which requires a manual input, is because the
non-graphical BIM data is not always very brief or relevant. E.g., the name of the internal door
frame contains many values which do not increase the value of the products, once it is added
to the webshop. If every single field of a product would be directly uploaded from the table to
the webshop, the webshop gets very unattractive, and the webshop customer receives a lot of
data which only makes it unclear what product they are buying. Also, fields that contain
mistakes, e.g. the fields of width from the last products in the table are often wrong. The project
owner is still able to resolve mistakes from the BIM model. John can fill in the fields on the left
side using the input of the table. Most fields can immediately be copied, some fields need some
adjustments. The final step is to give a price to the product(s) and to upload an image. This
tool that is added in the back-end
immediately creates a higher value
of the product, since the buyer
always wants to see the product
which he or she is willing to buy.
John can upload any image that is
located in the folders on his
computer. Once John is satisfied
with the input of the product, he can
press the button. The back-end
stores this data by the controller and
the model in MongoDB underneath
the project which it belongs to, in this
example Vertigo TU/e. As is
highlighted in Figure 82, the
characteristics are stored in the
project. The tree structure is visual,
in the first column, the project is
stored with the information and
project report. In the second column,
the product is stored. The
characteristics are presented, the
price, and the file of the image. With
Figure 82: Product stored in project MongoDB
this structure in MongoDB, it is
possible to store the products underneath the project. This is important for the webshop,
because, in this way, the product profile can always present the project contact information as
well, since they are connected. Every product gets an ID which makes them unique. But this
ID is always connected to the project. If the webshop customer wants to see
a products_profile of a product, the webpage can only refer to that product, but will send
forward the same project contact information, as long as it is stored underneath that project.
John has now the option to add more products or projects to the online application. But for
now, John is ready with uploading his project and products. He can always come back and
add more products on another day, the data is stored and therefore never gets lost.

7.1.3 | Re Use 2 Use
Jane enters the website www.reuse2use.nl, which she has heard from friends that you can
buy reusable building materials on that platform. Her husband asked her to search for some
internal door frames. Once he knows the dimensions, he can start constructing the internal
walls and leave the openings for the internal door frames. The first webpage Jane sees is
the home-webpage. She has the option to go to the webshop or to add a project. Jane is not
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a project owner, but a webshop customer, she therefore chooses the webshop. Once entering
the webshop-webpage, she immediately enters the Re Use 2 Use environment (Figure 83).
The webshop presents just the most important aspects of the products. The webshop customer
only needs to see the: name, category, image, price, location, and reusable score. This keeps
the webshop clean of not certainly relevant information on first sight. In the webshop, there are
already three products added from three different projects. If there were more products added,
Jane could choose a category in the sidebar which would direct here to that particular category,
or she can search for a product with the ‘product search’ tool. But for now, she already sees a
product that gets her attention. The internal frame that is presented, located in Eindhoven. She
lives in Uden, so the transport will not be environmentally-unfriendly, because it is nearby. Jane
clicks on the product to receive more information about the product and the project owner.

Figure 83: Webshop Re Use 2 Use

Jane is watching the product’s profile on the product_profile-webpage (Figure 84). In one
overview, she can see the product’s characteristics as well as the project information. This is
the most important part of the online application. This webpage shows the connection between
the MVC pattern in the back-end, the external database of MongoDB, and the web browser.
The project contact information and the product characteristics are stored by the MVC pattern
in MongoDB. On another page, on another time, this data is retrieved from MongoDB by the
MVC pattern. This data is sent to the View, which renders the data and sends back the
presentation. Therefore, on this webpage, the product characteristics are presented, as well
as the project contact information. Jane wants to have six internal door frames, and is going
to contact John, to get to the acquisition of the reusable building materials. Jane can also see
the other products that are added to the project by proceeding to the project_product_viewwebpage by pressing the button (Appendix IX). With this option, she can see if there might be
more products she is interested in since she is already planning to buy building materials from
the project.
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Figure 84: Product’s profile of internal frame

7.2

│

Optimization

After conducting the Alpha Testing phase with the real-user environment, some additions can
be made. The most important bugs, software failures, and errors were already adjusted in the
application development phase (Section 6.3). During the development of the coding in the
back-end, the software did already crash many times by the use of wrong functions and
unfinished scripts. These errors were already resolved in the back-end and changed when
needed. The optimizations, therefore, are mainly focussed on the user experience resulting
from the test with the real-user environment. The optimizations are divided into two topics: user
account and user experience.

7.2.1 | User Account
Since the online application is working with project information and personal contact
information, the addition of a user account would provide more privacy for the users. Over the
last years where everything went from paperwork to digital environments as well as personal
information on social media, etc., did the privacy aspect become an important topic in the
society. Therefore, if the online application wants to be able to be launched on the market, the
privacy aspect must be implemented in the online application. By creating a user account, the
projects that are uploaded by the project owner and the belonging data can only be viewed by
the project owner of that particular project. The back-end programming of the user account
works in the same way as with adding the project to the online application. First, in the root
file app.js, a connection must be made between the Node.js server and the routes. The routes
connect the Node.js server with the controllers, which on their terms are connected to the
model. In the Model folder, a new file is created: users.js (Figure 85). By this script, the user
full name, email, and password can be stored in MongoDB. Storing this data makes it possible
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for the online application to recognize the user account information after signing in. The next
time, the user only needs to login and the online application provides their environment with
their belonging projects and products.
To create this extra
environment in the
online application, an
extra controller is
needed: users.
And
extra
views
were
added
in
the
folder: users. A new
homepage must be
created, since the ‘old’
homepage is not the
first page anymore,
which the end-user will
see when entering the
online application. The
first page is the indexwebpage. The second
and third webpages
are
the sign_inFigure 85: Javascript of user account
webpage and the loginwebpage. First, the end-user needs to sign up before getting access to the online application.
Next time, the end-user does not need to sign up anymore, in that case, the end-user just
needs to login, since MongoDB will recognize the login code. An extra feature can be to send
an email if the end-user has forgotten his or her user account login combination. The files that
were adjusted (app.js) and the new files and new folders that are part of the tree structure of
the back-end of the online application are highlighted in Figure 86 (left side). In Figure 87 (right
side) is depicted how the sign_up-webpage is presented in the web browsers once the endusers of the online application want to sign up.

Figure 86: Extension of optimizations
for the root folder

Figure 87: Sign up webpage (optimization)
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7.2.2 | User experience
During the test phase, it was stated that the user
experience could be improved as well. The first
optimization is to add an information webpage to
the home-webpage of the Project 2 Connect
environment. This will be the get_started-webpage
(Figure 88). On this information page, the project
owner gets a clear explanation of how this side of
the online application works. To make the online
application easily accessible for the end-users and
to ensure that the user experience will always be
positive, this information page with the needed
guidelines was missing, and therefore added as
optimization.

Figure 88: Get started info page (optimization)

The second optimization increases the chances for a better acquisition between the webshop
customer and the project owner. The contact options for the webshop customer stopped at
calling or emailing the project owner. A new webpage was developed, the message-webpage
(Figure 89), in which
the
webshop
customer can easily
send a message to
the owner of the
products. He can
rate the products as
well. This webpage is
added in the views
folder,
in
the
reuse2use
folder.
Now the login is
created,
the
webshop customer
can send a message
and an email will
directly be connected
to the login of the
Figure 89: Possibility to send a message (optimization)
webshop customer.
Both parties get immediately in contact with each other. This research aimed to stimulate the
reusable building materials. Besides the online application that is developed, will this
optimization stimulate that even more. The figures are the most important aspects of the
optimizations, the other webpages, extra back-end scripts, and the adjustments of the
optimizations to the activity diagram are provided in Appendix IX.
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Best-Case Scenario

Concluded can be that the result of the products in the webshop in sub-chapter (7.1.3) is very
limited, based on its properties and characteristics. This was already expected since the BIM
model data juxtaposition (sub-chapter 5.3) resulted in very few matching and semi-matching
parameters in the BIM models and were relevant to retrieve. The results from sub-chapter
(7.1.3) substantiate this brief outcome of characteristics’ value, that will stimulate the reuse of
building materials. Besides the name, dimensions, and a very brief description of the material
properties, no more non-graphical information was included in the BIM models that would
contribute to the stimulation of reusable building materials. To overcome this problem of this
very brief circular-based non-graphical information input, the exchange requirements of the Re
Use Index – ILS were proposed in the sub-chapter (5.2). If this guide was implemented in a
project, considering these exchange requirements, the output of this same research would be
completely different. To verify this statement, an evaluation is executed based on a comparison
that is made between the result from the sub-chapter (7.1.3) and the desired output of nongraphical information if the Re Use Index – ILS was implemented. This will be the best-case
scenario, in which every detail is described, what is desired to know if the complete
composition and reuse potentials are required as input in the non-graphical information from a
BIM model.
To be able to evaluate what the difference is between the retrieved data and what the output
of the desired value of the best-case scenario would be if the parameters from the Re Use
Index – ILS could be extracted, an example is created. This example is outlined in the same
layout as it is developed in the webshop from sub-chapter (7.1.3). The example that is created
fulfils all the exchange requirements that are requested in the Re Use Index – ILS (sub-chapter
5.2). The object that is used for this example is an exterior window frame that can be
deconstructed from a building very soon. It has the potential to be reused and, therefore, to be
applied to the online application to be out for sale.
Figure 90 shows the result of the exterior window frame in the webshop as if it was added to
the online application. The non-graphical information that meets the exchange requirements
of the Re Use Index – ILS that were available in the BIM model and could, therefore, be
retrieved. The difference in value of the characteristics of the two compared products is
evident. The non-graphical information is divided over the three exchange requirements topics:
object properties (blue), object circularity indicators (green), and the object dismantle factors
(yellow). A complete list of circularity-based non-graphical information is applied to the product,
in which the complete (expected) life cycle of the building material is described, before and
after the usage of the project of which it is part now. By being able to extract this data, the
value of the online application and its webshop will obviously increase. The more we know
about building materials and their complete life cycle, the more possibilities we have to support
and stimulate their reuse. This does not require that much of a change, just the right guidelines
during the design phase of a project and a software tool that connects the project owner and
the future customer, as it was developed in this research.
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Re Use Index – ILS Guide

It is obvious that the implementation of the Re Use Index – ILS would be a valuable contribution
towards the stimulation of the reuse potential of building materials. It is clear that, by being
able to retrieve this information, the potential of reusable building materials is going to a higher
level, after they get deconstructed from buildings. Even if reuse would not be possible
anymore, the non-graphical information tells exactly how the building material can be
decomposed. Which materials are included, which types of connection, which parts can be
replaced, which parts can be recycled, etc.
The proof of concept will not be completed if the Re Use Index – ILS will not be developed as
a real guide. To enable retrieving the desired non-graphical information from future projects,
the Re Use Index – ILS should be implemented in the project process. This ensures that this
complete list (Figure 90) will be available for every object from the BIM model. It enables us to
conduct a complete project life cycle plan from the building. This would be a great opportunity
for future projects to increase their circularity-based data input of non-graphical information.
But, the scope of this research was to concentrate on existing buildings and to stimulate their
potentially reusable building materials. For future projects, the Re Use Index – ILS would be
very beneficial, especially with its transition towards a circular built environment. But even for
existing buildings, this would still be a great opportunity to implement the Re Use Index – ILS.
If a building is almost at its end of life cycle, the project owner can still consider the exchange
requirements and can increase the value of the objects in his or her BIM model by
implementing these exchange requirements. The most important aspect of the introduction of
the BIM methods in the AECO industry was the ‘I’ in BIM. By adding the information, this will
always be valuable, even if this is at the end of the life cycle of the building. The best part about
reusable building materials is that they will be reused as well as their data input. The data will
be stored and will be part of the object until it reaches its end of life. Even if some exchange
requirements are not known and traceable anymore, a lot of exchange requirements can still
be fulfilled. Especially the values of the object properties as well as the object dismantle
indicators can be captured at any time. The non-graphical information of the object will not get
lost, so when an object is reused in future project, many exchange requirements are already
attached to the objects. The information only needs to be changed or adjusted with the
information of that project. Therefore, it does not matter at what moment of time (in the life
cycle of the building material) the information will be added to the object, it will always be
valuable.
This guide is developed to increase the circular-based non-graphical information in BIM
models that will stimulate the reuse potentials of building materials. The complete life cycle of
every building material will be described, based on the desired exchange requirements of the
Re Use Index – ILS (Figure 91). It is a customized guide which is inspired on the guidelines of
the basis-ILS and can, therefore, easily be implemented in the AECO industry because of its
universal agreements and way of structuring data.
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Figure 91: Re Use Index - ILS guide
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Validation

The research is conducted: the desired connection for the stimulation of reusable building
materials is defined; the online application is developed; the optimizations are implemented;
and the desired exchange requirements towards a circular built environment are determined.
It is now time to validate the proof of concept, as it is constructed through the entire process
of this research. This validation will be focused on the final connection that is developed
between the non-graphical information and the cloud-based software (online application), as
well as the contribution towards the circular built environment.

7.5.1 | Online Application
The development of the online application solved is in line with the scope of this research to
focus on a connection between information input of the AECO industry and the cloud-based
software. As is stated in sub-chapter (3.6), the AECO industry will have to extend their BIM
methods with cloud-based software. Their software tools, standards, file formats are shifting
towards cloud-based software, but a connection is still not developed. The most generic,
scalable, and highest adoptable technology is the JSON exchange data format, which is widely
adopted with the usage of Javascript programming language for web development. With these
cloud-based technologies, data can easily be exchange, stored and will always be accessible.
This research tried to solve the connection with the cloud-based software issue by developing
an online application using Javascript and with JSON file structure input. A possible way for
retrieving non-graphical information from BIM models was proposed and developed, in which
the connection with .xlsx files was created. Another option that was developed, was to export
and convert data from the widely adopted software tool Solibri, and to be able to present the
data in the online application. Therefore, the online application can have a contribution for the
AECO industry, since it tackled the problem how to export data from BIM models into cloudbased software exchange files. The most important step that had to be implemented to
overcome this problem, was to convert the BIM model data into a .json file. If this was not
created, the Javascript software was not able to read the file with BIM data. Sending the data
to the web browser is possible, but to be able to store the data in a database, without this
converting it to .json is inevitable. This, therefore, is a point of discussion for the development
of a connection between the software used in the AECO industry and the cloud-based
software. Cloud-based file formats must be implemented as an export opportunity (.json is
proposed), to be able to use the data from the BIM models on cloud-based platforms. If this is
made possible, the data from the BIM models can much more easily be adopted and the first
steps towards the cloud-based BIM platforms can be created.
The online application itself did prove the concept, as was proposed in the Methodology
(Section 4, sub-chapters 4.1; 4.2). The shifting towards a cloud-based BIM platforms did
increase the potential to connect the project owner with the webshop customer. A digital
marketplace was invented, which fulfils the economic part of the circular economy. The reuse
of building materials will fulfil the circular part of the circular economy. If we validate the
potential of the online application to be launched on the market, the cloud-based software did
increase this opportunity. The strength of cloud-based software is that data is easily
exchangeable, data can easily be stored, and the information is always accessible. Especially
this last part of the online application is the most important aspect considering the usability of
the online application. Another important part of the usability is the user experience. The
requirement was to create an attractive and user-friendly interface, which therefore was the
focus to implement a Graphical User Interface. Since the application is only tested by the Alpha
Method (sub-chapter 7.1), and only the simulated end-users tested the application, it can
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therefore not be concluded if the GUI of the online application meets the expectations of
potential end-users based on their experience. It, therefore, is recommended to conduct a Beta
Test phase, in which external feedback can be retrieved from the users that test the app.
Another important part of the online application that must be validated is the development. The
online application as it is developed, is a prototype. A positive result is achieved, but it must
be noted that it only works within the conditions that are mentioned in sub-chapter (6.3). Before
a possible launch on the market, many optimizations are needed. The optimizations that are
considered in sub-chapter (7.2) are only focused on the user experience. The most important
optimizations that need to be adjusted to the back-end of the online application will now be
discussed. (1) The model is hardcoded, which means that the parameters that will be retrieved
from the .xlsx project report files, have to be identical to the parameters in the model. If they
do not match, the non-graphical information cannot be retrieved, and the online application will
read them as ‘undefined’. This does also mean that no more parameters can be added to the
.xlsx project reports, since the model is not able to read them. (2) The converter webpage is
still a very complex web page, on which the end-user still needs to execute many steps. An
optimization needs to take place in which this all is executed in the back-end. The end-user
only needs to upload his or her project and it will immediately be saved as a .json file. (3) The
products can be added to the online application manually and only one by one. This will take
a lot of time if an end-user wants to add a complete project to the webshop. Therefore, it is
important to extend this function into an easier way of adding products to the online application.
The online application is a prototype, which is in its early stage. Many optimizations need to
be added to the back-end before it can proceed to the next phase in its development process.
The extensibility of the online application is also shown. This first draft is a prototype version
of how the application works and it shows that it is possible to store multiple projects in the
database. If the application will be launched, the server must be able to handle an enormous
number of data input once many end-users will access the online application. The decision to
choose for a NoSQL database (sub-chapter 4.4.3.2) is, therefore, an excellent opportunity to
extend the servers. Where SQL reaches a limit, the NoSQL database can easily be expanded
horizontally as well as vertically. A point of discussion is of course if the back-end of the online
application can handle huge numbers of data input as well. Since this is not tested on a large
scale, this cannot yet be concluded. This enhancement needs to be part of an optimization
phase after this research.
Another important aspect, which is not implemented in the online application on a large scale,
and is mandatory if the application will be released, is the privacy aspect. The optimization of
the sign-up and login features enable the project owners to work within their environment and
no other project owner can access their data. But the responses and requests that are handled
by the online application are done with HTTP and not HTTPS. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol
handles the request, by sending it the server, the server sends back the response, and the
end-users get the web page they asked for (sub-chapter 6.3.1). The HTTPS does the same
thing, only includes the ‘S’ in the protocol, which stands for ‘Secure’. The HTTPS handles the
same requests and responds but secures this connection. It encrypts the data input in the web
browser, such as passwords, email addressed, bank accounts, etc. Validating the developed
online application will recommend to secure this connection between the server and the web
browser by using HTTPS.
The online application has the potential to be launched on the market and to be used in a reallife environment. It did prove that the concept works, that the project owner can reach the
webshop customer by uploading data and that the webshop customer can reach the project
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owner, because the project and product information are presented in a webshop. The online
application is a prototype version, in which the Alpha Testing is already executed, and the
optimization is implemented. The full application can run without errors or failures and has the
potential to be scaled. The final success of the online application can only be concluded if more
tests are conducted, especially based on external user-experience and uploading high
numbers of data.

7.5.2 | Circular built environment
The most important part of the validation of the final results, is the contribution these results
have for the AECO industry, and most importantly, for the transition towards a circular built
environment. This research aimed to stimulate the reuse of building materials, since it is the
feedback loop within the circular built environment with the highest potentials and has the least
negative impact on the environment (sub-chapter 2.3). This aims to reduce the waste
production of the construction sector by closing the cycle loops, without the need for input of
new components or materials, which are extracted from natural resources. The reuse
possibilities should especially be focused on the existing buildings since the circular concepts
are mainly focused on future projects (sub-chapters 2.6; 2.7; 2.8). Existing building materials
have the higher potential to be reused, since these buildings will be deconstructed sooner. But
information input is required to be able to stimulate the reuse potentials of these building
materials.
The BIM methods did increase this information input in the AECO industry. Many standards
(sub-chapter 3.3) were developed to enable a higher outcome of information in the BIM model,
to increase the maturity from 3D models into BIM models. This provided insight in the
information sources of a BIM model, in which the LOI (sub-chapter 3.3.2) was most valuable
to elaborate on in this research. It is desired to increase the LOI in the collaborative processes
within the AECO industry, to retrieve a higher output of non-graphical information, and to get
insights in the full project’s life cycle (sub-chapter 3.8). But, to be able to increase the LOI, the
collaboration aspect of a project team is very important. A BIM project collaboration can only
achieve a high LOI if it sets the right requirements and agreements based upon the desired
information output. The standards that are developed try to overcome this challenge because
the AECO industry is still struggling with how to work with universal and structured agreements.
A possible solution to tackle this challenge is the basis-ILS on which was elaborated on during
the execution of this research.
The validated results from the analyses that were conducted in Section 5 concluded that the
difference between the desired non-graphical information in a circular built environment and
the matching data in the contemporary BIM models, is very big. Almost none of the desired
exchange requirements (sub-chapter 5.2) could be retrieved from the BIM models (sub-chapter
5.3. Validating this outcome, it must be noted that it is positive that not much of the desired
data was matching the data from the BIM models. The desired exchange requirements were
not part of the process during the development of those projects. You need to set requirements
to obtain certain information. And this was not the case for the used BIM models. Therefore,
the Re Use Index – ILS was developed, to set circular-based requirements and provide
guidelines for projects in which the stakeholders want to retrieve the desired non-graphical
information from the BIM model. But, besides the fact that this information was not available,
the potentially reusable building materials are still be stimulated with the use of the online
application. It realized an easier connection between the project owner and the webshop
customer, even if the non-graphical information input from BIM models is not circular-based.
And therefore, the main goal of this research is still accomplished.
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But the Re Use Index – ILS needs to get a follow-up study that will make sure that is the
circular-based exchange requirements are complete, need adjustments, or need to be
changed or deleted. The exchange requirements are based on several resources, but it is
never investigated if this is requested within circular-based project teams as well. If a study is
conducted to verify the completeness and strength of the Re Use Index – ILS, this guide can
be a contribution to the AECO industry in its transition towards the circular built environment.
Because it is inspired by the basis-ILS, which is based on universal guidelines and
agreements, set by the AECO industry itself, the Re Use Index – ILS can easily be
implemented. The final contribution of this research for the market, the AECO industry, and to
support the circular built environment, especially by concentrating on the stimulation of
reusable building materials, is, therefore, the Re Use Index – ILS guide. This guide has great
potentials in achieving the vision of the Dutch government to have a full circular economy with
only reuse cycle loops by 2050.
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Conclusion & Discussion
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8 │ Conclusion & Discussion
This section shall finalize the thesis. The final conclusion is drafted (sub-chapter 8.1), based
on formulating the answer on the main question that was stated for this research. In the next
sub-chapter (8.2) the reflection on the research sub-questions are described as well as the
scientific and societal relevance of this research. The thesis report will end with a critical
discussion as well as defining recommendations for future research which are described in the
last sub-chapter (8.3).

8.1

│

Conclusion

The answer on the main question is formulated and will be the final conclusion of this research:

“How can the connection between non-graphical BIM data of existing buildings and cloudbased software be realized, in order to stimulate the reuse of building materials to support
the circular built environment?

The answer to this question resulted in two parts: desired non-graphical circular-based
information output and the development of an online application that realized the connection.
Circular-based non-graphical information is necessary if building material life cycle information
is desired to be extracted from BIM models. To enable stakeholders from projects to retrieve
the desired information, circular-based exchange requirements must be listed, that will provide
guidelines for the stakeholders to implement the requested circular-based information. If these
exchange requirements are not implemented in the project process, the desired information
cannot be obtained in a later phase of the project. The BIM model data juxtaposition did
conclude that almost none of the desired circular-based exchange requirements is
implemented in contemporary BIM models. This research, therefore, developed the Re Use
Index – ILS, which is inspired by the basis-ILS, to provide guidelines for stakeholders in
projects, based on circular-based requirements. These requirements can be implemented in
future projects, but they can also be added to BIM models of existing buildings that do not
contain these requirements but do have potentially reusable building materials available. The
Re Use Index – ILS aims to increase the value of circular-based non-graphical information in
existing buildings, to increase the stimulation of the reuse of its building materials. The
stimulation of reusable building materials is in line with the vision of the Dutch government, to
have a full circular economy, with only using reuse processes by 2050. The Re Use Index –
ILS can be implemented as a guide in the AECO industry, which will contribute to its shifting
towards a circular built environment.
The second part of this research that will stimulate the reuse of building materials, is based on
the shifting towards cloud-based BIM platforms in the AECO industry. This aims to connect the
non-graphical information from the BIM models to the cloud-based software technologies. The
value of cloud-based software as well as the unique selling points and opportunities that were
concluded from the literature review, resulted in an online application that is developed. This
online application is a digital marketplace, developed with cloud-based software, for the supply
and demand of reusable building materials. The acquisition of building materials fulfils the
economic part, and the stimulation of the reuse of it, the circular part of the circular economy.
Although the retrieved non-graphical information from the BIM models was not circular-based
as expected, the online application did show that the software that is used in the AECO industry
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can be connected to cloud-based software, and that this connection does increase the reuse
potentials of the building materials. In this research, it is concluded that the JSON exchange
data format in combination with Javascript for web development, has the highest value and
potential for realizing the connection between the software used in the construction sector and
the cloud-based software. The online application can convert .xlsx files into .json, present the
data in the web browser, and sell the objects from the BIM models as products in a webshop.
The online application is a real-time prototype, which has positive test results. With the
optimization of several hardcoded scripts in the back-end, it has realistic potentials to be used
in the AECO industry.

8.2

│

Research Questions & Relevance

In this sub-section, the research sub-questions, that are formulated in the first section of this
research will be reflected. This sub-section also describes the relevance of this research based
on scientific and societal contributions.

8.2.1 | Reflection on sub-questions
What is a circular built environment and how does this affect the AECO industry?
The circular built environment, different to the linear construction sector, tries to close their
feedback cycle loops, instead of the ‘take-make-waste’ disposal that defines the linear
construction sector. Especially the four feedback cycle loops: maintain, reuse, remanufacture,
and recycle are fundamental in the circular built environment. The construction sector tries to
implement the circularity approach during its complete life cycle as well as the primary and
secondary processes. In every phase, changes can be implemented that create a more circular
construction project. These changes can be: using building materials with a high life
expectancy, using recycled materials, rather maintain than replace, and finally the most
important one, reduce the waste production by recycling waste or reuse the building materials
in future projects. But the circularity approach that affects the AECO industry are the initiatives
for future projects, specially developed for a full circular built environment. These initiatives are
mainly implemented in the design phase and change the entire traditional output from a
building in being a completely deconstructable building. The highest values of the building
materials can be captured if they can easily be dismantled from the building, in which they are
immediately ready to be reused. The whole scope around the implementation of the circular
built environment for the AECO industry is to think about what can be changed in the traditional
processes that could be more sustainable. Buildings must be seen as material banks and
constructing future projects must be done by reusing building materials that are extracted from
existing buildings.
How is the building data managed within a BIM model and which standards increase the
collaboration and interoperability potentials?
The way the data of a building is managed within the AECO industry is depending on the
maturity level of BIM that is used for a project. The LOD (level of development) and LOI (level
of information) indicate how much graphical and non-graphical information is included in the
model. If this is done, it provides opportunities to do cost calculations, extract quantities and
even retrieve a full life cycle report. The quality level of the graphical information and the nongraphical information must be pre-defined during a collaboration project to retrieve certain
levels of data. These levels are also defined in several standards that are developed for the
AECO industry to use as fundamental agreements and requirements in the project. The ISO
and the CEN/TC committees provide many standards that can help project teams in managing
their building data. But especially the openBIM standards increase the collaboration and
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interoperability potentials in the AECO industry. Neutral exchange file formats (e.g. IFC) made
it possible to exchange data between stakeholders. With BIM-based model checking software,
quality checks, clash detections, and data reviewing became possible. This increased the
collaboration quality as well, since communicating is possible within the BMC software tools.
Besides the standards, are guidelines proposed in the AECO industry which enable creating a
more structured collaboration process as well as the transition towards a circular built
environment. These are the guidelines of the basis-ILS. Customizations on these guidelines
are possible, in which a project can ask for specific exchange requirements, based on their
project goals.
Which matching building materials characteristics can be retrieved from the BIM models, which
will increase the reusability potentials of the building materials?
Based on the BIM model data juxtaposition that is conducted in this research, very few of the
desired circular-based building materials characteristics could be retrieved from the
contemporary BIM models. It can be concluded that if no proper exchange requirements of
that purpose are set, the desired information cannot be obtained from the BIM model. The
result of this analysis was a brief list of parameters that were mainly focused on the dimensions
of the objects and a few general characteristics, none were circular-based. But since that was
probably not required when these projects started, this can be an obvious result. It can be
determined that if this circular-based non-graphical information is desired to be obtained from
a BIM model, it is very important to pre-define the exchange requirements. The expected
circular-based outcome is only possible if the participants of the project do include these
requirements to the objects in the BIM model. To be able to retrieve this data in projects, the
Re Use Index – ILS was developed, to provide guidelines for project teams, based on circularbased exchange requirements. This to be implemented in the BIM collaboration processes,
that can increase the reusability potentials of the building materials. The input for this guide
was based on: object properties, object circularity indicators, and object dismantle indicators,
which all contain a list of specific circular-based exchange requirements.
What requirements must be met, when creating the possible transfer between the nongraphical BIM data and the cloud-based software?
The transfer from the non-graphical information of the BIM models to the cloud-based software.
It was an issue that had to be solved. The AECO industry has a variety of software tools that
are used to design, check models, calculated, communicate, etc. is enormous. And these
software tools all need to be able to exchange and retrieve data from the other software tools.
This problem is tackled in the BIM process using neutral file formats like IFC. With the transition
towards the cloud-based software. The JSON exchange file format is determined as the
highest potential in realizing this connection. JSON is a key-value style lightweight data
exchange format that has higher parsing efficiency than XML and due to the inadequacies of
XML, JSON has been widely used in web applications, specifically in Javascript web services
(Afsari, et al., 2017) A key problem is that the .json file export option is not (yet) implemented
in widely adopted software tools like Solibri, which is used in this research as BIM-based model
checker. The only export file that was available to retrieve the non-graphical data was a .xlsx
(Excel) file. The Javascript software that was used to develop the back-end of the application
was not built to parse this file input but was able to read the neutral format .json file. Therefore,
a converter is developed which transformed the .xlsx file with the project data into the .json file.
The data input was maintained, only the file structure changed. A script was developed in the
back-end that was able to transform the files. In the online application, a webpage was
developed, on which the project report .xlsx file can be uploaded, converted, and finally be
downloaded as .json file. The project data was still preserved. It therefore became possible to
transfer the non-graphical BIM data to the cloud-based software.
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What pattern can be designed that connects the cloud-based software with a user-friendly
front-end?
A pattern was designed that was able to connect the back-end with the front-end, the API with
the database, the Node.js server with the web browser, and was able to create user-friendly
front-end as well. This was a complex pattern in which different methods and frameworks were
put together into one system design. The MVC framework was fundamental in the system
design. This framework is very often used for web development processes and can connect
the web browser with an external database. The routes receive the HTTP request and send it
to the controller by directing the controller into the right path. If data must be stored or fetched
from the external database, the controller sends this request to the model which is connected
to the external database. For this research, the NoSQL MongoDB software tool was used,
since it was best applicable. The model stores or fetches data from MongoDB and sends it
back to the controller. This data must be rendered in which the controller sends the data to
the view. This part of the MVC pattern is responsible for the user-friendly interface of the frontend. The style sheeting of the online application is also developed and added to
the view. The view sends back this presentation to the controller, which on his turn sends the
response back to the end-user in the web browser. This MVC pattern was developed in Node.js
which runs on Javascript but has extra features available. The root file in Node.js connects the
back-end with the web browser in the front-end. With this pattern, it was possible to connect
the different parts from the research, and therefore create one complete system design.
How to design a system that involves different stakeholders and end-users?
The different stakeholders involved in this project could be distinguished as the project owner
and the webshop customer. For both sides, the key group was determined as: contractors,
investors, real estate owners, clients, housing corporations, freelancers, and private house
owners. The project owner fulfills the supply side of the digital marketplace (online application)
because he or she owns a BIM model of a project that soon will be deconstructed, and the
project owner, therefore, wants to add the potentially reusable building materials to the online
application. The other stakeholder is the webshop customer, who fulfills the demand side.
These customers want to buy reusable building materials to use them in future projects. Both
sides have to be connected but need a different environment in the online application. One
online application was developed, on which both sides were brought together. This was
decided, since the input of the project owners, is the output for the webshop customers. With
the connection to one database, the same data could be used, but for different purposes. To
create a clear distinction in the online application for both sides, a different environment was
developed. The project owners used the Project 2 Connect side, and the webshop customers
used the Re Use 2 Use side.
Which circular-based approaches for existing buildings, conducted from the literature review,
can be applied to the online application?
The conducted literature review about the circular built environment did provide many insights
for this research. In the Methodology, several decisions were made that finally resulted in the
development of an online application. That could be the possible connection that was asked in
the main question of this research. This was based on unique selling points over several
circular built environment initiatives. The fundamental aspect of the online application was
based on the USPs on the ‘building as materials bank’ approach and the distinction between
the Madaster platform with the development of the digital marketplace. A reusable label was
developed in the online application, that enables the project owner to assess the reuse
potential of the building materials that could be extracted from the building. This is done based
on Building Circularity Indicators. These BCIs score the building and its materials based on the
value that can or cannot be captured once the building materials would be disassembled. Other
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circular-based literature resources are included in the guidelines of the Re Use Index – ILS.
This was not applied to the online application but does have a high value in the final output of
this research.
Can a proof of concept be developed that meets the requirements of the stakeholders and
end-users, and/or does it need optimizations after it is validated?
The concept that was proposed in the methodology has been developed and tested. With the
positive test result, it can be stated that the proof of concept is achieved. For the system design,
a list of requirements was determined, based on the needs of the stakeholders (project owners
and the webshop customers). When developing a product or application, it is advised to
consider the needs of the end-users, to lower the threshold when the application will be
launched on the market. If the requirements of the end-users are met, the usability of the
application will probably receive more support. The prototype was developed which can run in
the web browser without failures or bugs. It can upload, store, and retrieve data from and to
the database as well as presenting this same data as products in a webshop. The prototype
was also tested using the alpha testing method, based on a real-user environment. During the
execution of this test phase, a few points were defined that need to be optimized, based on
the needs of the end-users. In the validation of the online application, more optimizations were
discussed based on the development of the back-end. Within the conditions of this research,
the online application has a positive result. But the prototype in an early stage. Before a
possible launch on the market, it is advised to implement the stated optimizations to increase
the value and opportunities of the online applications.

8.2.2 | Scientific Relevance
The scientific relevance of this research is to create awareness of what possibilities the JSON
exchange data format has in combination with Javascript for the AECO industry. In the shifting
towards cloud-based software technologies, has especially the JSON file format the high
potential to create the connection between the software tools that are used nowadays, and
towards the desired cloud-based BIM platforms. JSON has a high potential to easily exchange
BIM data, because of its lightweight data exchange and high parsing possibilities. The JSON
file format is generic, scalable, and highly adoptable by a variety of software tools. The
development of the online application did prove that it is possible to export BIM data into cloudbased software and be able to work with this data in a web development environment using
the Javascript program language. By retrieving non-graphical information from the BIM
models, being able to present it in a web browser, and therefore, having this data always
accessible, the value of a cloud-based BIM platform is substantiated. The opportunities that
JSON has in this shifting can, therefore, be relevant for future researchers to elaborate on. The
development of the system is described step by step, which makes it possible to adopt certain
parts of the script and extend it for other research purposes.

8.2.3 | Societal Relevance
The societal relevance of this research is the contribution that this research has for the
transition towards a circular built environment and therefore can help in the reduction of the
waste generation. The stimulation of the reuse of building materials is in line with the vision of
the Dutch government, to have a fully circular economy by 2050. Which makes this research
very topical, since the government only wants to use reuse processes. This research provides
two solutions for the AECO industry to stimulate the reuse of building materials. The Re Use
Index – ILS can be implemented in their processes which will increase the circular-based nongraphical information in the BIM models. The desired exchange requirements will provide a
complete list of the requirements that are needed in order to know if a building material has
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reuse potentials. Once this non-graphical information is attached to the objects, it can be
retrieved from the BIM models and added to the online application. This enables the project
owners to sell their reusable building materials in which they are easily connected to the future
customers of the building materials. By increasing the circular-based non-graphical information
of the objects in the BIM models and the ease of selling them, the reuse of building materials
will be stimulated. Which is the main objective of this research.

8.3

│

Critical Discussion & Recommendations

The conclusions from the thesis are drafted and the results are defined. The conducted
research has points of discussion that will critically be described as well as improvements for
the conducted research. These improvements will be substantiated as recommendations for
future research. The point of discussion and recommendations are divided over three topics:
general, online application, and the Re Use Index – ILS.

8.3.1 | General
The first point of discussion is the lack of circular-based non-graphical information that could
not be obtained from the BIM model data juxtaposition. It was hoped to retrieve more matching
data, especially with circular-based characteristics attached to the object. Unfortunately, this
was not possible, and almost none of the listed exchange requirements of the Re Use Index –
ILS were implemented as well. But this can be discussed as being a positive point. Since the
information was not provided in the BIM models, no extra information, which was probably not
pre-defined as exchange requirements during the design of the BIM models, was implemented.
This is actually positive, because the exchange requirements and agreements of a project,
define what information must be included in the BIM models and what information must not.
To be sure that circular-based information can be extracted if this same analysis is conducted
in future research, it is recommended to focus on the exchange requirements of that particular
project. If circular-based information was desired to be retrieved from the BIM model, it
probably is included
As an output of the BIM model data juxtaposition and during the development of the online
application, Solibri was considered as an important path. The real focus was the connection
between the .xlsx file to the .json file. Solibri was provided by the supervising company, and
therefore an easy software tool to apply to this research. The research aimed to connect the
BIM model data to the cloud-based software. Since Solibri is a commonly used software tool
in the AECO industry, it was an obvious decision to investigate the possibilities with this
software tool and the cloud-based software as well. But the final input was still an .xlsx file,
which is universal and not a unique export option file from Solibri. Therefore, it must be noted
that Solibri did not was the complete focus of this research, but it was used based on its
popularity and availability. The most important part is the connection with the .json file, which
should be elaborated on in future research. An opportunity for future research would be, if
Solibri is considered to be used as well, to investigate if a direct export to a .json file would be
possible.

8.3.2 | Online Application
Based on the development of the back-end of the online application, several optimizations
should take place to get the application from being a prototype, to a more mature level. The
most important optimizations are: (1) The model is hardcoded. The data that will be uploaded
to the online application, must be identical to the codes in the back-end of the model. If this
data is not identical, the online application cannot read the data. This means that the project
owner is not able to make changes to the ITO Report as well as the Project Report Template,
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without creating failures in the back-end. (2) The convert option must completely be executed
in the back-end. The end-user needs to execute multiple steps before his or her report is
converted and uploaded. This all should be done in the back-end. (3) The only possibility to
add the products now is one by one. This should be changed as well. The project owner should
be able to add his or her entire project as single products to the webshop in once. These are
the three most important optimizations in the development of the back-end which should be
adjusted. If the online application will be able to be launched on the market, the adjustments
should definitely take place.
The online application is a prototype version, which has a positive test result. Within the right
conditions, that are used in this research, the online application can run without failure. But
only the alpha testing method was executed: during the development based on the findings of
the developer, and in the test phase based on the simulated real-user environment. If the online
application will be taken to a more mature level, it is recommended to execute a beta testing,
based on the experience of real end-users. Their findings are critical in a possible successful
launch on the market.
Since the online application is a prototype, it should also be tested in a secured environment
if the online application can handle a possible launch on the market. The online application
should be able to handle large amounts of data input. Because many projects will be uploaded.
And if many projects are uploaded, the security aspect is even more important as well.
Because the project owners need to be able to work in a secure environment. It, therefore, is
recommended to execute these two tests, to be sure it can handle large amounts of requests
and can work in a secured environment as well.
The online application has a lot of potential to be launched on the market and to actually have
value for the AECO industry in the stimulation of reusable building materials. But it is stated
that first many tests and optimizations need to take place. If this is done, a marketing campaign
should be launched to create awareness for the online application, especially for projects that
will be deconstructed soon. This will enable project owners to already upload their reusable
building materials even before the building is deconstructed. The potential buyers on their term,
have the chance to already see which reusable building materials become available soon.
They therefore can design a project, based on the availability of reusable building materials
nearby.

8.3.3 | Re Use Index - ILS
The Re Use Index – ILS guide is inspired by the guidelines of the basis-ILS. The exchange
requirements used as input for the Re Use Index – ILS are conducted from literature resources.
The layout of the guide is identical to the basis-ILS which will provide an easier implementation
in the AECO industry since the basis-ILS is developed by and for the AECO industry. But it is
never investigated if the Re Use Index – ILS does have this same effect on the AECO industry
and that it meets the requirements of the construction sector. Therefore, further research is
needed on several points: (1) It must be investigated of the exchange requirements that are
listed, are complete, based on the circular-based information that will stimulate the reuse of
the building materials. If research will be conducted it is wise to let experts discuss if the
exchange requirements are complete, need to change, or maybe have to be excluded. (2) It
must be proven that the Re Use Index – ILS guide has the same effect as the basis-ILS on the
market. This to be sure that the exchange requirements are clearly described, and the layout
of the guide does not contain mis interpretable visualizations. (3) Some exchange
requirements ask for a larger description of information input. It must be determined if it is
useful to ask for this information, or if they might not be specific enough. It, therefore, is wise
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to test the information input among modelers, and to determine if they are willing to add larger
amounts of information, or if more specific exchange requirements are required. It is clear that
besides the online application, the Re Use Index – ILS is a prototype version as well. This
guide also needs to be tested on different topics, before it can be launched on the market.
If the online application is combined with the Re Use Index – ILS, as was done in the bestcase scenario (sub-chapter 7.3), a research must be conducted if every single exchange
requirement of the Re Use Index – ILS should be extracted from a BIM model to be presented
in the webshop. Because not every exchange requirement will increase the attractiveness of
the product. The exchange requirements must be attached to the objects in the BIM model,
but they might not all be valuable for the online application. It, therefore, is recommended to
test this among the end-users, which non-graphical information they desire to get presented
and which not.
In the first part of the literature review (Section 2), the Madaster platform was discussed. The
platform does collect circular-based information of the building, this is done with material
passports. A point of discussion is that some requirements of the material passport are similar
to the requirements of the Re Use Index – ILS. This is because they both try to retrieve
information about the building materials, based on its core components and virgin materials.
But the materials passports as well as the Madaster platform are focussed on new building
projects. The distinction with the output of the exchange requirements of the Re Use Index –
ILS as well as this research aims to focus on existing buildings and therefore, they both have
a different information input.
If the Re Use Index – ILS will be implemented in the AECO industry, agreements must be
made in which part of the process the three topics: object properties, object circularity
indicators, and object dismantle indicators, will be attached to the objects and by whom. A
recommendation would be to include an information-manager in the project. This manager will
be responsible for meeting these requirements, as well as other project life cycle information,
if this is desired. The information-manager will verify if the exchange requirements of the Re
Use Index – ILS are met, as well as other exchange requirements. It is important to have that
type of control during the full execution of the project. This to ensure that the desired LOI is
accomplished in the project.
A final recommendation that is advised if future research will be conducted on the Re Use
Index – ILS, is to compare the exchange requirements with the entities as they are determined
in the latest official version of the IFC 4.1. The BIM model data juxtaposition did conclude that
almost none of the exchange requirements cloud be retrieved from the contemporary BIM
models. After the entities in IFC are investigated and if comparisons are found, it can be noted
that it already should be possible to include these types of circular-based information in the
contemporary BIM models. A point of discussion then will be, why this information was not
attached to the objects in the first place. The development of the specifications in IFC and its
shifting towards a circular built environment was not taken into consideration in this research
but can, therefore, be a recommendation as a topic for future research.
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